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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A REPORT '--ON THE TUTORiAL-OUfREACH MODEL FOR READING
AND WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM AT LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

Los Medanos College
2700 East Leland Road
Pittsburg, California 94565
Sandra C. Booher
(415)439-2181/

A. Project Overview

Los Me anos C011ege.is a small community college on the eastern edge of the
San Francisco Bay Area. There are approximately 6,500IstUdents.enrolled, many of
whom are.part-time; the equivalent number of full-time students would be 3,300.
In the fall of 1980, under a $78,038 grant from FIPtE, the college began a two-
year project designed to train all of its full-time faculty in ways to sUpervise,
direct and support peer tutors tor reading and writing improvement within every
discipline. A semester-length seminar was repeated for four different waves of
instructors. These, instructors selected their own tutors, who then enrolled in
tutor-training, classes offered by the Language Arts area. The goal was a three-

pronged effort to assist students with poor skills: the content instructor, the
language arts instructor and the skills tutor would combine forces to provide
effective one-to-one help in every subject.

B. Purpose

The goal of this project was to sensiti.ze and educate a critical mass of the

faculty, resulting in improved classroom techniques and tutor supervision. The

support of the faculty at large was necessary to make the tutOrialyrogram work

as a successful alternative to tracking.

C. Background and Origins

Los Medanos College has an innovative and demanding general education program,

as well as graduation-requirements in reading, composition, and math, but the college

has no entlance tests OP academic tracks. Every instructor is,therefore, faced with

mixed reading and writing levels in the classroom. Before the FIPSE seminar began,

the college had already developed a successful reading arid writing center that uti-

lized trained student-tutors to work with all students who were enrolled in remedial

reading and writing classes -- about 240 studer)ts each semester out of a total enroll-

mant of 6,500. Most students who recognized their deficienCies and enrolled in re-

medial classes were benefited. However, attempts by instructors to encourage other

students with poor reading and writing skills to use the center and its tutors were

largely_unsuccessful. Rather than revert to a track system, the college promoted

the use of peer tutors for all classes across the turriculum -to-upgrade language

skills in the courses the students elected to take. .

These peer tutors and the language arts faculty training them soon learned that

better cooperation and Understanding with the regular classroom instructors was im-

perative. Classroom instructor, tutor trainer and tutor.all needed to approach lit-

eracy remediation with similar assumptions and an appreciation of the others' problems.
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D. Project Description

Each semester for four semesters, a new wave of instructors was recruited
for the in-service seminar, which met for two hours each week. The seminar
covered such topics as how to select a tutor, how to screen classes for literacy
problems, and how to reinforce good reading and writing habits through appropriate -

claSsroom methods. Consultants addressed the seminar periodically concerning the
causes and solutions of poor writing and thinkiug skills, but most sessions con-

, sisted of material presented by the faculty leader and subsequent.sharing of re-
,

actions, prohlem, questions, and techniques on the part of the faculty themselves.
Jnstructors were paid frsom the grant for seminar attendance, two hours each week,
and for meeting with their tutors one hour each week. The tutors were paid out of.
college funds. Language arts faculty taught the seminar and tutor-training'classes
as a part of their regular teaching load.

E". Outcomes and Impacts

Seventy percent or 47 out of 67 of the full-time faculty took advantage of
the seminar, with very favorable outcomes reported by them and their tuto,-S. The

number of students being.tutored in the content areas went from 308 in 1980-81 to-
420 in 1981-82, and their grades and retention rates were significantly higher
than those for students who were selected for tutoring but did not receive it.
Ihere were 45-50 tutors hired each semester who benefited from the job experience

4nd.their tutor training clesses.

"Reading and Writing in the Thinking Process" was one of eight criteria
agreed upon in 1981 by faculty establishing new guidelines for courses to qualify
for general education graduation requirements. Thus, seminar principles will be
permanently built into the curriculum, as each course outline must stipulate how
the criterion is being met.

The tutorial outreach model has been presented at numerous conferences and
meetings, including one held at the college itself. Copies of the full report
and notes from the seminar are available by writing or calling the project director.

F. Summary and Conclusions

A majority of our faculty are now trained 'to build more reading and writing
into their classes, confident in their tutors' ability to coach students having
problems.with those assignments. The seminar has restfited in an institution-wide

4 awareness of reading, writing, thinking and learning as class activities that re-
inforce one another and are inextricably bound together. -Tbis program remedies
basic skill deficiencies where student motivation is highest in the classes
that the students have selected. The program makes faculty meMbers from all
disciplines more responsible for reading and writing improvement, .w,ithout im-
posing unfairly on their time or goals. FIPSE has provided,the support to prove
that this system is effective and can work for others.

-2-
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)W- PROJECT OVERVIEW

Community colleges share the problem of trying to present college-level

work to many students who cannot read and write well enough to profit

fully from it. Because our college lacks a rigid tracking system, re-

tention of students is often pitted against maintenance of standards.

The problem: how can'colleges raise literacy levels to the point,at,

which students can handle real college work, without requiring students

ito endure isolating, often dead-end, remediation programs?

Los Medanos College (LMC) is a two-year community college on the eastern

edge of the San Francisco Bay area. Thereare approximately 6,500 students

enrolled, with approximately 3,300 full-time equivalents. The college has.

an innovative and demanding general education program, as well as graduation

requirements in reading, composition, and math, but the college hasno en-

trance tests 9r academic tracks. Every instructor is, therefore, faced with

mixed reading and writing levels in the classroom. Attempts to recommend a

reading or writing lab to students With poor skills have not been' successful.

or

Rather than reverting to a track system, the callege is promoting the

use of peer tutors tc- upgrade language skills in the classes the students

have elected to take. The tutors are selected by the instructors and

trained by the language arts faculty. During the two-year grant period,

four semester-length seminars were conducted to train_subject-area in-

structors in the basics of ii.ow students can be taught to read and write

more effectively and how these instructors can best direct, supervise;

evaluate, and encourage the tutors who are assigned to work with deficient

students in their discipline. Over two-thirds of the full-time faculty

participated for the complete semester, with many of the remainder and

numerous,part-timers attending variousindividual sessions. The seminar

met for Iwo hours weekly.

This program remedies basic literacy skill deficiencies where student

motivation is highest -- in the classes that thq students have selected.

The program makes faculty members from all disciplines more responsible

for understanding the basics of learning theory as it applies to reading

and writing. Further copies of this report, providing a full description

af the'Rroject, are available by writing the director.



B. PURPOSE

"Reading and Writing Across the Curriculum" has become a popular phrase

within the last ten years, as entire institutions have tried to address

the most crucial educational iissue facing colleOs today -- how to main-
,

tain high academic stanciardsAhile accepting more and More unprepared

students. At the prestigiods Cal Berkeley campus, Shakespeare scholars

complain that the,ir students mthe top 1(r, of California's high.school

graduates -- can't read the plays or write about them. At the California

community colleges, free tuition and the open door policy, combined with

a slow economy and a depressed jobmarket, have led to growing enr011ments

of returniq students and immiOants who want rapid access to higher paying'

jobs. These students share the classroom with recent high school graduates,

providing a stimulating mixture of backgrounds, experiences and aspirations.

Despite the variety, there is a disturbing commonality among these students -
0

many are not able to read college texts or write college papers.

The literacy problems that show up are not SImple ones that could be cured

by a spelling workshop or vocahOary program on a computer screen. In a

societal issues class at Los Medanos Collegei an instructor spent an office

hour trying to get a student to formulate a problem with an ethical dimension:

"The purpose of my paper is to individually explore the magnitude of
physical and sexbal child abuse." (first try)

"The purpose of my paper is to ask the question: what are the
origins of child abuse and why does it occur (and what should
be done). (secpnd try)

"In t,his paper I will deal with asking the question: should

abusive parents suffer the outcome of child abuse?" (third try)

"What should be done with abusive parents?" (final to)

This student was fortunate to have a teacher who would take the time to go

through this process with her. Faced with dozens of students with problems

like this and worse -- much worse, -- most faculty are forced to look for

other way to relieve the pressure. The result: a downward spiral of drop-
, ,

outs (40;, is common in community colleges), burn-outs (faculty members who

begin to look at teaching as an unpleasant sideline), grade inflation,

Li
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B. PURPOSE (con't)

"Scantronism", and huge remediation programS full of Minority students

who never seem to make it into the mainstream.

The recognition that literacy is every educator's business, and that all

programs suffer when students can't read and write well, has led to a

"reading and writing across the curriculum" surge at many schools.

English faculty have successfully argued that they simply cannot stem

the tideof "mal-literacy" alone, particularly if their colleagues from

other disciplines retreat into mathine-scored multiple choice exams and

lecturing around the books the students can't read. An institution-wfde

assault on the problem is necessary, enlisting the cooperation of all

faculty to assign.goodly amounts of reading and Writing followed by an

active interest in the results.

Many schools use writing centers to assist students who are learning how

to structure, develop and edit their papers in different disciplines.

Los Medanos College has made an effort to extend'this center out into

the classrooms through the use of peer tutors. The purpose of this pro-

ject was to train faculty members across the curriculum in ways to suc-
.

cessfully direct these peer tutors and'Io support their efforts through

,\effective classroom techniques:

C. BACKGROUND OF ITHE LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE MODEL

Los Medanos College, through its general education and.governance model,

'has always tried to teach and to exemplify the unity of knowledge. A

significant aspect of this emphasis on unity is that the college imposes

no entrance testing or tracking upon new students, and consequently has

no-Targe remediation center. Skills-deficient students are mainstreamed

as Much as possible, and faculty do their best with all comers. Stringent

exii requirements stipulating that the student demonstrate proficiency in

reading, writing, grid math, by course or by exam, work as a "quality control"

for graduates and an incentive for students to master these skills early.

This system has surprised many outsiders by being as effective in placement

and retention as any,comparable'system in the state. Transfer students

perform as well as stud nts from schools with rigid tracking systems, and

-5--



C. BACKGROUND OF THE LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE MODEL.(con't)

the drop-out rate is at the stgte-wide average for'California community

colleges. Faculty accept their unprepared students with the same degree

Of resignation and frustration as faculty elsewhere, where very often the

students who are tracked into remedial English because they can't read

and write are encouraged to take astronomy, economics, and auto repair.

Although faculty most areas of the college, with some exceptions,

feel that they are no worse off without tracking and indeed prefer the

diversity and opportunity provided by open enrollments, a major problem

exists: Across the curricufum in every class from accounting to welding,

faculty report that a good one-third of the st4dents have difficulty with .

their reading and writing assignments. These sUdents will not voluntarily

seek help by registering for 'an additional langUage arts class; one sus-

pects,that beneath the common explanation that their schedules quldn't

permit it rests a deep-seated fear brought on by years of humiliating

experiences in English classes. The majority of these students are per-
,

fectly capable but simply have never been taught how to put a paper to-
.

gether or how to prepare for an essay exam.

The problem came to a head at our college in 1978 when one of the vocational

instructors suggested that the exit exam for reading and writing proficiency

was toc academi,c for students going into a trade, and that the same standards

should not be aliplied to associate degree students and vocational certificate

students alike. This brought on a position paper that the standards should

not be different and a subsequent college-Wide discussion about the reading

and writing levels of our siudents, what should be done and who should do it.

The vocational instructons maintained that they knew best the kinds of writing

and the level of ability required in their fields. The language arts faculty

agreed, with them, proposed jointly developing exit tests with them, and ex-
,

pressed fUrther that all faculty should take more responsibility for setting

standardt in literacy and helping students achieve them.
,

But how could this be done? Even though most content teachers felt a com-

mitment to students needing assislance, they had neiTher the time nor the

expertise to provide that assistance. These two barriers -- faculty time

and expertise -- are at the heart of most resistance to across the curric-

ulum literacy improvement. A grant from the Fund for the Improvement_of

Postsecondary Education helped our college develop and refine a model for

overcoming these two obstacles.

10



C. BACKGROUND OF THE LOS,MEDANOS COLLEGE MODEL con't)

Time -- The first, objeaion conte4teachers expressed when asked if they

would provide more help with reading and writing problems was "I don't

have time." ThiS- was-not an excuse but a fact of life for instructors

who have so much mater'ial to cover, so many papers to col-rect; so many

meetings to attend and so many 'students to help. Therb isn't enough

time in class, and there isn't enough time out of.class. In class, the

content shouldn't be "watered down" with discussions of how toorite a

paper or job order. Out of class, office hou'rs cannot be paned by a

multitude of students who should "gb take an English course." These .

truisms came up again and again in the discussion:

1: Instructors are too busy to spend the tine needed outside of
class providing,one-to-one assistance to students who can't

do their assignments.

2. Instructors prefer to teach their content and leave the reading-
writing instruction to someone else tra ned in thd area.

3. However, language arts faculty felt str ngly that adult learners
-will improve in literacy mortuickyanç1 efficiently if they are
using those skills in the disciplines thèiiselves where the skills
are put to practical application in areas\where students see the
relationship between reading, writins, 1e6min and their success

in college.

When these apparently conflicting factors were lo ked at together, one solu-

tion emerged: if someone in that classrooT should work on literacy on a one-
.

to-one basis with4the students who need it, and th t someone is :not the in-

structor, it has to be an aide or another student. Indeed, the best aide for

this purpose would be another student who could enga e those needing help in

collaborative learning. Such an aide or tutor would eed to be trained in

0estioning strategies, in ways of eliciting resPonses from peers and guiding

their choices in orderto develop re'elding, writing and learning skills, rather

than simply providing answerS or drilling on informatio Since our reading

and writing center in Language Arts used tutors for this same purpose al-

ready under supervision of the instructor to question encourage, reward

and guide qther students -- it was a short step to extendi this sort of skills

tutoring -lir-Ito the content areas. Thus, in 1979, faculty;in areas such as

welding and psychology began selecting their own tutors,
iwho were trained

by the Language Arts faculty in tutor-training classes. rhe tutors were

hired hourly-out of college funds to dia6nose and remedia e reading and

writing difficulties for individual students, using the c ntent instructor's-

-7-



C. BACKGROUND OF THE LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE MODEL (Con't)

text and assignments. The content faculty selected the students who would

benefit from tutoring and made arrangements for these students to work with

the tutor outside of, and in some cases inside, the classroom. This system

provided one-to-one assistance without a large time commitment for the in-

structor. In fact, instructors reported being relieved of lengthy office

sessions with students hawing problems.

Training -- the second barrier to "across the curriculum" instructioli is

that most college faculty have advanced degrees in their fields and no

training at all in how to teach "the new stpdent," much less how to teach

reading and writing within their disciplines,to "the new student".

=

Originally, the language art5 faculty who were interested in promoting

the tutorial program herieved that this difficulty could also be overcome

by the use of tutors, that as long as tht tutor knew what to do, the con-

tent faculty member could remain at a safe distance.without any obligation

to follow the tutor's work with the students ver5'-61-O-S-6TYT--This proved to

be a-fallacy, with the following unhappy consequences:

1. Some content instructors referred as many a twenty-five students for
the same tutor to work with inside a 10-hour maximum work week.

2. Many of the students referrdd had learning disabilities, emotiona)
problems, or skill levels so low that no amount of tutoring could
provide any remedy.

3. Sbme tutors complained in the tutor-training class that their instructors
were asking th'em to grade tests and perform clerical duties rather than
work individually with students. ,

4. ,..Some tutors complained that their instructors were not providing stu-
dents with opportunities for multiple drafts and were in fact making
assignments and giving explanations that were in direct confljct with
techniques being taught in the tutor-training class. In essence, the
tutors felt that they had two masters, each telling them to take the
students in a different direction. to

5. Some of the tutors demonstrated in the tutor-training class that they
had poor interpersonal skirts and poor work habits_ Apparently the
instructors selecting them were using expertise in the subject area
as the only criterion for recommendation. .

It was clear that the content faculty needed tO be systematically in-

cluded in the process, so that the bond of language arts teacher, tu#or,

and contene teacher could be strengthened around similar assumptions and

understandings. The content teacher needed a_grasp of the principles be-

ing presented in the tutor-training class'and a better sense of how to

t_

-8- -,-
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- C. BACKGROUND OF THE LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE MODEL (con't)

direct and support the tutor. The language arts teacher needed a better

understanding of the concerns of the content teacher. This could not be

accomplished in a one-day workshop, but rather required extended develop-

iilent with regular meetings over a sustained period. The Fund supported

this tiaining period in ay% effort to reach a "cr'itical mass" of the in-

structors and consequently to determine whether a promising system like

this could work for us and for others.

In a nutshell, the concept being tried was this: can you remediate

adults quickly and effectively in aatraditional college classroom

through the joint effort of classroom instructor, tutor and language

arts tutor trainer?- Content teacher

Tutor, Language arts teacher/tutor trainer

If this "triangle of practical skills mastery' is to work, communication

levels on all sides must be established and maintained.

D. PROJECT,DESCRIPTION

The general plan called for a semester-length seminar to be_offered two

hours per week for instruct&s working with tutors. The seminar was
.

taught as part of the load of two excellent language'TIsirLulty members

who had 'spearheaded the Ntorial program. It was repe4ed each semester

An: four semesters so that all full-time faculty memberAwOuld have the

opportunity to participate. Facultywere rewarded byArda-funded pay

for seminar attenaance and time spent consulting with their tutors (about

$18 per hour);'but probably the most attractive incentive was "first dibs"

on a college-funded tutor of their own choice to work with their classes.

The grant director, who was also the Dean of Langbage Arts and Humanities,

worked closely with the college president and other deans to insure that

faculty, were encouraged as much as possible to "schedule in the FIPSE

seminar".'tfur goal was for every single full-time faculty member to par-
,

ticipate, Although there were-some areas where we did not succeed very

well, particularly 'physical education, we did finish the second year with

over two-thirds of the full-time staff having_ attended a semester-length

seminar. Fourslots left over were provided to long-term part-time personnel

1_1
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D. 'PROJECT DESCRIPTION (cont)

faculty who had taught two or three classes each semester for several

years. Also, support staff such as the paraprofessionalS from the

reading-writing lab, math lab:nursing and science lab; were invited

to attend, although not for pay. Additional full and part-time fac-

ulty attended individual sessions. The following shows the number

attending for the complete semester and the areas representéd:

Fall 1980

Participants Curriculum Area

10 faulty biology, appliance repair,
language arts, art, accounting,
history, psychology, early child-
hood development

Sping, 1981

Rarticipants Curriculum Area

10,faculty welding, ldnguage arts, library
science, music, business, physical
education, administration of justice,*
early childhood development

Fall, 1981

Participants

18 faculty
3 paraprofessionals
1 dean (Social Science)

Spring, 1982

Particippnts

11 facufty
1 paraprofessional

(2 language arts instructors
,as seminar leaders and dean
of language arts and humanities)

Curriculum Area

math, nursing, welding, language
arts, music, philosophy, history,
economics, social science,.library
science, anthropology, psychology,
early childhood development

Curriculum Area

nursing, chemistry, math, biology,
speech, music, library science,
business

Forty-seven full-time faculty out of a college total of sixty-Aeven or 70%

participated, plus four part-timers, four paraprofessionals and two deans.

In addition to coming to the seminar two hourseach week, faculty were paid

to meet with their tutors one hour per week, and language arts faculty were

also compensated for'individual meetings with content instructors to discuss

questions and problems around students being tVored, or new techniques being

tried. These meetings were reported to the project director on a form asking:



D PROJECT DESCRIPTION (con't)

a) .
What the problem was, and b) what remedies were being tried.

Consultants were brought in to address the seminar on such topics as the

multiple purposes of writing, how to use small groups for writing develop-

ment and re, vision in the classroom, and the special needs of learning dis-

abled, non-native speakers, black, and bilingual Hispanic students. For

the most part, the seminars consisted of a brief presentation by the leader,

followed by a great deal of lively discussion and interchange on the part

of the faculty. Although the consultant; were helpful and usually rated

highly at each end-of-semester seminar evaluation, most faculty seemed

"turned on" far more by 1) a brief abstra:t proposition about literacy

training, 2) a few brief suggestions about how to implement this in the

classroom or through the tutor, and 3) a lot of talk about specific in-

cidents, problems, and observations the faculty wanted to share with each

other about the theme at hand.

Beginning with the second semeiter of the seminar, we began taking notes

of each session and circulating these notes among the entire faculty, the

deans and the president. The note-taking function was rotated around the

seminar, and the grant paid for typing and reproduction. A representative

collection of these notes from various sessions is included in the appendix,

along with a sample schedule of topics. The notes provide an accurate summary

of the kinds of information discussed, but a true taste of the seminars them-

selves could only be conveyed by witnessing the absorption and involvement of

teachers from such disparate fields talking about teaching.

E. OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS

This project has had a dramatic effect on the faculty, the tutors, the insti-
.

tution -- and most important, thc students. The report of the outside eval-

uators included in the appendix provides information on student grades,

faculty reaction, arld tutor responses. Some developments warrant special

mention here:

1) Effects on the Institution

A key to the success of this model is the general cooperation of the

content inAicIor, and the singie most crucial function of that in-

structor is a thoughtful and timely screening procedure at the beginning

-a
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E. OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS (con't)

of the semester to select the students who are to be tutored. This is in

effect an intake testing process with a difference the point is not to

screen students out of the class, but to select students who will need

help to stayin the class. And it is important to catch these students

early, before they become discouraged and disappear. They need to be

told what kind of support will be provided for them and what kind of

commitment it will take on their part.

One Of the most significant seminar sessions covered how to construct

such an-exam, and the fine tuning of various exams that the instructors

brodght in. Most of the exams consisted of a short reading passage fol-

lowed by quf..stions to be answered in writing. Tests from such areas as

nursing, history, and retail sales were checked against these prerequisites

for good screening questions:

. Does the test reflect a balance between reading and writing?

. Is it efficient? Is its purpose clear?

. Can it be given in class?

. Do the questions progress from simple to complex?

. Do the reading questions actually rely on the reading or could
the student answer them from his/her own incidental knowledge?

The development of these tests, course by course, has fottered an insti-

tution-wide introspection about exactly what is college level work.. How

much do standards vary from one discipline to the next, or one instructor

to the next? Is there consensus college-wide about what is acceptable and

and what isn't? In learning that other faculty, regardless of their disci-

pline, are pretty much "coming from the same place," faculty .become more

confident about applying standards, being firm with students who need

,tutoring, and asking for belp and advice from each other.
\\

As a result of running into the same kind of testing and the same metsage

from several instructors, and not just the English teacher, students

learn thattthere is nowhere to run away from their reading and writirg

problems, and furthermore, the instructors prefer Isrlit all possible for

these students to hang in there with a tutor and solve those problems.

The instructors, now convinced that mastery of material and mastery of

skills go hand in hand, have constructed an institution-wide net of

support that is personal, direct and inescapable for skills-deficient

students.
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E. OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS (con't)

As a result of the seminar and statewide pressure to apply entrance

testing, we expect the threads in that net to draw tighter in the coming

years. There is now discussion about introducing a position paper for

college-wide conlideration that would make testing and tutoring mandatory

in every general education course and vocational program. Some voca-

tional areas have already taken steps alongthese lines -- students who

need literacy tutoring and 00 not take advantage of it will be dropped

from the program this fall. It may be that the college as a whole will

choose this stringent course of action.

A further profound effect of the seminar has been the infusion of*its

basic principles into another college-wide endeavor begun this past

year -- the revision of our general education courses. Under a grant

from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the faculty and adminis-

tration have taken on the task of defining what the criteria should be

for a course to qualify as general education, thereby meeting a graduatiOn

requirement. The criteria took a semeter's worth of meetings to establish,

and courses are now being rewritten to satisfy those criteria. Because so many

faculty were familiar with concepts from the reading-writing seminar, the

following criterion survived as one of eight requirements for a course to ;

be labeled as general education. Each course must show in its course out-

line that this is accomplished:

triterion

Does the course provide opportunities for learners to develop

higher cognitive skills through reading and writing?

Narrative Expansion

Tier I courses will demand the intellectual processes of

analysis and synthesis, of comprehending relationships and

establishing new ones. In order for learners to-be able to

organize facts and ideas into a meaningful framework, and in

order for new facts and ideas to become integrated with per-

sonal experience, a Tier I course should require a signifi-

cant amount of reading and writing appropriate to the disci-

pline. Writing, in particular, should be used to develop

thinking and to prom,te learning, rather than simply serving

in +ts traditional rcle as evaluation instrument to measure

student progress. Reading assignments should serve a similar

function and this should be viewed as information, concepts,

and ideas to be intellectually processed, rather than memorized.

27.



E. OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS con't)

Illustrations and Examples

In addition to, or in place of, traditipfa1 papers and lab re-
ports, students should learn to use wr.ting as a way to solve

problems, to come up with new ideas, o record insights or

areas of misunderstanding for themsei ves as well as their -In-

structors. This can be done through journals, logs, and oc-
casional brief in-class wriiting periods, ,as well as through

more traditional writing assignments. Students should view

class re,ading assignments as examples of the processing of
information and thus, in addition to "learning facts," might
inquire into the manner of their presentation (.g. the simple
statement, "Columbus discovered America," should be examined
for its implications). This will help students gain competency
in reading_and increase their flexibility of thought.

Workshops will go on next year to help faculty weave this criterion into

their course outlines in ways that are practical to the discipline. Thus

the institution continues to build in and build upon the work of the original

literacy project. Publicity about our remarkable general educatiOn program

will continue to focus attention on the importance of cross-curriculum reading

and writing-responsibility.

Another institutional change\has been the evolution of mini-tutorial programs

in specialized settings in the college. For example, the nursing staff liked

the collaborative learning idea so much for reading and writing that they now

require the second year students, as part of their leadership training, to

work with groups of first-year RN, LVN, and emergency trainees, so that every

student in the program is, either a tutor or a tutee. The tutors check out

the tutees in what are called "return demonstrations" of basic nursing skills,

such as taking blood pressures. The tutee'' must perform the skill and explain

the rationale behind it. The program leaderieports that this has been very

successful in building group esprit, but most finportant, that ever'yone in-

volved -- especially the advanced students have learned that it's "OK not

to know all the answers". This lesson is learned as the group begins to

focus less on their own perfection and more on where to find the informatiOn

they need.

In the welding area, faculty were somewhat frustrated by the fact that their

tutors kept getting hired out from under them during the middle of the semes-

ter. No one could blame these excellent students for taking_the high-paying

off-campus jobs being offered them. However, the proportion of very poor

readers and writers was also high in these classes, and these were the stu-

dents who were least likely to volunteer for an English class, or to be

fL 1
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E. OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS (con't)

forced into one. The solution: a retired steelworker who had tutored for

'the Language Arts Reading and Writing Center was hired on a regular basis

to tutor for all the "hard-tec" areas. Over several semesters, he has

developed all kinds of job-related assignments, vocabulary worksheets,

resume workshAts, and so on. 'His office is right next to the tool room,

so faculty car send students to him during lab tihie as a regular part of

/the class! Peer-tutoring that is not centered on reading and writing;

reading and writing tutoring that is not performed by peers. -- when you

have an idea that excites people, they wil, bend it to their own purpose.

Because theiis programs benefit, the institution also benefits.

2) Effects on the Faculty

In their evaluation responses (see appendix), faculty have spoken

for themselves about how the project has affected their teaching.

For many, new practices were introduced for classroom usebthat may

do more good than all the tutoring in the world. Many will also

testify that the tutor has provided them with ideas, suggestions

and an invaluable sounding board during their weekly meetings.

Sitting in on such a meeting, you will hear the tutor report on

how the students are doing, whO is coming for tutoring and who,isn't,

what works and what doesn't. You will hear the instructor offer direc-

tion a'nd advice, then ask for suggestions'about what can be done in

class_to prepare everyone for an upcoming,test. The tutor pu'lls out

some chapter preview sheets she got'in the tutor training class; she

talkS about how.much they help her with her own studying. Together,

they decide to reproduce enough of these sheets for the whole class,

and the tutor agrees to be present while the teacher goes over them

with everyone. In this way, collaborative learning also becomes

collaborative teaching.

3) Effects on the Tutors
t,

If any one group could be measured in terms of the fastestacademic

and personal growth in the shortest period, it is certainly the

tutors. This is no insubstantial by-produCt of the tutorial program,

because in sheer numbers alone they are quite an impressive group --

between fortycand fifty each semester. Their tutor-training classes

and comfortable home base in the language arts area provide security,

confidence, improvement in their own skills, and an unbelievable sense

k
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E. OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS (can't)

3) Effects on the Tutors

of mission and dedication to the educational process. Tutoring is

a very humbling and at the same\time a very validating experience.

It provides a powerful sense of Worth which catapults these students

into higher degrees, elected office (such as the local school board)

and challenging car ieers. The pay s important ($5.06 per hour as-

classified aides), but the skills and co*idence attained are much

more valuable.

4) Effects on the Students

The indirect benefits of a college-wide fous on reading and writing

improvement and of,increased faculty awarenT ana commitment on this

issue will certainly have an impact on students for many years. The

real question is, does tutoring work in the content areas to remediate

reading and writing deficiencies? through the project, evaluators have

collected informatiori about the performancejrf students who showed in

initial class'testing that they needed help. Those who were tutored

had significantly higher,grades than those who opted not to be tutored.

(See appendix.) The greatest problem that we have yet to solve is what

to do with a) students who need tutoring but won't show up for it, and

b) students who have emotional or academic problems so severe that

tutoring won't help. What we have done with the "b" group is instructor

referral to remedial courses and adult education, but this is an admit-

tedly difficult shuffle after the semester has begun. The "a" group may

soon face the choice of working with the tutor or dropping the class --

these matters are yet to.be resolved.

Whether or not we are really improving retention and standards will

take a long-range assessment process to determine. The faculty feel

that we are, but we badly need a more systematic way of looking at it.

To attain more reliable data, the college plans to conceive a compre-

hensivb evaluation proposal during 1982-83 tb be implemented in 1983-84.

This will be in keeping with a key recommendation of our 1982 accredita-

tion team, from their preliminary report:

"Diverse procedures to determine whether programs such as AVANCE,
$LAST, Women's Re-entry, and especially the extiting literacy-
acppss-discplines (FIPSE) have had and will continue to have

..alasting imOact."
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E. OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS (con't)

5) Dissemination Beyond the College

The project director and language arts instructors involved in the

project have devoted considerable effort to attend as many national,

state-wide and regional meetings as possible to provide information

about the model and to borrow helpful aspects of other programs.

The most valuable message brought back from meetings of the Inter-

national Reading Association, the 4 C',, and critical thinking

conferences is the importance of the tutor in conjunction with the

developmert of reasoning skills, and how Piagetian methods can be

applied to college reading and thinking skills.

For our part, we made presentations to the English Council of

California Two-Year Colleges meeting in San Francisco (see appendix

for text of paper) and to the Western yllege Reading Association

meeting in San Diego. For the San Diego session, we sent four par-

ticipants: the seminar leader, the tutor coordinator, an economics

instructor, and his content tutor.. This team approach generated a

great deal of enthusiasm and interest in the model.

In the spring of 1982; the college hosted an all-day meeting of the

California Community College Tutoring Association with visitors rePte-,

senting a considerable number of local two-year and four-year,colleges.

Visitors heard presentations by the tutors and the tutor-training staff

in the morning and attended one of the tbtor-training classes and the

-FIPSE seminar in the afternoon.

Newspaper articles in the local Pittsburg Dispatch and Oakland Tribune

have informed the community of our work, and notes from the seminar

have been distributed to the many visiting faculty groups,who have

come-to see the program. Our much larger neighbor, Diablo Valley

ollege, was so interested in the notes from one session that they

wer reproduced (with permission) in DVC's faculty senate newsletter!

(See ap fidix on disseMination). These notes were prepared by a welding

instructor f om a consultant's presentation on the use of fOcused, free

writing.

9



E. OUTCOMES AND IMPACTS (con't)

5) Dissemination Beyond the College

Requests for information and for speakers continue to come in. The

reading-writing center supervisor, Vickie Allison, and the "hard-tec"

tutor, Bill Branson, recently stole the show on an NBC radio panel

about what the colleges are doing to prepare people for the worktng

world. Ross MacDonald, a tutor trainer, and seminar director, has

been asked to speak in the fall at Bakersfield College, a large

community college to the south of us.

We are also preparing for extensive dqtribution of this report,

copies of which are available by writing to the director, and no

doubt.further opportunities for publication will arise.

F. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In a 1980 Community and Junior Colle e Journal, researchers John Roeche

and Nancy Arnes report from their studies at the University of Texasht

"more than half of the students now entering the community college read

below the eighth grade level, a decline of at least two grade levelssince°

1971." They also report that 20-257> of these new college students are

reading at or below the 4th grade level, and that the return rate of mi-

nority students to community colleges after one year is only 1 in 9.

The solutions of tracking and remediation centers have failed to match the

magnitude of this problem. Economics alone dictate thay many unprepared

students will enter the general college classroom; most community college

faculty are ethically committed in any case to,work with students of all

stripes, ancioot just the best and the brightest. Our model provides a

way to incorporate remediation so that it is fast, direct, and humane.

The use of peer tutors is as valuable to the tutOrs as it is the tuteei,

and the seminar fot faculty,supervisors provides a non-threatening forum

for teachors to discuss the one topic that so rarely comes up in faculty

_meetings how to teach.

Addressing the literacy problems in today's college will take a unified,

systematic response from the whole college to see that reading and writing

22
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F. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS (con't)

are indeed part of the learning process; these skills must be integrated,

and reinforced in every course. If the "back to basics" movement is not

to result in punitjve and inefficient exercise milis, the colleges will

haveto find an alternative based on a unified commitment to help, based

on shared philosophical p.-efflises underlying the methods used, and based

on a practical and financially feasible system for spreading assistance

across the disciplines. The model of in-service training for faculty

supervising content tutors provides such a system.

1

1

1
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APPENDIX.A

SAMPLE SCHEDULE OF.SEMINAR TOPICS
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1

September 15

September 22

September.29

October 6

October 13

October 20

October 27

a

November 3

November 10

November 17

November 24

December 1

December 8

December 15

January 5

January 12

TENTATIVE* FIPSE SCHEDULE

- Week 1 What to look for in a tutor

- Week 2 - What the tutor needs from you

- Week 3 - Diagnosing reading and writin-g

skills

- Week 4 - Three levels of reading compre-
hension. Modeling reading
strategies/questioning strateg'es

Week 5 - Modeling note-taking (Judy Bank)

- Week 6

- Week 7 -

-Week.8

In-class writing as a learning
tool (Consultant: M. Griffith)

Steps in composing process
(Sandy Booher)

Devising mid-terms and pre-
paring students for them
(Ross MacDonald)

- Week 5 - Group Onamics - benefits of
group work for revisingI editing
(;Consultant: Mary K. Healy)

- Week 10 - tJorking,..with Black students
(Thelma and Alex)

- Week 11 - (4orking with Hispanic students
,(Gil and Ricardo)

- Week 12 - Praise -vs- encouragement

- Week 13 - Thinking skills: key words,
key sentences

- Week 14 - Learning disabilities (N. Collins)

- Week 15 - Structure of the Intellect

Week 16 - Summary and evaluation

Notetaker

T. Gallup

D. Henry

C. Missimer

V. Allison

E. Boles

G. Boucher

B. Brown

C. Case

Alternate

C. Williams'

H. Shaffer

G. Rodriguez

P. PeteFgb

R. Ontiveros

A. Ochoa

C. Missimer

B. Marshall

E. Cecchini

N. Collins

N. Haggerty

S. Jacobs

S. Johnson

T. Kishi

J. Maltester

B. Marshall

J. Maltester

T. Kishi

S. Johnson

D. Henry

N. Haggerty

T. Gallup

S. Jacobs

N. Collins

*Tentative because (1) we are bringing back consultants for some of the presentations
and not all dates are confirmed and (2) the logic of the moment may excecl the logic
of the over-view.
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APPENDR B

SAMPLE NOTES FROM SEMINAR

18 September 1981

Dear Staff:

Attached are notes from the FIPSE Seminar on Effective

Utilization of Tutors. Through the distribution of these

notes and accompanying hand-outs, you can roead about what

happens in the seminar and perhaps benefit from it. I

call these notes because that's just wharthey are; each

week a different participant takes notes of the session

for publication. Additional copies of hand-outs are

available in the Reading/Writing Center on the second

level.

RM:dd

2, 6

CONTRA COSTA COMMUNITY coiteq. DISTRICT

11-1

Ross MacDonald

Seminar Leader
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CONTENTS : A COLLECTION OF..NOTES AND HANDOUTS

FROM FOUR SIMILAR FACULTY SEMINARS,
In the Following Order:

1 Orientation

..Aho Should Be Tutored

...What tb Look'for in a Tutor

...Schedule of Topics

2 ,lhe Instructor/Tuter RelatiOnship

...The Instructor's Role

...The Tutor's Role

3 Identifying Students

...The 'Screening Device

...Typical Skills to Check for in the Screening

...Examples of Screening Devices

Getting the Most from Text Reading and Lecthres

...Readability Checklist for Texts

...Lecture Notetaking

...Previewing, Reading, Reviewing

...Three Levels of Comprehension

...Two Examples of Seminar Notes -- Verbatim

5 Writing the Essay and Writing as a.Learning. Tool

...Steps in the Composing Process of-an Essay

..A Formula for Organizing thPcEssay

...Writing as .a Learning Tool

6 Test Taking Skills

...Objective Tests

...Essay Exams

...Test Anxiety

...What Tutors Need From Instructors to Help Struggling
Students pass Tests

7 Dysfunctional rutee Styles

8 Improving Readinb and Writing '5kills for Ethnic Groups

..Black Students

...Raza/Hispanic Students

...ESL -(English as,a Second Language

9 Learning Disabilities

10 Structure of thegntellect

...A Review of the Nationpl Conference, New Orleans, 1981

...Learning Blocks

11 Evaluation of FIPSE

...Notes on a FIPSE Evaluation Seminar
.1



1 ORIENTATION

...Who Should be Tutored

...What to Look for in a Tutor

...Schedule of Topics

Who.ShoUld be Tutored

The instructor is 6 key figure in targeting stadents with

weaknesses that will prevent them from reading and writing

at an adequate level to succeed with class work. A brief

diagnostic test administered by instructors at the beginniAg

of the semester is the way to determine reading and writing

deficiencies. Refer to section 3, "Identifying Students",

for information on diagnostic testing (screening). There

are three basic types of students:

1. Thcse who will not succeed no matter what.

2. Those who will succeed no matter what.

3. Those in between.

Those in between are the students who need tutoring.

They fall into two general groups:

1. The Rusties who are able to be independent, and
usually, A limited number of tutoring sessions will
benefit them.

2. The-Tearful and'Restless who have limited basic
skills and whose reading and writing is below
proficiency level. This group will require in-
tensive tutoring.

There are some students who should not be tutored.

They are those with skill deficiencies who, because of speci-
.

fic problems, are not good candidates for tutoring. They fall

into five general groups:

1. The very skilled'but undisciplined.

2. Those with potential emotional difficulties.

3. ThOse with low-level education--may need. r6ferral
o Adult Basic Education on campus.

8-3 , 0;



4. Thoe with a significant language barrier--may
need referral to ESL (English as a Seeond Language).

Those with learning disabilities--should be referred
to.LMC's learning disability specialist. For more on
this topic see section -#101 "Learning Disabilitiee.

Whom to Look for_in a Tutor
4!

Those students with potential for becoming effective

tutors share three basic characteristics:

1. Motivationthey spark in class and are interested
in the subject matter.

2. Demonstrate good reading/writing skills-can inte-
-grate knowledge.

3. Interpersonal communication skills--they relate
positively with other students in an accepting way.

The third characteristic is the most important. A "B"

student who is a skilled iriterpersonal communicator is pre-

ferable to an "A" student who is not a skilled communicator.

A student being considered as a tutor must have the

time to devote to tutoring and the willingness to persevere

through an entire semester. Beware ot'an already over-bur-

dened tutor, or a tutor with too many outside commitments.

Tutors must be selected by a specified deadline that is

early enough in the semester for them to be enrolled 6.n the

mandatory tutor training class. It is also important that

students in need of tutoring begin receiving help as soon as,.

possible.

Schedule of Topics

A schedule of topics was distributed, at the orientation

meeting. nth-only slight modifications the schedule followed

-
the same pat,tern.for each of the four semesters during which

the SeginarS were-held.
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2 THE INSTRUCTOR/TUTOR RELATIONSHIP

...The Instructor's Role

' ...The Tutor's Role

The Instructor's Role and Responsibilities

In order for tutors to work most effectively with strug-

gling students, the supervising teachers must have a clear

idea of what this tutoring function is and how it affects

their teaching behavior and classroom management.

Tutors are required to be enrolled in tutor training

classes so it is not.the responsibility of instructors in

other disciplines to teach tutoring skills and methods. It

is the responsibility of instructors to provide tutors with

information pertinent to each tutee's needs and with the

course requirements. See "Course Information Form" used by

LMC faculty at the end of this section.

What Tutors Need from Faculty

1. To have regular, scheduled cOntact with'iristructors.

2. To be current on course content and procedures--
completed Course Information Form.

3. To be informed about instructors' discussions with.
tutees (to the degree that it's relevant to the
tutoring.)

4. To be provided with appropriate background on tutee.

5. To have discussions with instrUctors to monitor
tutees' progress.

6. To be remended of the relationship of reading and

85 'J



0 I
writing skills to performance in content area.
Don't have tutor circumvent reading requirements by
simply explaining concepts.. Tutor should help the
student learn to recognize key ideas in the text.

7. Praise when deserved. Tutors tend to be over-
achievers with heightened sense of failures rather
than successes--they tend to focus on areas they
need to "work on". Help them keep a proper per-,
spective.

8, To have on-going, honest assessment of their
performance.

9. To have support--an attentive ear to their diffi-
culties, successes, and failures. Tutors will tend
to use your discussions with them as models for
their tutoring sessions. (So use careful question-
ing and listening.) et

10. To be helped from time to time in devising tutoring
strategies for specific situations.

11. Make tutors aware of the limits of what is expected
of them in tutoring situations--they should not have
to deal with bizarre behavior, unrealistic time de-
mends,. etd.

12. Communication about what is expected from the class
especially the tutees, -Elialuationdeprogress of
tutees during weekly instructor/tutor meetings

Instructors who used tutors were paid from FIPSE funds

for one hour'per week spent meeting with tutors. How this

will bve handled in the future has not been determined.

The Tutor's Role and Responsibilities

Tutors do-not do the tutees' homework; they help the
1

struggling students develop the skills' needed to do the

.reading and writing required for the course; ia., how to

find the main idea of a paragraph or a chapter, how i8 de-

velop vocabulary from context, skimming, writing a coherent

paragraph, etc. 'Tutors do not assign homework.
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LMC uses peer-tutors who are taught in tutor training

classes how to help tutee'S understand the learning process--

they do not teach content. The most difficult thing for a

tutor to learn is to ask probing questions instead of giving

answers.'

Tutor qualifications include: knowledge of subject matter

--tutor must be recommended or approved by the subject instruct-

or, and preferably has successfully completed the class with

that instructor; demonstrated ability in reading and writing

skills, successfully completed or be currently enrolled in

the tutor training class; must be able to work with students

from different backgrounds, gender, and learning styles; must

be able to communicate ideas effectively.

Tutor's Tasks and Responsibilities

1. Together with tutor coordinator (a paraprofessional
who supervises the Language Arts' Tutorial Lab) and
course instructor, discuss skills needs of the
fiarticular course and the- specific materials.

2. With tutor coordinator, design individual study
programs for those students Who are to be tutored,
determine when to tutor in small groups and.when
individual sessions are needed.

3. Set up weekly tutoring schedule for each tutee and
time and placeof each session.

4. Know what the instructor is covering in class and
what assignments and tests are coming up.

5. Have necessary course materials for each session;
obtain any supplementary skills materials from the
tutor coordinator.

6. Fully document each tutoring session in journal
form: date, length of session, what was covered,,
what was accomplished, evaluation of session, what

_



is to be done next session. Future plans ideas
are often difficult for tutors to develop., but
planning for future sessions provides tutee with a
sense that this one assignment is only part of
the big pictureit also marks a starting point for
the next session.

Meet regularly with class instructor to dipcuss
the tutoring sessions and evaluate the student's
progress.

8. Bring any problems to the'tqtor coordinator or
the class instructor.

9. Assist tutees in "finding" material, rather than
telling them what to dosessiOns with tutees
should be process oriented; e.g.,-USe questions
such as "where in your reading did you lose
thread of the idea?"

10. Be clear on expectations and job description.
Sometimes tutors take on responsibility for
something that they should not be concerned with;
e.g., a tutee's shyness.

Note: . At the end of this section there is an example of

how one tutor filled in an "Analysis of Tutoring Form".

Some Questions Raised by Seminar Participants:

1. Do students have problemt-with peer tutors--are they seen
as teacher's pets?

Responses: Depends on how tutor is presented to class.
Depends on personality of tutor.
Problem usually lies,in tutee's perception
of self; e.g., s/he may see self as stupid,
thus, the instruct6r will need to explain
why accepting tutor help is being smart.

How do I not drive student gray from tutoring experience?

Responses: Vocational Education area makes seeing a
tutor.a "have to".
Clarify for student the difference between
skills and abilities.

3 How are tutoring sessions organized physiCally?

Responses: Tutees sign in with tutor 24 hours before
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at the Language Arts lab. TutOr and tutee
work in the-lab, learning center (library)
or other location that is mutually agreeable
and will facilitate the learning process.
(Home sessions are discouraged and aliowed
cnly under very unuSual tircumstanceS.)

Bring tutor into class to introduce, have
tutor circulate and ask students if they
are interested in being tutored, then set
up time.

Tutors are not paid for no-shoWs. Tutees
are expected to advise tutors if they must
cancel an appointmentmessages may be left
with the tutor coordinator.

4. How intense shbuld push to get tutoring be?

Responses: Not legal to:require it.

Make clear that the outcome of being tutored
is almost always of benefit to the student.
Encourage, show need, Use d amics,of situa-
tion to impress studentS wi need for tutor.

All instructors should alert tudents--stereo
effect--if they hear it at di erent times and
from different instructors the idea takes hold
(Included in a later section is letter from
a student who resented that she as not'told
until her fourth semester,at LMC that she
needed tutoring to improve her skills.)

Vocational Education instructors are pushy
without being insulting--they impress on
students that industry asks for skilled people.

Questions and 'responses will not be intluded in other

sections of this monograph, but they were inserted hexeto give

readers an indication of the dynamic nature of the interaction

that occurred during the FIPSE seminars.

Copies of the "Analysis of Tutoring Porm" were distri-

buted and the instructors were advised that the tutors had

received (in tutor training class) the following pointers

about how to fill in the.form: Be specific on clearly

a
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observable data--pinpoint behaviors. Get help from instruA7

ors with detailing future plans. Ask tutees direct questions;\

e.g,, "What is thesis?" "What material9 are relevant to-

point being made?"

An excerpt from. an article by lien Piore, Ph.D., "on

Not Doing a Student's Homework!' was also distributed to

seminar participants as an example of material presented

in tutor,training classes. A copy of this excerpt is in-

cluded at the end of this section.
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, LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE NAME

1. Instructor's name

COURSE INFORMATION- FORM

2. Nam of 'course this instructor teaches

3. What is the rtioni-mpartant soutce_of information in the class (lecture,

textbook, etc.)?

4. Are there sources of information you will need to consult or study besides
the book and lecture (handouts, material on reserve, etc.)?

5. What are the reading assignments?

Length? Due date?

\6. Are there any papers due?

. liow'slong should they be?

What kind of research will they require?

7. Are there any special projects and assignments to complete?

What are they?

Due dates?

8. When will the txams be given?

What kind of exams will be given?

What material will they cover?

9. What is the attendance polic

10. What will your grade be based on class attendance, class participation,

, exams, homework, etc.)?

11. Is there outside help available besides th professor to understand the

class? (Does your instructor have a tutor?)

12. Is there any other information that may be helpful to know?
Example: gestures instructor makes In class to let you know what Is
impoi-tant for a text.
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

ADVANCED TUTOR TRAINING Ross MacDonald
ANALYSIS OF TUTORING FORM

Your name: Date:

OBSERVATION

DIAGNOSIS

ASSESSMENT
OF STRENGTHS
AND WEAKNESSES

A

TEACHING
INTERVENTION

fUTURE PLANS

When asked about her chosen topic for a Hum. St. 2TG paper, student said,

"I'm going to write on nuclear war." When asleed what about war, said,N
"You know, how it's destructive and everything.

Student is not'able to focus a general topic into a smaller more specific one.

Probably has difficulty distinguishing general statements from specific ones.

9

Asked, what do you mean, "destructive and everything?" She expained about

immediate effects and secondary effects. Further explained secondary effects

as food chain and how people surviving the blast would eventually statve.

When asked about what part of the food chain as an example, she said insides

of single ce1163,4n1ma1s- could e alteed.

Help student locate materials on these specific effects.

3 7
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LOS NIEDANOS COLLEGE

0

ADVANCED TUTOR TRAINING 0

Your name:

ANALYSIS OF TUTORING FORM

OBSERiATION

DIAGNOSIS

(.0

ASSE SMENT
OF SJrRENGTHS

AND IWEAKNESSES

TINIERITPITION

1.1

FUTURE PLANS

-

Date:

Ross MacDonald



LOS MEDANOS tOLLEGE

ON NOT DOING A.STUDENT'S HOMEWORK

a

116' Attitudes-

Givins in to a student's pleas-for "the answer" is detrimental for him/her In the

long run. It robs the student of s,sense of self-achievement and independence,

ant-teschei him dsperidency and manipulation.

Concern about what the studgt thinks of you can interfere with what the student needs.
,Thet is, sxeservation of a liberal,.do-gooder image is less important than the

student learning self-sufficiency.

Goal: Student feeling that he learned a lot and did it himself.

Methods

Start Small: Use "succese-assured" activities.

Ask the student how he would begin or approach the problem if he had confidence.

Ignore the student's actions or statements of anxiety regarding getting the answer.

Interrupt negative comments with a question about the problem.

Repeatedly return his attention to the necessary steps he must take.

Ask the student to build on what he does know about the question or problem.
C. 4

Resist answering the question, "Is this rightri Suggest that the student find a way

to check the answer himself.

Prsise the student for small, indepnndent steps,

Yield

,

1. tbe student learns that O.K. not to have an instant answer.

Ne learns thisthrough your acceptance of his pace of doing things. He learns

` this through your refusal to let anxiety pressure you into giving the right

answer. He learns this through watching how you persevere st returning to a

step-by-step process. In essence, the learning assistant (tutor) serves as a

model of patient perseverance, communicating that the,process is mare important

than the answer,

2. The student develops greater patience with himself, and lessens his anxiety.

He learns that

He learns from

3. The student is
confidence.'

becoming anxious.no longer works as a way of getting the answer.

observing you the't you are patient and'accepting of his pace.

given the opportunity to experience a sense of achievement and

He learns this through breaking the problem into small,doable tasks rather than

.snxiouely hoping for an immediate anst;-a. the whole Problem. Other, less

accepting or patient people may have never tolerated hislmice,of solVing problems.

They may have robbed hfm of the chance of achieving for himself at his own rate.

8-14
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YOUR NAME:

OBSERVATION

DIAGNOSIS

F.A.T.E.: FORMS ANALYZIgG TUTORING EXPERIENCES

DATE:

C.

ROSS MACDONALD

ASSESSMENT

OF STRENGTHS
AND WEAKNESSES

,

TUTORING
INTERVENTION

FUTURE PLANS
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3 IDENTIFYING STUDENTS

...The Screening Device

...Typical Skills to Check for in the Screening Device

...Examples of Screening Devices

Screening of students to determine their level of

literacy skills is the responsibility-of all instructors,

and because it is the-first-step toward upgrading the lan-

guage skills of those students who are deficient, it is the

most important. Two full seminar sessions were devoted to

this topic.



LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

FIPSE SEMINAR NOTES
February 23, 1982

IDENTIFYING STUDENTS PART I

OUR GOAL: To prepare a Reading/Writing Screening Device for students.

J. Definition of screening device something which will predict the
student's chances of success in a specific course without the aid
of a tutor.

10 have them read something

then they take a diagnostic test on the material (test can be
multiple choice, short answer, etc.)

they shall also write an approximate one page answer to an essay
question

measures student's capability or aptitude for success in the specific
course

,not a standardized test (standarized tests generally don't measure
motivation, don't allow for cultural plurality, etc.)

material to be read should come from typical reading matter for that
course (e.g., a section from the text)

II. Three groups should follow:

(1) Student - courge match-ups
*(2) Student --course Mismatches
*(3) Questionable matches

*these two groups may benefit frpm tutoring

III.. Typical Reading Skills to Check for in the Screening Device

(see handout)

Reading skills exist on three levels:

1. Literal understanding meanings, specific facts, etc.
2% Interpretive -- taking what's known (observed)afthexplainin.

sequencing
picking out main ideas
grouping data

3. Applicative -- what do we do with these ideas?

how far will a generalization extend?

A good screening device should tap all hree levels. (See handout)

413-
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE
FIPSE SEMINAR

HANDOUT FOR SECTION III

Reading Skills to Test For:

1. Vocabulary

A. Word meanings from content

B. Word derivatives (prefixes, roots, suffixes)

C. Special vocabulary particular to subject

2. Memory

A. Recalling specific facts

B.' Retaining concepts

3. Main Idea

details

B. Organizing facts

. Proces's (how to...)
2. Sequence
3. Hierarchy
4. Cause and effect

C. Identifying main idea

4'

h. Interpretive

A. Drawing a conclusion

B. Making a judgment

C. Drawing an inference

D. Recognizing tone

E. Coping with ambiguity

F. Relating ideas

G. Contrast and comparison

B-18



LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE R. MAC DONALD'
FIPSE

IDENTIFYING STUDENTS

Part Two

1. Discussion of a sample reading. How do we actually test
comprehension vs. syntex or grammar?

2. What screening devices can be used to spot students who:
a.) need referral to language arts, or b.) need referral
to a class tutor? ReadabiLity of a text can be at an
"independent" level where the student can understand it
without help, at an "instructional" level, where it can

-be understood with the help of the instructors or at a
"frusti-ational" level where tHe student cannot understand
it at all.. It is best to have the textbook either at or no
more than two levels above the reading level of the student.

QUESTIONS FOR SCREENING DEVIcE:

Simple to coMplex

Balance between reading and writing

Efficient

In class

Purpose is clear

Actually relies on reading, rather
than incidental knowledge

Several tools for assessing reading and writing abilities were
distributed and discussed.

Next week we discuss how tutors teach reading, and look at
examples of student responses.

Enclosed are some of the screening devices used for discussion.
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE u

SOCIAL SCIENCE 3TG-80

READING/WRITING ASSIGNMENT

This assignment is based on the article, "Amish Society";

INSTRUCTOR:

C. CASE

"A Relicofthe Past Could Become a Model for the Future", The.Futurist, December,
1981. Read the article thirough one to get the main ideas. Then review the
questions below. Read the article once again with the questions in mind. Then

answer the questions in complete sentences. Refer to the article as needed.
Notice, that the questions go from specific to abstract. in the first question,

you 011 report what you: read. By the time you get to the last question you
will be giving your imagination a good exercise and drawing from your general
information fund.

1. Highlight thechief characteristics of the Amish way of life (reporting

data with some selectivity).

2. What is meant by a conserver society/frugal community? Does the Order qualify?
Would there be other societies of this kind than the Amish (using the concept,
drawing on related information and making inferences)?

3. In what ways does the conserver society/frugal community contrast most sharply
with the mainstream industrial society (using the concept, applying the concept
as an analytic tool, makihg judgements)?

4 What values of the conserver society/frugal community do you find attractive?
Findunattractive? Would you like to live in such a society? Do you think
many modern Americans would like to live in such a society (valuing, inter-

preting, offering opinion)?

5. The Amish society is offered by the author as a model for small societies with-
in industrial nations. Do you predict that this type of society kill catch on
and become numerous? Under what conditiops might this future become probable
(futurizing, if ... then ... reasoning)?

4
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Humanistic Studies 3 TG Name:

Read the following passage, then briefly state the author's conclusionand main reasons supporting it. State The author's reasons and conclusion inyour own words.

Are Legal Threats Needed?*

Granted that, unless carried out, legal threats are not credible and therefore
not effective, are they necessary to liegin with? Would people obey the law without
credible threats.

Physical lawi are unevoi-dably obeyed. They are self-enforcing. To,defy the
law of gravity is to defeat one's purpose and to suffer injury. Experience soon
teaches us to attain what we wish by conforming to physical laws. Few people know
how to calculate the exact law of gravlty, or of the consequences of ignoring it,
and very few make such calculations in everyday life. Yet we avoid actions which
the law of gravity would defeat, make dan§erous, painful, or injurious. Habituation
rather than rational calculation produces this avoidance. Rationality is not
required. ...Unless bent on suicide, we do not cut our throats or jump from the
fiftieth floor. Few of us even conceive of defying gravity.

-

The laws legislated by society are not self-enforcing. They become effective
only when society does for them what nature does for its law--when society defeats
the purpose of those who ignore its laws, or inflicts purlishment, which makes defy-
ing them dangerous, disadvantageous, painful and, above all, odious. Disregard.of
physical laws is naturally dangerous and unprofitable; disregard of legal laws must
be made socially, if people are to be deterred from'disregarding them: lawbreaking
cannot be allowed to produce the results sought by lawbreakers.

Van den Haag, Punishing Criminals, p. 19

*legal threat refers', to the punishments prescribed in the Criminal Code for violation
of laws.

1. Author's conclusion:

2. Author's reasons:



Humanistic Studies 3 TG Name:

Read the following passage, then briefly state the author's conclusion
and main reasons supporting it. State the author's reasons and conclusion in
your own words.

Are Legal Threats Needed?*

Granted that, unless carried out, legal threats are not credible and therefore
not effective, are they necessary to begin with? Would people obey the law without
credible threats.

Physical laws are unavoidably obeyed. They are self-enforcing. To defy the
law of gravity is to defeat one's purpose and .to suffer injury, Experience soon

- teaches us to attain what We wish by conforming to physical laws. Few people know
how to calculate the exact raw of gravity, or of the consequences of ignoring it;
and very few make such calculations in everyday life. Yet we avoid actions whi,ch
the law of gravity would defeat, make 'dangerous, painful, or injurious. Habrtuation
rather than rational calculation.produces this avoidance. Rationality is not
required. ...Unless bent on suicidey we do not cut our throats or jump from the
fiftieth floor. Few of us even conceive of defying gravity. 4

The laws legislated by society are not self-enforcing.. They become effective
only when society does for them what nature does for its law--when society defeats
the purpose of those who ignore its laws, or inflicts punishment, which makes defy-
ing them dangerous, disadvantageous, painful and, above all, odious. Disregard of
physical taws is naturally dangeroui and unprofitable; disregard of legal laws must
be made socially, if people are to be deterred from disregarding them: lawbreaking
cannot be allowed to produce the results sought by lawbreakers.

Van den Haag, Punishing Criminals, p. 19

*legal threat refers to the punishments prescribed in the Criminal Code for violat;on
of laws.

1. Author s conclusion:

06at 'WI ilia),

2. Author's reasons:

.socistrie)v czA, eaps- wt.titz;78.
Looit,()4.
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Humanistic Studies 3 TG Name:

Read the following passage, then briefly state the author's conclusion
and main reasons supporting it. State the.author's reasoni and conclusion in
your own words.

Are Legal Threats Needed?*
,7

Granted that, unless carried out, legal threats are not credible and therefore
not effective, are they necessary to begin with? Would people obey the law without
credible threats. "

Physical laws are unavoidably obeyed. They are self-enforcing. To defy the
law of gravity is to defeat one's purpose and to suffer injury. Experience soon
teaches us to attain what we wish by conforming to physical laws. Few people know

\ how to calculate the exact law of gravity, or of the consequences of ignoring it,
nd very few make such calculations in everyday life. Yet we avoid actions which

t e law of gravity would defeat, make dangerous, painful, or injurious. Habituation
ra her than rational calculation produces this.avoidance. Rationality is not
req ired. ...Unless bent on suicide, we do not cut our throats or jump from the
fifti thfbaurT--Few ofus7,eVen conceive ofdefyin§

The laws legisIated by society are not self-enforcing. They become effective
only wh n society does for them what nature does for jts law--when society defeats'
the purp se of those who ignore its laws, or inflicts punishment, which makes defy-
ing them aangerous, disadvantageous, painful and, above all, odious. Disregard of
physical laws is naturally dangerous and unprofitable; disregard of legal laws must
be made socialy, if people are to be deterred from disregarding them: lawbreaking
cannot be allowed to produce the results sought by lawbreakers.

Van den Haag, Punishing Criminals, p. 19

*legal threat refer.s to the punishments prescribed in the Criminal Code for violation
of laws.

1. Author's conclusion:, Vitm den llaay lec15 4410 in order 1r a law 17) be.

erfcctive if must be, Yet45 A .

2. Author's reasons:

1-11r0,/h GoTerience 111 /61e'pcople fear Con5eciltence fincd- re501-

IA darler, pain or i4p,trt. TherGA-gr'c pkycica( 14vv5 ore_ Obeyed
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Humanistic Studies 3 TG Name:

Read the following passage, then briefly state the author's conclusion
and main reasons supporting it. State the author's reasons and conclusion in
your own words.

Are Legal Threats Needed?*

Granted that, unless carried out, legal threats are not credible and therefore
not effective, are they necessary to begin with? Would people obey the law without
credible threats.

Physical laws are unavoidably obeyed. They are self-enforcing. To def,y the

law of gravity is to defeat one's purpose and to suffer injury. Experience soon
teachet: us to attain what we wish by conforming to physical laws. Few people know
how to calculate the exact law of gravity, or of the consequences of ignoring it,
and very few make such calculations in everyday life. Yet we avoid actions which
the law of gravity would defeat, make dangerous, painful, or injurious. Habituation
rather than rational calculation produces this avoidance. Rationality is not
required. ...Unless bent on suicide, we do not cut our throa,ts or jump from the
fiftieth floor. Few of us even csnceive of defying gravity.

The laws legislated by society are not self-enforcing. They become effective
only when society dges foi them what nature does for its law--when society defeats
the purpose of those who ignore its laws, or inflicts punishment, which makes defy-
ing them dangerous, disadvantageous, painful and, above all, odious. Disregard of
physical laws is naturally dangerous and unprofitable; disregardlof legal laws must
be made socially, if people are to be deterred from disregarding them: lawbreaking

cannot be allowed to produce the results sought by lawbreakers.

Van den Haag, Punishing Criminals, p. 19

0

*legal threat refers to the punishments prescribed in the Criminal Code for violation
of laws.

1. Author's conclusion:
tly thiv, jet, t4.0.) TisAes +1,0A- ct w
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2. Author's reasons: Oh.e- PA/skied (o.t../ ri 'war Edefti0c) 17
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Humanistic Stud1es'3 TG Name:

Read the following passage, then brieffy state the author's conclusion
and mein reasons supportins, it. State the author's reasons and conclusion in
Our`own words.

0

Are Legal Threats Needed?*

Granted that, unless carried out, legal threats are not credible and therefore
not effective, are they necessary to begin with? Would people obey the law without
credible threats.

Physical laws are unavoidably obeyed. They are self-enforcing. To defy the
law of gravity is to defeat one's purpose and to suffer injury. Experience soon
teaches us to attain What we wish by conforming to physical laws. Few people know
how to calculate.the exact law.of gravity, or of the dOnsequences of ignoring it,
and very few make such calculations in everyday life. Yet we avoid actions which
the law of gravity would defeat, make dangerous, painful, or injuriouS.. Habituation
rather than rational calculation produces this avoidance. Rationality is not
required. ...Unless bent on suicide; we do not cut our throats or jump from the
fiftieth floor. Few of us even conceive of defying gravity.

The laws-legi-slated by-society are not self-enforcing. They become effective
only when society does for them what nature does for its.law--when society .defeats
the purpose of those who ignore its laws, or inflicts punishment, which makes defy7
ing them dangeroug, disadvantageous, painful and, above all, odious. Disregard of
physical laws is naturally dangerous and unprofitable; disregard of legal laws must
be made socially, if people are to be deterred from disregarding them: lawbreaking
cannot be allowed to produce the results sought by lawbreakers:

Van den Haag, Punishing Criminals, p. 19

*legal threat refers to the punishments prescribed in the Criminal Gode for violation
of laws.

1. Author's conclusion:
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Humanistic Studies 3 TG Name.,

Read the following passage, them briefly state the author's conclusion
and main reasons supporting it. State the author's reasons and conclusion in
your-own words.

te Legal Threats Needed?*

Granted,that, unless carried out, legal threats are not credible and therefore
not effective, are they'necessary to begin with? Wesuld people,obey the law without

.

credible threats.
Physical laws are unavoidably obeyed. They are self-enforcing. To defy-the

law of gravity is to defeat one!s purpose 'and,to suffer injury. Experience soon
teaches us to attain what we wish by conforming to physical laws. Few people know

how to calculate the exact law of gravity, or of the consequences of ignoring it,
and very few make such calculations in everyday Fife.- Yet we avoid actions, which
the law of gravity would defeat, make dangerous, painful, or injurious. Habituation
rather than rational calculation produce4 this. avoidance. Rationality is not

'required. ...Unle bent on suicide, we do not cd,t our throats or jump from the
fiftieth floor. Few of us even conceii/e of defying gravity.

The laws legislated by society are nkt, self-enforcing. They become effective
only when society does for them what nature does for its law-rWhen society defeats
the purpose of those who ignore its laws, or inflicts punishment, which akes defy-
ing them dangerous, disadvantageous, painful and, above all, odious. Disregar: of

physicar laws is naturally dangerous and unprofifable; disregard oflegal laws must
be made,socially, if people are to be deterred from disregarding them: rawbreaking

cannot be allowed to produce the resdlts sought by-lawbreakere.

es.

Van deg Haag,punishing Criminals, p. 19

*legal threat refers to the punishments. prescribed 1n the Criminal CodA for violation
orlaws.

1. Author's conclusion:

, 't
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE INSTRUCTOR:
BUSINESS 201 7 INTRO. TO BUSrNESS WILLIAM MC CLUSKY

READING AND WRITING ASSESSMENT

Read the attached report, and In yotr own words, answer the following questions:.

("Proxemics," Fast rood Magazine, March, 1967)

a. What is this concept that the author i:efers to as "Proxemics"?

b., Are you aware of any restaurant or business that is now effectively using pr
should be using proxemics? If so, hipw are they succeeding or how should Oley
be using these principles?

c. Are there any other types of businesses, other than restaurants, that could
use these principles? If so, what and how?

8-27
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4 TEXT READING AND LECTURES

...Readability Checylist for Texts

...Lecture Notetaking

...P14eviewing, Reading, Reviewing

...Three Levels-of Comprehension

Readability Checklist for Texts

The textbook is the,core material of almost every college

course. The Journal of Reading, November, 1980, printed the

"Readability Checklist" which was designed to evaluate the

readability of claSsroom texts. Copies of this list were

distributed during the seminar so that instructors could rate

the texts that they were using and compensate for any weaknes-

ses in those texts. Tutors should be made aware of the

strengths and weaknesses of the texts that they must help

students understand. A copy of this checklist is included

at the end of this section.

Lecture Notetaking

Effective lecture notetaking by students comes about when

students can relate or "hook" the new information to be learned

from the-lecture onto information they already have some fami-

liarity with. Without this critical attachment of new infor-

mation to what is already known, the new infOrmation makes

little sense to the student. ConSequently, the notes taken
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1

I.

on the lecture are of little value.

Before instructors present a lecture on new material,

they should employ some of the following techniques to insure

that students have some familiar information to hook the new

content onto:

1. Through discussion, find out from students how much
they already know about a topic.

2. Go over concepts and vocabulary that students will
need to know in order to understand the new informa-
tion to be presented.

Show students how to distinguish between the main
points and minor details given in a lecture.

4. Have students brainstorm on the topic you will be
lecturing on.

5. In order to get students to see the relationship
between ideas or concepts, have students work on
constructing analogies.

Instructors should also be aware that the retention or

triderstanding of the lecture material by students is affected

by the following factors:

1. Nature of'the oontent to be presented.

2. How the instructor organizes lecture content.

3. Perception of content by students.

Previewing,,Reading, Reviewing

The process for helping students read with greater com-

prehension breaks down into three stepst

1. Previewing material to be read. Previewing starts
the process of getting students a2tiaely involved
with their reading assignment. There are three stages
of previewing: a) Students construct questions froth ,

the title, headings, and sub-headings of an article

,11=
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ar chapter. (Example, "Rivers becoming polluted"
could be turned into "What rtvers are polluted?")
(Developing questions gives students a good over-
view of what is being presented.) These questions
will be utilized later inthe review stage.
b) Students skim-read for the main idea. c) In the
last preView stage students attempt to recall the
main-ideas covered in the skimming process.

2. Reading the material. Advise students to read
carefully and with concentration for only short
intervale. Point out that italicized words and the
use of graphics are keys to important information.
Students should not begin to read Until a goal or
purpose has been established by the questioning
procedure.

3. Reviewing material read. This involves students
checking themselves to see how well they can answer
the'questions they generated in the previewing stage

Three Levels of Comprehension

Students need to be aware of these three levels of com-

prehension:

1. Literal: What was stated? Onthe literal level we
just report the data, the specifics. This
level prepares one for the thinking process.

2. Interoretive: What was the main idea? The purpose
is to grasp the main idea. What is
meant, implied by what is stated? 0

Develops the thinking process.

3. Applied: Reader looks at the relationship between or
among the ideas. Further develops the
thinking process_

See attached graphic design of these three levels af compre-

hension.
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FIPSE Semthar

Reading Skills to Test For

1. Vocabulary

A. Word meanings from content

B. Word derivatives (prefixes, roots, suffixes)

C. Special vocabulary particular to subject

2. Memory

A. Recalling specific facts

B. Retaining concepts

3. Main Idea

A. Isolating details

B. Organizing facts

1. Process (how to...)
2. Sequence
3. Hierarchy
4. Cause and effect

C. Identifying main idea

4. Interpretive

A. Drawing a conclusion

B."Making a judgment

C. Drawing an inference

D. Recognizing tone

E. Coping with ambiguity

F. Relating ideas

G. Contrast and comparison



1

I.

I
1

"When is a Reading Problem not a Reading Problem?"

Seminar presenters researched their areas of

\

to present a coherent and cohesive summary of the
\

theories about the topics of their presentations.

however, they felt compelled to share with others

original material that they believed to

expertise

most recent

Frequently,

certain

e especially cogent.

One such article, "When is a Reading Prob'lem not a Reading

Problem?" by John C. Stansell and Diane DeFord appeared in

the Journal of Reading, spring, 1981, and ',tfas shared by

Judy Banks, instructor and reading specialist at LMC. The

article contains several ideas that appear in current cogni-

tive psychology texts.
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LOS MEDANOS. COLLEGE

a

Readability Checklist

This-checklist is designed to help you evaluate the readability of your classroomtext
it can best be used tf you rate your text while you arethinking of a specific class Besure
to compare tne textbook to a fictional ideal rather than to anothertext.Your goal is to
find out what aspects of the text are or are not less than ideal Finally -,consider
supplementary workbooks as part of thetextbook and rate ihem together. Havefun!

Rate the questions below using the following rating system
5 Eicellent
4 Goad
3 Adequate
2 - Poor
I unacceptable

NA Not applicabIe

Further comments may be wraten intSe space provided
Textbooktitte

Publisher

Copyright date. a
UnderStandability

A Are the assumptions about students vocabulary knowledge appropriate?

B Are the assumptions about students' prior knowledge of .this" content area
appropriate?

C Are xthe assumptions- about students general experiential backgrounds
appropriate?

Does the teacher's manual provide the teacher with ways to develop and review
the students" conceptual and experi.mtial backgrounds?

E _____ Are new concepts explicitly linked to the students' prior knowledge or to their
experiential backgrounds?

F Does the text introduce abstract concepts by accompanying them with many
concrete enamples?

G _ Does the text introduce new concipts one at a time with a sufficient nurnber of
examples for each one?

H Are definihons understandable and at a lower level of abstraction than the
concept being defined?

I _ _ Is the level of sentence complexity appropriate for the students?

J Are Me main ideas of wagraphs. chapters and subsections clearly stated?

K _ Does the text avoid irrelevant details?
L _ Does the text expncttly state important complex relationshiris (e g causality

conditionality, etc ) rather than always expebcting the reader to infer them from
the context?

M Does the teacher's manual provide lists of accessible resources containing
alternative readings for the very poor or yery advanced readers?

losessing readability: The checklist approach us
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4

N IS the readability level appropriate (accoiding to a readability formula)/

Learnability
Organization

A _ Is an introduction provided tor in each chapter/
B. b there a clear and simple organizational pattern relating the chapters to

each other?

C. Does each chapter have a clear, explicit, and simpleorganizational structure/

D. Does the text include resources such as an index. glossary, and table of
Contents?

E Do questions and activities draw attention to the organizational pattern of the
material (e,g.. Chronological. cause and effect. spatial. topical. etc.)/

F _ Do consumable materials interrelate well with the textbook')

Reinforcement

A _ Does the text provide opportunities for students to practice using new
concepts?

B. _ Are there summaries at appropriate intervals in the text/

C Does the text provide adequate iconic aids such as maps, graphs. illustrations,
etc to reinforce concepts? '

_ Are there adequate suggestions for usable supplementary activities/.

Do these activities provide for a broad range of ability levels')

F _ Are there literal recall questions provided for the students self review')

G 6o some of the questions encourage the students to draw iferences?

H _ Are there discussion questions which encourage creative thinhing

I _ Are questions clearly worded'?
Motivation

A , Does the feacher's 'nanual provide introductory activities that will capture
students interest?

B Are chapter titles and subheadings concrete meaningful, or interesthle

C Is the writing style of the textappealing to the students?

O _ Are -the activities mctivatins? Will they make the student want to pursue,the
topic further?

E Does the book clearly snow how te,knowledge being learned might be used
by the learner in the future?

F Are-the cover, format prirrt tf.te" and pictures appealing to the students?

G . Does the text provide positive and rnotiv ating models for bath sexes as well as
for other racial', ethnic, and sociOeconomoc groups/

Readability analysis
_ _

Weaknesses

1) On which Items wasthe tuokratedthe lowest?
2) Did These items tend to in certain categories?
3) Summarize tie weaknesses of this text
4) What can you do in class to compensate for the weaknesses of this text/

Assets

1) On Which items was the book rated-the highest'
2) Did these items fall in certain categories/
2) Summarize the assets of this text
4) What can you do ip class to take advantage ofthe assets or this text/

130 Joumal 011,4,010g- Novembor 1380

9
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PIX1SR Seminar October 6, 1981 Notetaker: Patty
Peterson

I. Reading Skills (see handout for definitions)

The good reader is able to predict, check his predictions,
and re-order.

Reading skills to test for (see handout)
Addition to handout: the teacher needs- to be aware of dif-
ferent emphases.in different disciplines, For example, in
nursing, process may be the most important: In history, cause
and effect. The teacher needs to ask the kinds of questions
that emphasize the kinds of ways students need to think in

his particular course- For ,example, can the student pick
up hidden attitudes in the writer of a philosophy or history:
,text?

II. Thinking processes

A. Literal
These ars content skills. Does the student know

what the priET-iiYi?

B. Interpretive...
Can the student pick out what is the "boss" idea?
Which ii supporting detail?
Can the student relate ideas to each other?

C. Applicative
Can the student apply ideas to self?
Can the student resolve ambiguities he recognizes?
Can the.student put ideas in a larger context? For
example, a moral one?

III. How to structure test questions according to the three levels

A. Literal
Recall of information. For example, What iS the Id?

B. Interpretive
Relating ide.s yr concepts. For example, Bob's

economice question: Who determines what to produce
and who eats it among three societies?

C. Applioative
Have to know concepts and then apply them to one's
own or a oase study situation. For example, How
fire-safe ie your home?

illlotes If you are a visually-oriented type, see Coriosols model
on the attached handout.



IV -reaching .Srategies which promote aweretess of the three
levels of thinking

A. Teacher should try to model a ooncept for his students;
The teacher cannot make the connective leap for the
student-(as in teaching someone to skip); the teacher,
can give-clues and hints. A tutor in a small group

, is best situated for thiS kind ot modeling, for ;there
will be one who gets it, and several who don't, Thó
interaction among them is lest; pressured than the
one on one situation.

B. .Math strategies: Modelm math teaching tries to get
away from the rigid, given context and promote more
thinking about Ita a oertain concept is used.

CC) Teacher should be aware of the differenc between
reading comprehension on the part of students which
isdsbased on grammatical or synt otical clues, (at this
peint We tried our hand at hnswering questions from a
nonsense text) and real understanding of content.
If you want to test students' comprehension, you need
to ask the kind of questions that require processing
of information, not just recall.

V. Teaching strategies which help students at interpretative level

A. Overview oC the course
Point out key concepts and vocabulary ahead of
need and then come back to them and remind students
of them. .

Define vocabulary peculiar to your discipline on
first handout. Reminder:- begin with lecture or
boardwork before handouts; handouts after such
explanation are more meaningful.

B. Maton,textbooks to students

Most often you will have to pick your textbook
and then test your students to see which ones will
need tutors. Ways to check:

1. Pose short answer questions based on a
chapter in the text not yet discussed in class

2% Ose CLOSE procedure (dropping every 10th
word from a paragraph of text and see if
students can insert correct word) to test
level of students' comprehension

6G
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VI. Teacher's options if textbobk too difficult'

1. ,You can provide alternative readings for obscure chapters.
2. Give study guides. You organize the material partiallly

and let studbnts flesh out the res%.
3. List on board the important points befoie the students read.

4. Aave students read selected parts allCWVer difficult
parts in lecture.

5. Point out the sequence of material regularly. Help students
to see how what has gone before relates to what theY will
have to'read.,

6. Teacher-can model the preview, read, reviemethod of
reading the text.

With all Qf these methods,the teacher is not,doing the
reading for the student, but helping him to succeed at it.

V11. .-Reminders to teachers from tutors

1. If you meet with a student who As being tutored to
discuse his progress, invite the tutor to be presezit,alOo.

2. When a tutor visits your class, make sure,he or she
mingles with the class and is not set apart with you
at the front of-the-room.

r

* Note:'. The notetaker's use of the masculine pronoun

throughSut shouldn't be taken as conservatismein politics,
only.as conservatism in language usage.

7

a
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DEFINITIONS OF READING

4Reading specialists reading is an intelgtated_p-rocess involving the development
0

of the technical skills necessary in seeing likenesses and differences in wor.ds,,,,

associating words with their sounds and meaning, and interpreting the ideas rep-
a

resented by words, sentences, and paragraphs. Further, it should be noted that

reading authorities include both word recognition and comprehension'in their ex-
,planAion of the reading process. They believe in balanced develotment of theSe

. _two skills.

Other reading specialists reading is the ability of an individual to recogize

a visual form, asso4 ciate the form with a sound and/or meaning he has learned in
4

the past, and, on the basis of paSt experience, understand and interpret its

meaning.
4

R.. t4acOonalci

Linguists - reading is skill in translating printed symbols into sounds and

sound patterns and deriving meaning from the resultant oral language.

Psycho-linguistics reading is a psycho-linguistic gtiessing game..z -It involves

an interaction between,thougnt and language.; Efficient reading does not result
0

from precise perteption and identification of all -elements, but from skill in

selectiblg the fewest, most productive cues necessary to produce guesses which

are right the first time. The ability to anticipate that which has not been

seen, of course; is vital in reading, just as the ability to anticipate what

ivs not yet been heard is vital in listening. Thus errors are not errors, they

are miscues.

Off-the-wall - "For reading is older than printin9 or writing or even language

,itself. 'Reading begiefs with wonder at the world around us. It starts,with the

recognition of.repeated events like thunder, lightning,and rain. ft starts

with the'seasons and the growth of things. It starts with an ache that vanished
qitn food or water. It occurs when time is discovered. Reading begins with the

gins when the mother, holding the child's

hand, says that a day is "beautiful" or cold or that:the wind is soft. Reading
is signs and portents, the flight of birds, the changinc moon, the chamgeless sun
and the fixed stars that move through the night. Reading is the practical manage-
ment of the world around us. It was this for us at the desk, the,benCh, or ehe
control panel. it was this for the man at the cave's mouth."

al 10-/-/6
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE R. MACDONALD

FIPSE NOTES IlarCh 23, 1982

READING

I. Student response on test question (Chet) Handout Y1
Question given in advance.

Discussed paper: Position statement at end of paper, which is typical of
student papers.

Paper retyped and Student allowed to edit.
Students asked to read paper out loud.
"Writing Readiness" paper distributed.
Approach for dealing with ESL students discussed - one problem at a time

simple or complex
model and turn over to student,

Indicate line where error exists and ask student to identify error.

Tutor-S. taught not to do corrections for students bvt rather to ask probing
questions so that students identify their own errors.

Discussed whether or not people remembered learning how to read. Phonics.

People related experiences they had in learning how to read.

Standardized test basically measures reading ability.

Reading ability used tp evaluate person's intelligence: Reading done for
performance not content an& comprehensioq.

II. Reading Theories
11§,

a. Word meaning, association
b. Visual recognition - ,associated with past experiences
c. Translation into sounds
d. *Psycholinguisti-c - guessing based on selected

Given "Vocabulary Cues Worksheet" - Handout 112 that is used to,practice
0 defining words from context. Exception to discouragement of immediate use

of dictionary is ESL.

Given book "An Introduction lilm" and asked to read table ot contents and
then asked to make guesses about what "actual" content might be.

Given "Chapter Subleading Worksheet"- 'Handout #3.

Tutors taught to ask students to predict ens-viers to their own questions.

6,3
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HANDOUT NO. 1
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE
LANGUAGE ARTE 6

HANDOUT NO. 2

NAME:

SECTION:

TUTOR'S INITIAL:

INSTR6CTOR:
R. MacDONALD

VOCABULARY WORKSHEET

DIRECTIONS: Use this form to record those words you encount2r in your studies that
you don't know. Follow these steps to record an unknown word and to
figure out its meaning.

1. Try to figure out the word by CONTEXT. Do other sentences around the
word.indicate its meaning?

2. Look at the PREFIX, the SUFFIX, and the ROOT. By noting the meaning of
the parts of the word, you may be able to work out the meaning of the

whole word.

Then,if you still don't know the meaning of a word, look it up in a

DICTIONARY. State the definition in your own words.

Remember, it'S usually best to keep reading even though you encounter words

you don't know. Mark the unfamiliar words and keep reading. Come back to those

words after you finish reading.

Write the word, the definition in your own words, the name and page number
of the book or article in which you found the word, and divide the word into syl-

lables.

Do only 10 words per sheet.

Example: d i I igent

dil-i-gent

Econ book, p. 210

1

2.

The quality of being persistent,_ industrious, painstaking,

hard-working.
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VOCABULARY WORKS1i0P, continued
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE
LANGUAGE ARTS 6 HANDOUT NO. 3 Name:

Section #:

CHAPTER SUB-HEADING WORKSHCET

DIRECTIONS. Do one worksheet for each sub-heading. You should complete this
form AFTER the Chapter Preview Worksheet.

A. Write the chapter title:

B. Write the sub-heading:

C. 'rormulate one or more significant questions which are suggested by the sub-

heading:

2.

3.

14.

-D. Have a tutor go over these questions and then initial here:
DO NOT GO ON WITHOUT THIS INITIAL.

Read the section keeping these questions in mind.

F. After reading the selection and without looking beck, answer your quev.ions
here:

1.

B-44
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CHAPTER SUB-HEADINC WORKSHEET, continued

G. Review the section and write down What you should hdve remembered, but didn't:--.1

H. Go on to the next sub-heading and a new worksheet.



5 WRITING THE ESSAY AND WRITING AS A LEARNING TOOL

...Steps in the Composing Process of an Essay

...A Formula for Organizing the Essay

...Writing as a Learning Tool

Two types of writing were considered: First, the essay,
P

or typical college paper, that even gpod students may struggle

with, but that can be made easier when certain steps are

followed in their proper order. Tutors can be very helpful

to students struggling with papers. Second, writing as'a

learning tool, which may take the form of journals, learning

logs, diaries, or focused free-writing. Educationists in

England report good results from using writing as a learning

tool rather than simply as a product that indicates what a

student knows; this idea is spreading in American schools.

Tutors should probably not be used to help, with this type of

writing.

Steps in the Composing Process of an Essay
C

Twenty-three million Americans oVer age 16 are function-

ally illiterate; those who finish high school are at an

average 9th grade level; 50 percent of Los Medanos students

need extra help at any given time. 111 equipped to handle

4A
college level writina, most students would benefit if content

instructors would provide them with direction and experience

even if it necessitates skipping a few minutes of lecture.

The instruction that most pre-college students receive



1

0

in writing consists mainly oT grammar, punctuation, sentence

diagramming, and spelling. TAs is the last step in writing;

students need to know the steps that come before this.

All FIPSE participants were asked to spend ten minutes

writing on°the steps that they went through when writing a

paper. The collective list (it was almost identical for

each of the four semesters) was in accordance with the list of

steps that most English instructors recommend. College

teachers, because of their experience, automatically know

how to proceed to write a paper. But most beginning college

students approach writing assignments with little or no ex-

perience or training:-

The writing process consists of the following steps

(based upon analysis of how FIPSE members handle a writing
0

assignment); tutors can help the students see this process:

1. Select a topic.

2. Ask yourself "What do I know" about this topic,
and put the information down.
a. Think about the topic.

. b. Write down what you know
c. Diagram, cluster, or map ideas.
d. Listpinformation (cards optional).

3. Obtain additional information from various sources.
a. Copy down information (on note cards optional).
b. Put quotation marks around direct quotes
c Keep track of souröes of information.

4. Cogitate (take a long walk, for example).

5. Plan your organization using any of the following:
a. Formula for organizing an essay--more on this
- later.
b. Formal or informal outline
c. Put cards, if used, in order (perhaps use color

coded cards).

1 (,)
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6. Write, revise, mow. parts around, chande emphasis,
add details, omit non-pertinent material, etc.

7. Edit (correct grammar, punctuation, spelling, etc.).

How instructors.can help students use this process:

1. Do an in-class exercise using the process.

2. Have tutors help with the first steps, not- mention.-
ing grammatical errors, spelling, etc.

4

Priority of skills in writing a paper:

1. Content. a

a.. Enough information.
b. Ideas, then particulars

2. Organization.

>,

3. Point of view (e.g., objective report or humorous
first person). II

4. Sentences.

5. Diction (choice, of words.) II

How tutors should help students withe writing assignment:
II

,. ,

1. Say something positive. c.

2. Find out what wa';' assigned 6
, I

3. Find out how the student feels about the topic.

II,
4. Focus on the "priority of skills" in the order

given. Should not focus on punctuation and spelling.

5. Should not make any marks on the student's paper.
(If absolutely necessary, use light.nencil that can
be erased.)

11

A Formula for Organizing an Essay 11

For those students who put off taking college composition

courses the struggle to write papers in other discipline

classes will be even greater.. These students may not even
I/

knoW what a thesis statement is.- They may never have heard'
O4

I
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of a topic sente/Ice. A few minutes of an instructors time

spent clarifying these terms and how they should be used to

organize a paper can be worthwhile.

"Game Plamfor Composition" is a graphic design of a

simple formlla for organizing a paper. Some students who

have difficulty using a formal outline find that the "light
0

goes on" when they arb presented with this bubble picture.

See a copy of this at the end of'this section.

For Borne students a graphic design will not be enough.

They will need more specific instructions about how to use

this simple formula. Jay Cameron, instructor,of college

composition at LMC has developed the formula more completely

for his classroom use. -His "Essay Picture", an example of

its use, the format for written paragraph (expository), and

basic essay terminology list are included at the end of this
0

tection.

Knowing this simple formula for organizing an essay can

relieve the student of much term paper anxietg
.

,

z

Writing as a Learning Tool

Two guest consultants addressed the seminar, individually,

on ,the general topic of writing as a learning tool; that is,

how writing helps process inTormation into long term reten-

' tion of concepts. This view (d.s especially applicable to

content areas.

3

,
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6

The guest consultants were:

Mary Kay Healey, Co-director Bay Area Writer's,Project
University of Califorriia, Berkeley

Mariene Griffith, English Instructor
'Laney College, Oakland

Both guest's presented different material during each

semester's seminar; however, all of the material they pre:r

senteecan be categorized under the same general rubric.

The unedited notes,..alang with handouts, from two of each

guest's lectures are included in this Section.

If
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

Siipport

Sentences-

EXPOSITORY ESSAY PAaKAGE --

A STRUCTURED FORMAT Jay Cameron

GAME PLAN FOR COMPOSITIONS

Topic
Sen.tence A:

Topic
Sentence B

al 2/4/81

THESIS:

(MAIN IDEA)
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a

Jay Cameron

ESSAY PICTURE

1

2

3

LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

TITLE

INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPH
50-75 WORDS

Thesis Statement

TOPIC SENTENCE
t

ftRST DEVELOPMENTAL PARAGRAPH
150-200'4ORDS

TOPIC SENTENCE

SECOND DEV'ELOPMENTAL PARAGRAPH
150-200 WORDS

TOPIC SENTENCE

THIRD DEVELOPMENTAL PARAGRAPH
150-200 WRDS

CONCLUDING STATEMENT AND PARAGRAPH

SUMMARIZED INSIGHT

°The thesis statement is preferably,the last sentence
;of the first paragraph.

Topic sentences ideally begin the developmental para-
graphs.

Concldsions Thesis recalled, but expressed differently.
Content summary, final statement in which reader is moved
to mentally agree with you or challenge you.
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LOS MEDANOS OLLEGE
15TG

1

2

3

PAPER TITLE: DOGS ON THE LOOSE

, lk

INSTRUCTOR:

J. CAMERON

Thesis Statement: Dogs an the looseare a nuisance.

Topic Sentence 1: Dogs carrscare yOu half to death',
causin9 serious problems.

Support for Topic
A. Cyclists are forced to zig z,ag

on the road.
Sentence 1

B. School childreri panic add turn
wildly ori theit=

C. People on fo0t at-nioht freeze
' in fear.

Topi%Sentence 2: Dogs are traffic 41azards.'

, -

Support for Topic A. Dogs on the street make people
Sentence 2 swerve their-cars.

B.. To avoiilAogs cyclists run
into thinbs.

C. Youngerl coaxing dogs aeross
a busy street create danger..

Topic Sentence 3: .,Dogs dAmage gardens.

Support for topic
Sentence 3

A. Dogs step on flowe'rs and

vegetables:
Y. They mar hedges by spotting

them.

C. They mess up the lawn.
a

Concluding Statement: Dogs are fine as puppies, or on a

leAsh, or rh'a kenneTon the loose
they're a menace.

a
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LOS AEDMOS COLLEGE

J. Cimeron

Exposition or Argument

,TOPIC SENTENCE

FORMAT FOR WRITTEN PARAGRAPH (EXPOSI*TORY)

. (A) Main Support Statement

. Minor Support (Development of

main support statement by adding three (3), four (4) or more

sentences to complete or develop the idea you are trying to explain)

,
. (B) Main Support State-

%
nient_

. t.?inor Zupport (Development of main

support statement oy adding three (3), four (4) cr -more sentences

to Complete or develop the idea you are try4 7 to explain)

. (C) Main Support Statemen

. Minor Support (Developmant of'main support

.

-statement by adding three (3,-;-- four (4) or more sentences to

coMpiete on develop the idea you are trying to ex'plain)

arsaLi;e.



Los Medanos College

Jay Cameron

LA 15 TH Basic Essay Terminology

Outline A plan or blueprint

paragraph A gm lf sentences built around a Main

topic idea

Perception The wa we see things through our senses

Reader The wr ter's audience

81-letoric The ar of speaking or writing effectively

Rhetorical Question doesn necessarily expect an answer

Sentence A group of words expressing a complete thought

Specific Details Data us d to support a controlling idea in
a paragi aph

Statement of Affirmation A firm tatement

Subject and Predicate.

Thesis Statement'of Idea

Title

Topic Sentence

Trantistional Devices

I

Must al ays be included to make a sentence
complet

Main ide of essay

The head ng or subject of a paragraph

Main ide expressed in a paragraph

Links Se tences and paragraph smoothly

6%;



Los Medanos College

Jay Cameron

,LA 15 TG Basic Essay Terminology

Abstract and General Statements

Anecdote

Argument

Bad conclusion

Bad Introduction

Communication

Controlling idea

need to be supported with specific details

A brief narrative abont ones own experience

Essay which persuades

"It's been nice having you read my
material, people."

"I hate to bore you with this essay, but
I had to start somewhere."

The transmission of a message in a two
way process

Limits the topic sentence or thesis statement

Deduction Reasoning from general to specific

Dtscriktion Essay which points out particular details

Exposition Essay which explains

Fragment
, A group of words lacking a subject or a

predicate

Ideas A writer:s views of opinions

Inductive Reasoning

Informal Essay

Reasoning from specific to general

A written treatment of ones own opinions or
points of view about a given sUbject

Introduction, Body, Conclusion The main parts of an essay

My Posttion My Stand

Name the 5 ways we support material
in a paragraph

1

1 illustrative detail
2 Factual details and statistics
3 Comparison and contrast
4 Analysis
5 Definition

Narrative ESsay which tells oe an event or happening

Our feeiings xepreseni tne emotional part ot us b

Our perceptyal view I4 expository writing we respond to subjects
or stimuli in terms of the way we see and
sense things

Our thoughts represent the intellectual part of us

e,
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

1, ILLUSTRATION

J. Cameron
LA 15TG

kn'easy and effective way to support an idea is to use examples. The
writer Rakes a stattment and then clarifies it through illustrative
detail: he points to a specific occurrence, condition, or fact that
concretely illustrates his idea. In your 0.ragraphs you may decide to
use only one carefully sustained example to support your controlling
idea, or .you may use several examples.

2. FACTUAL DETAIL

Factual detail is often used to support an idea. Theiwriter may begin
his paragraph with a topic statement and then support that statement
with facts ahd statistics. Or he may present his details first aad
place his topic sentence at the end as the logical conclusion to be
drawn fro his evidence.

Because both facts and judgments are useful in supporting topic sentences,
and because confusion between the two sometimes weakens student writing,
hief explanation of their differences should be instructive. A fact

is a report, a statement of what has actually happened or of what
actually txists. It can be verified: one can test the accuracy of the
report through his own obeervation or computation or by consulting a
reliable'source.

A judgment,on the other hand, records a personal opinion. It indicates
approval or disapproval. Unlike a factual statement, it cannot be proven
true or false.

41I

Many statements, however, cannot be so precisely differentiated as
to whether they are factual or judgmental, for they involvs,both fact
and judgment; they can be verified to an extent, and yet they include
judgment.)

3. COMPARISON AND CONTRAST

In a paragraph of Coill.Am the writer points out similarities between
two or more things. In'a paragraph of contrast he points out their
differences. As a student you will frequently be asked to compare or
contrast philosophical ideas, historical figures, characters in a novel,'
or political parties. By studying these two patterns carefully and by,
practicing the techniques involved, you can improve,your ability to
develop and communicate your thought clearly.

The Support material for comparison or contrast frevently consists of
factual details, judgments, or exaaples.



J. Cameron
LA 15TG

APARISON AND CONTRAST CONTINUED

Arrangement of Supporting Material

You may arrange the supporting material for a paragraph based on
comparison or contrast ih a variety-of.ways. If you are comparing two
persons, for example, you may present the information about,the first
person in the first four or fiye sentences and the inforaation about the
second person in the remaining sentences.

Amther method is 'to alternate between subjects in seccessive sentences.

A thirvi way is to deal with the objects in the same sentence.

And, of course, it is possible to combine these various methods.

AnaloRY

A special kind of comparison is the analogy, a cosparison of two things

that are unlike but that have similar attributes. The analogy is especially

helpful'In explaining the unfamiliar in terms of the familiar.

4. ANALYSIS (DIVISION AND CLASSIFICATION)

Analysis is the process of dividing a subject into its component parts. -

It is an effective way of organizing mz.terial when the subject is rather

complex. Ih,-uSing this process, the writer splits his subject into smaller
parts in-the topic sentence and then develops each part in turn, using any

suitable method of development.

Topics that are easily separated into chronological, spatial, or
structural components are especially suitable for analytic treatment.
A chE91121 analysis divides on the basis of time. You would use this
method if you were going. to explain a process (tell how to take or do
something) or analyze a historical event by dividing it into periods.

When there is a need or desire to divide a subject into geographical areas
or gevraphical subdivisions we are using the type of' analysis which is

sometimes Called spatial, analysis.

A structUral analysts divides a.subject into its parts, types, elements,
and shows how these subdivisions are related to each other to form a whole.

B-58
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J. Cameron
LA l5TG

5. DEFINITION

No other mode of development is more important than definition. In

your writing, you will frequently find it necessary to state clearly
the meaning of a word, a concept, a process, an activity. The most
basic kind of defipition is the logical definition, in which you state'
the concept to be defined, put it into a category, and then distinguich
it from all other members of that category. For example, an editorial
belongs to the categorTof article in a periodical 0and may be distinguishe!
from other kinds of peTiodical articles by noting that it expresses the,
qpinion of the editor oi7publisher. In addition to using logigal.def,inition,
you wial also often employ examples, details:comparisons, and ihe like
,to enhance the definition of your subject.

6. ANECDOTE

6

The anecdote is a pattern of development similar to illustration. By
definition the anecdote is a short narrative of some incide-tt, frequently
personal or bIographical, to illustrate an idea. When you use an anecdote
to illustrate your controlling idea, make certain thst it is concise and to
the point. Do not develop it to such length that the reader forgets the
point it was intended to support.

e(c3;
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE
'P

GUEST TODAY: Mariene Griffith of Laney\College

FIPSE SEMINAR
May 4, 1982

\

QUESTIONOF THE DAY: _

"How do I help bake writing on subjects outside of a,student's own experiences
become a learning tool?"

GUEST'S RECOMMENDATIOR:

Use of a writing log and a technique she called "Think Writing."

PTHINK WRITING"

What?

The key is to get the students to record their true feelings, reactions
to, and questions about the subject matter of the course.

While it is not entirely free writing (responding to course content),
it should be ungraded, informal, and doesn't end in any formal plesen-
tation to the instructor.

It can be utilized by students in all classes, business, science, art,
etc., and it is "focused writing" in response to a particular subject
matter presentation. It is "Think Writing" in that students are asked
to write their thoughts in response to the content of the course!

Why?

Instructors' experience and studies seem to indicate that differences
in short-term achievement of classes using "Think Writing" do not appear
to differ significantly from regular classes. Long term retention shows
considerable improvement.

Recommended reading on tech studies is in classroom and research study
/5 by the Bay Area Wrlter's Project, entitled "Two Studies in High
School Science."

"Think Writing" leads the student to discover their own "relevancy" and
structure whereby their own mind handles these concepts.

How?

By writing in class, hrst, with no revision allowed. Some dialog
between the student anJ instructor may be necessary to clarify what
is really wanted - a t inking reaction - rather than a "formal summary"
of notes.

"Must be il a separate. book" says Mariene. She has tried and it doesrr't
work unless separated FF5Fother assignments.

CLASS RESPONSE TO PRESENTATION

Math "Verbalizing th-t1 process might help avoid memorizing the recipe"

Cnemistry "This may be a way of having a student actively participate in
the process of :blem solving. You can generate your own for-
mulas as you so.ve a problem rathef than memorize them.

Would help in understanding the concepts of profit-cOrporation,
etc:, if had to think them out."

Si

Business
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Nursing Might write in journal what you learned at the hospital today. "

ATTACHED MATERIALS

Log of a student, "Challe.IL221 from a course on Rlading Plays Aloud, (not

an outstanding student.).--Started by writing for teacher. Began to let

himself reflect ahd pose questions. Ended by internalizing the play

and bringing it out in his own contemporary language anu thought. "He

made it his own."

,P
/

Article by a Br.Lish School Teacher. Why she "wrote," and hcw she felt

. it helped her in the legrninglwocess.
0" d P

FINAL COMMENTS

Students are not used to writing as a learning activity. Don't correct

journals - encourage response. It takes 2 to 3 weeks to develop a ,

rapport between student, log, and teacher. A model of what you have in

mind may help. Do collect and read the logs. The writing activity is

not to be graded - except to penalize those who do not participate.

5/25/82
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TITLE:

FIPSE SEMINAR EDUCATIONAL SERIES

In-Olass Writing As a Learning Tool ,

GUEST CONSULTANT: Marlene Griffith, English Instructor
Langdage Arts Department
Laney College
900 Fallon Street
Oakland, CA 94607
1415) 834-5740

DATE: October 20, 1981

TIME: 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

PLACE: Los Medanos College Conference Room

GROUP CHAIR: Ross MacDonald, Language Arts Instructor

NOTE TAKER: Andres Ortiz Ochoa, Voc. Tech. Instructor



G

The seminar was started on time by Mr. MacDohald's call to
order and opening reflections regarding today's presentation,
a part of the pre-planned FIPSE program for the 1981-1982 school'
year. Thereafter, our guest consultant introduced herself and,
requested the group to do the same. This gracious act on the
part of the instructor gave the group the opportunity to become
psYthologically adjusted and ready-to deal at an intellectual

a level with the interactions expected by the presentator.

MAIN TOPICS 'FOCUSED, FREE WRITING

What i ,Focused, Free Writing

Focused, free writing is a type of wilting which can be
utilized in any classroom, ranging,from math, chemistry and
economics to.welding. The writing can be done in class or out
of class, for any period of time., ten minutes or longer. It
is an ongoing form of writing useful for finding words for half-
formed ideas, thoughts or understandings.

Main Purpose of Focused, Free Writing

The main purpose of this tlype of writing is the concept of
writing to think. Writing to make clear what we understand and
what we don't understand. Writing to discover what we almost
know, or what we didn't know we knew until,we started writing .c4

it. It is a type of writing which malces a connection with what
is taught in the classroom; whether it ig a new technique, concept
or presentation. It takes the information presented and helps

, to make it your owh. The writing is focused, but free. It
can be directed of left open Once the writing has a focus
established'the student is permitted to try to think on paper,
to try to make a connection, to try to get'some order and some
understanding.

Main Characteristic of Writing

The Tost important characteristic is that the writing is
not graded or judged. This, combined with this type of writing,
permits risk taking which no one would take in a test situation.

(j
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Benefits of Focused, Free Writing

The process of writing and putting it down on paper is a
,

way that all of us can conceptualize. Once we have it concept-
ualized we can somehow say, "That's not what I mean", or "Yes,
it is what I mean", or ";I don't really understand it". This
kind of writing done regularly has all kinds of direct and
indirect benefits.

The direct benefitS are:

(1) An ongoing actiVity'that says here is the material,
lets give the student a chance to make it, without
any possibility of failure.

(2) It gives the teacher a sense of what the student is
thinking, and what is not clear.

Generally in school the Priorities are showing What you
know. That is what testing is ,all about. It teaches many
students how to "fake it".

The indirect benefits are:.

(1) The single most general point is that this type of
writing gets students to write a great deal and to
practice, even though it may not get them better IA
papers.

(2) It gets students used to thinking on paper.

(3) It gives students the chance of getting into the
habit of sitting down and writing.

(4) In this kind of writing sudents make clear what
they don't know.

IIL_5ttid_eilts diqCover that "in the process of writing
11 they get ideas and find u derstanding and connections.

,

At thci.s point in the meeting, /ten minutes were given to
writing and thinking on paper aboult how what was presented here
earlter during preVious sessions oiould possibly become a useful
part of the working, teaching lig. Two minutes were then spent
reading oneanothers papers. A dp.scussion took place to sea
what ideas and thoughts had been brought up by the speaker's
presntation and views.

- 6 7



Writing: A Useful Tool for Students

The point to make clear to the students is that this writing
is for their service, not the reader's service. _The writing
does not have to be worked into formal papers, it can be, but
does not have to be. It is a writing to think, to organize

' material, to get understanding of what is really thought and
what is truly understood. This type of writ...rig is a means for
students to uncover ideas, a chance to range back and forth
with words and in writing and to see what kind of connections
the student can make with material which is presented to them.

Adjusting t..) Focused, Free Writing ,

A
-

Concern was expressed that some,studefies, unless otherwise
pushed by an assignment, might not pull anything together. The
teacher might end up with papers of a page or two of, "the sky
,j.s blue".

Once students get engaged in focused, free writing it
.

becomes a pleasant experience, they enjoy getting in touch
with their own thinking and'ideas.

Getting comfortable with focused, free writing takes awhile.
In the beginning a focus can be given. Once the Student is
really serious about it the student will go with it.

Putting Aside Conversational English Rules

Students, whether beginning or advanced, should be given
the opportunity in the classroom to use language to write, to
think and to free themselves of the usual rules, for example:
how to revise their writings, how to polish their writing,
how to make it correct, how to make the argument persuasive
and so forth. These rules should be put aside to let the stul-
clent concentrate on focused, free writing, on writing to think.

Focused, Free Writing: The End Result

The real pupose of this type of writing is NOT to improve
the student's writing in any kind of measurane scale. Rather,
the purpose is to show that language and writing are wonderful
tools for thinking, getting hold of ideas and making connections.

B-;68
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4/20/82 , FIPSE NOTES

t
Mary Kay Healey - Co-director Bay Area Writer's Project

Brief Overview of Bay-Area Writer's Project

25 of be.t teachers at all levels in Bay area 1.) taught each other
their best lessons and 2.) wrote extensively in a five-week summer
course.

This cycle has been repeated since 1974.

Emphisizes connections between writing and learning. But traditional
writing, for the most part, is only handed in as a finished product.

aAdvocates change.

Brief Overview of Recent Research on Writing

- One finds out about writing by finding out what writers actually
do.

People write more readily about things they are interested in
than other things.

7 Remedial college writers get hung up on mechanics before almost any
thoughts are down on paper,"premature editing".

- By writing, students can learn to process information from various
fields.

Because of fear of assessment by impersonal teacher, students
hesitate to take risks in writing.

Thus, (see hqndout #1)

Providesstudents with sense of audience - to whom paper is addressed.

Provide opportunities for expressive writing, whichis individual
opinion, speculation, non structured, not intended to be evaluated.

BriefFree Writing Exercise

Conclusions:

Wri,ting is generative - it stimulates you to think of things you
hadn't thought of before. Students should be taught to write as a
means of stimulating ideas, which occurs while they write.

Hearing others' papers acts as-catalyst to one's own thinking.

We were generally not taught to write in school.

B-69
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II

(ny1;cation5 for Writing in.College Content Classroom

handout #2)
II

-....-

Distinctions between first-draft writing and second-draft writing.

Emphasized the response stage, causes students to reflect about their II
,

writing. r
,

Learnirii122 assignment premise: You don't really know something until
II

you try to explain it to someone else. As students are presented with-,

inforMation, the teacher asks students to summarize what they know so far.
THIS IS NOT A TEST. (See handout #3)_ _ 0

II

- Helps students define for themselves what they do and don't under-
stand.

.

I
Intends to help students' larning.

- Initially students consider it a test even when you tell them it

Iisn't. .

s .

In-class Exercise - Write for Four Minutes Abodt What You Already Know
on a Topic

II

In this case the American Revolution.
;

II-- Helps students know they are all equally ignorant.
,......"

- In small groups we can learn things from each other. .

,

II
- Generates questions, stimulates interest.

N ,

II

.. I
I

4

I
.
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(Expository)

TRANSACTIONAL

-writing in which it is

taken for granted that

the writer means what

he says and can be-

challenged for Its

truthfulness to public

knowledge. (Reporting,

instructing, informing,

theorising)

-writing most psed in

schools,

. Child

Child

Pupil

Pupil

SENSE OF AUDIENCE CAfEGORIES

(or adolescent) to self

(or adolescent) to trusted adult

to teacher as partner in dialogue

to teacher, particular relationship

to teacher seen as examiner or assessor

Writer to his readers (or his public)

FUNCTION i:ATEGORIES

EXPRESSIVE

form nearest to speech

-matrix from which all
other writing comes

crucial for trying out
and coming to terms with
qew ideas

-loosely structured and
context bound.

A
-makes assumpiton of an
Interest in the writer
as a. person as well as

in his subject matter.

(Creative)

POETIC

-the writing is an end

in itself

-writer takes it for granted

that the reader will

ex erience what is presented

-writer shows an awareness

of symbolic, aural or

visual qualities when

shaping the verbal construct,

from: The Development of Writing Abilities,
James Britton, Macmillan Co., London, 1975.

i
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For EXPRESSIVE WRITING: Do not be discouraged if:

students don 't write much at first

This may be a new experience for them. They heed to hear many examples, both from

other students and from the teacher, before they become fluent.

- students initial attempts at expressive writing Jacks candor and authenticity

Because this is a new experience for stuclents, they haven't yet developed ehe trust

in you, their audience, which enables candor to emerge. Be encouraging in your,,

comments and ask students genuine questions about what they write.

students reveal in their writing_ that they clearly don't understand what you've

been attempting to teach them

dir
Use this information as a valuable insight into the teaching-learning process.0

By'questioning, try to elicit from the students more specific information about

the state of their understanding and build from there.

For SMALL GROUP WORK: Dopot be discou'raged if:

- some students don't want to share their papers with.other students

This may be an indication of the student's lack of confidence iii her/his writing

ability. Do a great deal of whole-class respunse to papers initially in order for

students to become accustomed to the process. Then, if, some students are still

re luctant, work with them arone or with another reluctant student until they feel

'More comfortable with this.process.

- some students Make su erficial Or'un-hel ful comMents in small rou s

As in the comment above; whdle-class-respOnse to papers helps to underliDe tla

importanceof specific, shoughtful response. Also, it is advisable to tape the

O smcill groups in progress, and, after listening to the tapes, play back to the class
.4

examples of particularly notable response. Class discussions of the characteristics

of a helpful response partner helps to focus attention'On what is expected in the

, small groups. If all else fails, conference individually with the student about

what is lacking in his/her response to writing partners.

some students don't feel they've been helped by their writing group

Examine the drafts of the students' papers, looking especially for suggestions whiCh

flave been made by the group and the consequent revision made by the writer. If neces-

sary, speak to the writer's response group about the nature of the suggestions they

male. Make you own suggestions to the writer and perhaps suggest also that the

writer join another grOup.

some students fool around in the group and ignore the work at hand

Be particularly alert to the evidence (or lack of) of revision in their papers and

specifically comment on it. Also, sit with a troublesome group and model response

behavior for chem. If these methods fail,eitherdisband the particular group or

LOWER THE BOOM in whatever way fits you particular style as a teacher.

10,0
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FIRST DRAFT WRITING

Done to work out what one
thinks Or understands
about something'L

Is tentative & exploratory
in form

- Done for-self or trusted
adult/student audFence

* * * *6* * * * * *

- Gets a response from the
teaCher or from class Members

- Is checked into the
grade book for credit

Is'not graded or
corrected for mechanical
errors

RESPONSE

FROM:

SELF

PEERS

TEACHERS

PARENTS

FRIENDS

FINAL DRAFT WRITING

- Done to demonstrate
"fUnal" thinking on
a topic

Done with careful
attention to content
and mechanics

Is evaluated & corrected
by the teacher

- Is handed in WITH the
previous drafts

Js entered in grade book
after students have made
corrections

41.
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Note-taking or copyin9

is counter-productive for
the following reasons: reasons-:

a

Non-maki09-or personal arlting

is productive for the following

1. Passive transfer of information.

2. Reduces development of compre-

.1.

2

hension of new ideas.

3. Non-diagnostic of learner's 3.

problems. '

4. Uses a single variety of writing. 4.

5. Incidental to learning process. 5.

Active processing of information.

Extends development of 6omprehension
of new ideaS.

4

Diagnostic of learner's problems.

Encourages diversity in varieties of
writing.

Central to learning process.

Prom page 15: An Investigation of S'econdary Student Writing.Across the Curriculum and
Some Suggestions for School Language Policies, York' Borough Board of
Education, Toronto, Canada, 1980.

1 0:5
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HANDOUT'#3

0

"I'm a little mixed on what to write....Literacy is "inter-connected
with" .infant mortality because you have to read to understand health
etc. lt,shows how population is high in some countrres and in other
countries not so populated. The facts show that.many subjects, such
as infant mortality, life expectanCy, literacy, G.N.P., and population,
can f4t toether in the wOrld as global problems.

This, I'm pretty sure, doesn't make that much sence to you. it's ha
for me to explain it. think I really have to get into our subject
more for this quarter to explain it. I think I really have to get
into our subject more for this quarter to explain my answer(s) better."

You don't have to write any comment to this (if you were) because
don't thirik I understand what I wrote?????

Oh,,brotheri"

* * * *

"I understand that Life Expectancy means how long you are going to
live. That's all I understand about that. Infant Mortality,what a
funny word. Infant meLhs baby or small child, but mortality means how
long a baby is goin-g to live. Why don't they just say Child or baby
Expectancy, i ' be a lot easier. Japan hds the lowest Infant Mortality
because it has a large G.N.P.? Literacy means can you read-and write.
Your.,not stipposed to confuse literacy with being smart or dumb. Russia
has a lot a Literac0 Population means how many,people in a area.
They ,have 9,060,000 on the island they call Jap' . No wonder the
-,people are so little."

* * *

"I didn't leao much.but I did learn something thow it is one big blerr.
If you-have bad GNP there would be Infant Mortality which would cut
down population I can't get the rest

What I. don't get is bow it all ties in and how life expectancy and
infant mortality have to do with globe] Oro lems."

0 * *,* * * * *

"I learned that countriels with a high G.N.P. Sre countries with loWer
infant mortalitY, longer life expectancy, higher literacy, and pretty
well controlled population. These countries,, since they'have a high
G.N.P. they can.afford good medical care, good education and good
scientific knowledge.and investigationi. (I don't understand Peter R.)
The unit is easy and educational, but borning:

I hope that later in the,
unit we 5tart some yrojects to do in class."

'"s



JOURNAL ENTRIES: THE RENAISSANCE

1 think it is kind of good that people stuck with what they believe in. If

there was no Renaissance period we just might still be like people in the
Middle Ages. Maybe, Maybe not. I think that the church was too powerful,

even, in the Renaissance. How the Middle Ages lasted so long beplve the
' Renaissance is beyond me. I think popes used their power veryqrriwisely.

- 12 year old gjrl

What is the Renaissance all about? The Renaissance to me is all about famous
people and weird thjngs that happened4to people, and the way they were treated
by the church when they,eid something wrong to make them get panicked.

- 12 yearr *old boy

It was a time that I think everyone was happy. Wouldn't you be happy getting

off the dumb manor system? I was wondering where the people lived. I wanted

, to k'now if their-homes were above or in back of -their ,shops. Itmust have been

a fun time. When I see commercials for the Ren. faire everyone looks happy.

I think I know mainly what the Ren. was like.
(;)

- 12 year old girl

I think the Renaisspnce was a much different kind of time from any other time.

I learned that the Middle Ages was a much crumier time to live in then,the

Renaissancertime, People had much more freedom duripg ehe Renaissance and

theY didn't have to work like the serfs.
I also learned that religion wasn't as important as man was, durPng the Reil:

time.

- 11 year oid girl-

The Renaissance beban when"man began to question things he didn't understand
and think of life on earth more than after death. Other,mep started to explore
unknown lands, conquer it, set up colonies there, and to trade with the east.
Feudal estates died, towns grew up, and a whole new type of life began In Europe-

. - 12 year old bpi,

I am learning about fames people and what they do and about their way of scence
and how the sun is the senter of the unverse and that all of the other planets
go around the sun and hoW the young cherden grow up .and how they eat is with'

their fingers. thats what 1.1ean about the Renassance.
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Notes

5-28-81

N oteiaker s Jay Cameron

EatIc2I-rea2.1.1.tir_ick

A brief examination of how writing is amommeAns, Pvaluated in England

where it was discovered that students are familiar and comfortable

with writing for an examiner or assessor. In fact, the-student's

audience for writtng shoulcr.be more varied.

British researchers also focused attention on the Functional Categories

of Writing: Transactional, Expressive, Poetic.
0Uansactional = Expository

Expressive -i-peaking voice Tor WfitIng

Poetic = Creative

Expressive Writing

- Should be encouraged more because it establishes a vehicle where-

by people can reveal areas that are familiar in terms of what they

already know as well as areas in which they are unfamiliar or

unknowledgeable.

- Allows the instructor to establish a dialogue with the student,

especially in instances where there is an effort to evoke questions

. from the student.

Writing is not exclusively a way of proving what has 6een learded.

Moreover, writing is more closely a way of writingthrough something

(subject or topic) for understandirw.

Having students work in small
0

group process should be encouraged,

especially in having students respond to each others work. Since

the work is conSidered as first drafts, students are expeoted to

do revisions or rewrites.

The use of the journalsis highly recommended to facilitate expressiveness

in student writing.
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SMALL GROUP PROCESS

__ Stages in the writiaprocess:

1.

prewriting writing responding rewriting evaluating

SAall group response sessions Should occur before rewriting.
This gives the writer a chance to try out the writing and get
feedback from the reader ,before revision.

I. ,Preparation for,smaIl gt-ouo response sessions:
, .

A. Build ib awareness of audience in the writing process
1. Students need to develop a tense of how an audience o

(reader) reacts to their Writing. °
Z. The teachen can model this rqaction by responding to the

students' writing rather than by correcting it.
Example - teacher reacrting to journal writing or othar

expressive writing.
B. Build in a sense of cleie and effective language'

1. Hand out dittoed work by professional or student
writers.

,2 Students underli4parts thev like and read those parts
aloud.

C. Build in the skill of beina a good response partner
,l. Overhead transparency of draft of writing for whole class

resPonse.
2: Zniphasize.guestions to ask the writer.
3. Ditto of student writing for individual response followed-

by whole class discussion of the quality of the response.

4. :,.Role play 'A good iesponie pirtner"
"A bad response _partnee*

5. Model a small group in front of the class for the rest
of the clais and ask for Comments and Suggestions.

- -
II-. -Beginning small group sessiens

A. Allow ehe class to move into self-chosen small t4roups

1.-_-Opfimum group size will range-from 2=5-
2,The teacher should move from groUp to group to aid-in

-aiscUssion.
Tapg-recording selected sMall groups provides helpful
information for the teacher.

B. 13-eri6dically review with theclass,the qualitiet of a good
response partner.

C. Eyaluate with the class how the process is going and suggest

' ways of improving.

.11I.,......._0_,s_lEvael.utinvalmzuptwork_through student writing

A. Always Collect both drafts of.papers and make comments on

the differ-ences.
B. Always place the emphasis on the revision process.

C. Use.class examples of before and after drafts for class

discussion.
D. Include participation in small groups as part of total

eValuat ion .
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In a recent (Fall-:Winter 1980-81) issue of Teaching at Berkeley,
professors at U.C. talked about how they included different Uses
of writing in their-classes: ,

Written contracts
define student
responsibilities

A number of faculty
members teaching field studies
cotirses have discovered that having
students develop written contracts
detailing their work at the client
agency is one of the most effective
wasp of ,guaranteeing a worthwhile
lebrning experience.

Over time, the Psychology
Department has added a written
"contract" outlining the student's
duties in the placement agency and
the kind of superlsion he or she
will receive there. "he value of the
written contract," explains Professor
Philip Cowan," is that it helps the
student and the agency supervisor
clearly understand each other's
expectations for the placement."
Originally suggested by a TA, the
contract is written by the student
and the agency supervisor and sub-
mitted to a TA for approval. If
there are problems with the con-
tract. it is returned to the faculty
.member.

A similar approach is used in
Public Health. Several weeks after
beginning an internship, Students in
consultation-witktheir field supervi-
sor write up their learning objec-
tives and submit it to the faculty
advisor. This eitablishes an efficient
three- -way-communication network
between the student, field supervi-
sor.`and facupy member.

.Conservation and Resource
Studies has developed a seven-page
Internship Application Proposal
which is much like a contract. Stu-
dents are asked to provide informa-
tion on their backgrounds, objec-
tives, contacts with a faculty spon-
sor. and the bases on which their
work might be evaluated (e.g., field
jotirnal, term paper). These materi-
als together with information on the
placement agency and a letter of
agreement froM the agency are

reviewed by the Internship Co-
, ordipater, Alan Miller, the faculty.

advisor, and' the department chair-
, man.

Keeping journals aids student learning
Requiring stOdents to record

their field experiences and observa-
tions in a journ-i nr logbook is one
indirect way an instructor 7,an moni-
tor the progress of each stnclent.

In ,her course on Writers in
Society, Valerie Miner, Lecturer in
the Field Studies Program, notes
that student journals often reflect
the "nervous enthusiasm" of stu-
dents venturing into the outside
world: "As the term progreSses, the
tone changes from hysteria to con-
fusion to disillusionment to under-
standing to pride, back to a more
seasoned enthusiasm for their
internships and this new way of
learning about literature,"

"Field notes helri students
reconceptualize ther learning
experiences," Miner explains, She

encourages students to use their
journals to synthesize learning from
different sources, to comment on
assigned readings as well as on
difficulties in adjusting to the place-
ment setting.

At the beginning of his Field
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Practicem seminar, Social Welfare
Lecturer Stanley Weisner' gives stu-
dents a brief sheet whit instructions

- on how to keep a journal, arid
encourageS them to view it as a
serious undertaking. He requires
students to submit their journals
weekly and comments on them
either individually or in 'general
terms in thc seminar.

Architecture Ihstructór Mary
Comerio reviews student journals
biweekly in her Community Design
course. She urges students "to
record their perceptions and_feelings
as they assess what does and
doesn't work in the field setting."
For each-week's topic,-- the students
are given a set of questions to,think
about aS" they analyze their experi-
ences in such locales as Oakland
Better Housing, Berkeley Architec-
tural Heritage, and the De Young
Museum. Comerio believes "the

students' understanding comes
from a combination of working
through these exercises, and mak-
ing entries about their observations,
in the journals..."

Note-taking in'the field is an
essential part of Field Course in
Archaeological Methods offered by
Lowie Museum Director James

Deetz. Undergraduates enrolled in
this Anthropology course participate
with field project researchers in the
investigation and reconstruction of
Somersville, a vanished Contra
Costa County mining town. Stu-
dents make weekly trips- 34 Miles
east of the campus to the foothills
of Mount Diablo, to dig ai the site
of this coal mining 'town which Ins
active from 1856 to the late 1870's.

"We ask students to keep
careful field notes," Deetz explains.
In class, as well as at the field site,.
Deetz provides directions for taking
archaeological field notes. Students
construct their summary course
reports from these notes, and sub-
mit both at the end of the course.

I'M the absence of a textbook, the
information recorded by students
becomes an important part of the
c011ected resources for future course-

. offerings as well as for the long-
term research project.



Term papers
combine readings
with field work

Term papers are frequently
required in field studies courses as a
mechanism for helping students
integrate the field experience with
assigned readings. In a two-quarter
course eXploring Social Work ds a
ProJession, Stanley Weisner, Lec-
turer in the School of Social Wel-

, fare, asks students to prepare a
detailed description of the client
agency for the first major assign-
ment. The paOer must analyze the
agency in the following terms: its
structure, function and theoretical
organization: tht population it
serves:- and the on-site services per-
formed by students. These aspects-
are to be assessed in the context oT
the course readings.

For the second quarter's final
assignment, Weisner's students are
asked to write a critique of their
own first-quarter analysis, zu exam-
ine some of their_observations in a
sociological and political context,
and finally, to attempt some self-
criticism of their own role at the
agency.

Political Science instructor
Kathleen Farnin assigns frequent
short papers to- correspond with
course readings for students in the
Political Internship Program. The
readings for Political Science 197

A-B ire taken from "both literary
and social science sources dealing
with problems of observing and par-
ticipating, understanding various
language systems, using roles and
labels, and examining questions of
professionalism and political ethics."

,Students in Professor Philip
Cowan's Psychology 131 A-B course
explore psychopathology and

psychotherapy in both the class-
room andin. Bar Area---mental
health agencies. The first quarter
focuses on abnornial psychology.
understanding the experience of
mental illness, while the second
quarter emphasizes themes of
intervention, investigating and
evaluating new and traditional
approaches to psychological inter-
vention.

The major course assitnment
encourages students to synthesize
cburse readings witi,, their own
experiences in working with
patients. The task is to demonstrate
how two or three of the interven-
tion theories apply to the individu-
als" in the placement settings.
Cowan stresses that the assignment
is not simply "a case study descrip-
tion, since the point is to demon-
strate 'How intervention follows
from diagnosis.'" 111-
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Journal-Keeping In A Content Course - Richard L. Coffinberger, Dept. of

Business Administration

The purpose of this presentation is to introduce journal keeping and

to detcribe a modified journal keeping experiment which facilitaeed content

recall and understanding especially for the average and below average

student. The group members identify definitions of journal-keeping and its

primary benefit(s) for students. Next, the do's and don't's of writing

journal keeping instructions are discussed by the group nd then each group

'member creates a mOdel journal keeping instruction sheet for a course which

tleYshe teaches in which journal'keeping -has not been utilized. Finally,

the results of a questionnaire survey Of my undergraduate late students.are

.presented for duscussion and analysis.

Grading Anxiety: The Process of Evaluation and Student Writing - Gloria

Fauth, Dept. of Education

I.
Miny, if not most, teachers evidence signs of stress when report cards

are due. This presentation begins with-an-activity designed to enable

participants to clarify their views of the process of evaluation, the relation-

ship between evaluation and assigning grades ind their driteria for grading

particularly as it relates to student writing. The-process used does not

suggest a sibgle "right" answer but does suggest that there are important

+mations that teachers must answer lox themselves.

Four-philosophies of writing are presented. The implications of each

:position for evaluation and,grading are demonstrated through handouts and

activities.

Alternative methods of evaluation are described and research findirigs

on the Wectiveness.and appropriateness of their use are discussed. In

addition, a variety of ways of commenting on student writing'and the effects

of these on-students is.demonstratea.

A final activity allows participants to develop several kinds of assign-

ments whieh include criteria for evaluation.and grading based upon the day's

experiences.

Time required: 6 hours

Maximum number of participants: 30

6

A Multi-Step Process to Aid Writin - Emmett HOlman, Dept. of Philosophy

and Religion

In-this presentation I demonstrate a process that employs three tech-

niques to aid thinktng and writing,about a subject matter: (1) the use of

various forms of language--such as reading, listening to,lectures, and

discussion---as a pre-writing tool, (2) the use of familiar analogies as

a pre-writing tool when dealing with a novel and difficult topic, (3) rewriting.

The clies is carried through a multi-step process which includes explanatory

lectures on a topic, followed by class wide and small group discussions.

B-81
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Soma of the discussions focus on the use of familiar analogieé as's means

of getting a handle on unfamiliar concepts. The presentation ends with

some writing on the issue and discussion of cemmen errors that sometime

require rewrites. 37

Time: 24-3 hours
Minimum participants 7 8
Maximum participants - 40

Using Creative Writing to Introduce Students to Literature.- Erica Jacobs,

Dept. of. English

I have found that students who are reluctant io analyze essays, short

stories, and poetry, bring more to the piece of literature if they *rite

on the_subjeet and perhaps in the style of the author before they actually

read,the work. The presentation describes particular creative writing

assignments'I use toltad in.to a compleX reading assignment. I share I!

suctessful student papers and we do one of these writings and share methods

.of,heightening student Interest in other disciplines, tä help studenis.grasp

complex.and difficult concepts.

geaotlfication Of Effort/Gain Ratio in Composition Develogment: A Mathematical II

-Model or Fun With Graphics or A Nice Little Curve - James A. Metcalf,

Dept. of Eealth and Physical Education

In all human endeavor, there is.a relationship between effort and

product. In writing, effort is reflected by the magnitude of the revision'

-effort or the number of re-drafts completed. It is assumed that the-quality

of the composition is improved with each re-draft.. However, little attempt

hurtbeen made tO quantify this relationshipt This author conducts.short

exercises to demonstrate the relationship between writing quality end re-
.

drafting effort. Then,-he-examineb his own experience and insights regarding

the re--drafting process and, by applicatinn of calculas, presents a theoretical

model which portrays the relationship between effort and gain in the composing

process. Implicit in the model is the notion that the effort/gain ratio,

increases and the value of continued effort diminishes rapidly beyond three

drafts.

Written Problem SolVing and Analytical Thinking - Linda B. Samuels, Dept.

of Business Administration

This presentation demonstrates
written problem solving as a teaching!

learning tool to asiist
participants.to.analyze facts and to reach decisions.

The goal is -improvement of oritical thinking skills. Writing and thinking

activities interrelate during the.process to culminate in more effective:

learning: gach participanf considers to what extent they are already using

this approach in the classroom. By introduction to a format, and through

the problem, focus on the major question, decide on an answer and support
example, participants aearn how to ta'Ae the steps-necessary to understahd

this decision. The-model used is traditional legal analysis. A survey of

pertinent literature, is also included.

1.
. v.
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WElltIg as an Aid to Learning - James_ F. Sanford-, Dept.00f Psychology

Writing is a valuable tool of learning, and in my presentation, I

demonstrate and explain some of the ways in which the'two are related.

Participants are first presented with a brief folktale to read and then

are asked to recall the story in writing. The recall invariably demonstrates

certain kinds of errors that people make consistently bicause of their

prior experience, expectations, etc. Th:se writings are then used as

illustrations in the discussion of psychological theories of learning and

-thinking.. Finally, some of our knowledge about writing and the writing

process is put in the context of these theories, and the ways in wbich

writing aids learning are discussed. Participants are asked during the

presentation to write some of their own ideas about implications for the

°importance of writing on learning and thinking.

Time: ode to three hours
No maximLm size of audience;

Enabling Students to Write for Professional Journals - Moira S. Shine,

Dept. of Nursing

Writing-for publication is one way to communicate to others and to

expand knowledge in any selected field. Students in higher education, who

are seeking advanced knowledge, can contribute to their field by writing

for professional journals. In addition to contributing to their chosen

'profession, writing for publication is also a heuristic for'learning about

a specific topic. The purpose of'this presentation is to develOp a model

to enable students to develop course papers into publishable msnuscripts.

The presentation.is 'focused in 3 parts: -l) the development of a

publishable idea culminating in the writing of a query letter to an'

editor requesting consideration of a manuscript, 2) responding to the'query

letter of,,another student from the critical view point of an editor, and

3) assimilating the editorial response of one of their peers to their

query letter in a constructive way.

Faculty directed discussion focuses on the following topics:

49timulsting ideas for writing (sources)

Audiencei for writing
Available publishers
Contents of a query letter

Giving constructive criticism
Accepting criticism and separation of self (ego) from writing

The preentation is best done as an all day workshop with a lunch break.

The Reading/Wrtting Group: MakingLIt Work,- Christopher J. Thaiss, Dept., of

English

I describe how groups of all sizesfrom pairs to entire classes--can

be USed to
- generate ideas

- build writers' confidence and enthusiasm

- improve the quality of writing an& thinking.

I I
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Using many examples of successful groups, I describe their democratic

structure and why they work. During the presentation the audience tries

out three types of groups: the pair for generating ideas, the triad for 11

constructive criticism, and the whole-class. discussion group. Much of the

presentation details yays to train grolp members to be perceptive, helpful

respondents to the writing of others. The presentation suggests houPgroups

can be-adapted to different school and community settings.

Ideal time:- 3_ hours.- full day

Maximum group size: Unlimited \\\\ II

What We Know About the Writing PrOcess lobert Gilstrap, Dept. of Education

this presentation is
designed to inform university classroom ieachers

of our current knOwledge about the writing process.

Focus questions:

1. What general principles of beliefs about the compoting process

currentlrinfluence your
planning as a teacher of writing?

2., What general
principles or beliefs about the composing process

are supported bY.reconized research studies?

r. I

I
3. How have we reached ehis poini in bur knowledge of the composing

process? . II

,
4 .

,

4. What still-needs to ba done in our efforts to better.undefstand

this process and how can you contribute to this growing body of knowledge?

,

I
,

Left, Right, Tópthsr: A Heuristic for Both Sides of the Brain, Robert E.

Karlson, Dept. ot En9lish.

. ,

In this presentation, I describe the major heuristic methods employed'
11

in the teaching of writing, though most of them can be used with profit in .

almost any disciprine. An.effective heuristic, or technique for developing

subject ratterl should help retrieve stored inforMation, draw attention to

information that the writer needs, and help prepare for the intuition of an-

ordering principle.

After categorizing the major methods as to left brain.(analytical) or 11

right brain (associative)
emphasis, I then describe and if possible have

listeners practice a heuristic method that employs both the right and left

hemispheres--that is, it not qnly
stimulates a free flow of associations

but also struCtures them. If time allows, I also have listeners practice

certain relaxation and visualization
techniques designed to stimulate both

left and right brain functions.
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Boynton/Cook Publishers, 1978.
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Composition. Urbana, Illinois: National Council of Teachers of.
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Press, 1973.

* 10. Emig, Janet.- The Composing Process of Twelfth Graders. -Urbana,
Illinois: National Council of Teachers of English, 1971.

11. Flower, Linda. Problem-Solving Strategies for Writing. New York:
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12. Gray, Stephanie. Teaching Poetry Today. Portland, Maine: J. Weston
Walch, 1976.

** 13. Grugeon, Elizabeth And Walden, Peter
. Ward Lock Educational, 1978.
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Illinois: National Council of

Halley, Jack. Teaching Writing K-8.
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** Macrbrie, Ken. A Vulnerable Teacher
Hayden Book Company, 1974.

***** 15.

Literature and Learn.ng. London:

on Writing in,Grades K-8. Urbana,
Teachers of English, 1981.

Berkeley, California:

. Rochelle Park, New Jersey:

** 17. , Searching Writing. Rochelle Park, New Jersey: Hayden Book
Company, 1980.
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Massachusetts: Wiahrop Publishers, Inc., 1981.

** 20. -Martin, Nancy, et al. Writing and Learning Across the Curriculum, 11-16.

London: Ward Lock Educational; 1976.

** 21. Moffett, James. Active Voice: A Writing Program Across the Curriculum.

Mbntclair, New Jersey: Boynton/Cook Publishers, 1981.
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Curriculum, Grades K-13: A Handbook for Teachers (second edition).

Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1977.

* 23. Myers, Miles. A Procedure for Writin,$ Agsessment and.Holistic Scoring.
Urbana, Illinois: National Council of Teachers of English, 1980.

24. Shaughnessy, Mina. Errors and Expectations: A Guide for the Teacher

of Basic Wtiting. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977.
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** 25. Stibbs, Andrew. Assessing Children's Language: Guidelines for Teachers.,,,

London: Ward Lock*Educational, 1979.

26. Strong, William. Sentence Combining: A Composing Book. New York:

Random House, Inc., 1973.

** 27. Torbe, Mike and Protherough, Robert
and English Teaching. London:

*** 28.
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, ed. Language Policies in

Educational, 1980.

Tough, Joan. Talk for Teaching and
Educational, 1979.

Classroom Encounters: Language

Ward Lock Educational, 1978.

Action. London: Ward Lo,ck

Learning. London: Ward Lock

** 30. Weathers, Winston. Air Alternative Style: Options in Composition.

Montclair, New Jersey: Boynton/Cook Publishers, 1980.

Zinsser, William. On Writing Well. New York: Harper and Row, 1976.

* Av, lable from:

Nat nal Council of Teachers
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1111 Ken n Road
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** Available from:
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6 TEST-TAKING SKItLS

.-..Objective Tests

...Essay Exams

..Test Anxiety

...What Tutors Need From Iristructors to Help Struggling
, Students Pass Tests

In one of the handouts given seminar participants,

"Dealing With Test Anxiety", it is stated: "A test is basic-

ally a measure of test-aking ability, not a measure of self-

worth, ot even ati accurate measure of learning....Studying,

and learning are very different behaviors'than taking tests."

There are test-taking skills that can be acquired. For

the students who have been taught these skills, the test will

be a more'accurate measure of their study and learning behaviors.

ObSective Tests

A student's success on an objective test depends, of
4,

course, on his/her ability to read carefully and with compre-
--

hension; however, there are,reading clues (tips) that the

student should be made aware of. California State Univel"sity,

Fulilerton, is thf 6urce of a handout, "Using Reading Skills

to Answer Questions", that offers some of these clues. '(See

copy included at the end of this section.)

Essay Exams

exams:

There are specific ways of helping studentS pass essay.
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1. Make sure they understand the terminology used in
essay questions (see "Some Terms Used on Essay
Tests" and "Words Frequently Appearing in Essay Test
Questions" at the end of this section) and what ite
is you really want froM their answer.

2. Do mini-sample test questions several times through-
out the semester.

3. Give them examples of a good essay answer and why
it is good. (See "A Qood Essay Answer--A Poor
Essay Answer" and "How to Answer Essay Questions"
at the end of this section.)

4. Use diagram they have made to help them formulate
the essay; perhaps let them use their diagram for
the test if it's open-note. '

5. Read the directions out loud and make sure they
understand the questions, especially multi-part
questions. .

6. Tell them how to organize their time in answering
essay questions; one quarter of the time allowed
should be for brainstorming and organizing.

7, Help the students relate what they read ,(i.e., the
concept being presented) to their own life, e.g.,
"How would your world be different if this had not

happened?" Students must'become Personally involved
with t)le concept and the question.

Test-Anxiety

Student's can be helped to overcome the negative effects

of test-,anxiety if instructors will hold a class discussion on

the subject and emphasize its positive aspects.

Neil Fiore, Ph.D., offers an excellent iUmmary, "Dealing

With Test-Anxiety", (see copy at end of this section) that

instructors might want to use as the basis of a brief lecture

or discussion. Some instructors might want to pass along their

own favorite ways of dealing with test-anxiety, such as relaxa-

tion techniques, etc.



What Tutors Need From Instructors to Help Struggling Students
Pass Vests

The struggling student can survive tests and even .profit

from them, if the tutor's and instructbr's efforts are in

concert. On the other hand, diSsonant assistance from in-

structor and tutor can disorient and frustrate a student.
0

The harmonious interaction between the instructor and the tutor

is critical at test timb. The following are some things to

consider when helping tutors prepare students for tests.

Before the t'est:

1. Announce each test in advance so the tutor can begin
working with the student at least ten days before*
the test.

2. Help the tutor feel free about saying "no" to the
student who asks for hslp a day or two before the
test. But also help the tutor know what they can do
for that student.

3, Be sure the tutor knows the test format, what the test
will cover, and what is expected from the students.

4. Make sure thes tutpr knows the relationship ofthe
test grade to-the course grade.

Try to 13redict for the tuto'r the degree of help
needed for each existing tutee to prepare for the
test. Formulate a specific plan.

6. Emphasize that tutorial help is in the form.of
questions which guide and prompt the student to
learn'hOw to find answers, not in the form of answers
which leave the student dependent on others for
his/her learning.

7. Remind the tutor that poor test performance Is usu-
ally the result of a reading/writing difficulty.
(Assuming that the motivation is there.)

8. Explain to the tutor that the tutee's test perform-
ance is not the same as the tutor's 13erformance.



9. Be sure the tutor is clear on the kind of help you
want given and the kind of help you don't mallt-&iven.

10. Inform the tutor of any in-class reviews for the test

After the test:.

1. Inform the tutor of each tutee's test performance.

2. Identify to'the tutor any new students who, as
evidenced by their tests, need tu-uorial,assi-stance.

3./ With the tutor, pinpoint what eabh tutee needs help
with and formulate a,specific plan for giving that,

help.

4 Seek periodic a6sessment from ,the tutor about the

tutee's progress,

5. Be willing to listen to tutors' evalutions of
your tests and grading standards.

1
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'LEIS MEDANOS COLLEGE
LANGUAGE ARTS, 6

SOURCE: MT. SAN ANTONIOTOW.EGE

WORDS FREQUENTLY APPEARING IN ESSAY TESt Q4STIQNS

COMPARE:

*

CONTRAST:

"

CRITIQIZE:

DEFINE:

DESCRIiE:

DrAGRAM:

:DISCUSS:

INSTRUCTOR:,

R.°MACDONALC

.Tell how they are the same. Look for qualitits or character.istics that

resembre each other. Emphasize similarities. It is\ usually safe to

note differences, too.

.Tell how they are different. Stress the dissi;olaritres, or unlikenesses

of things.

Express your j9dgment about the merit or truth of the faCtors or views

mentioned. Give the results of your analysis of these faktors%, but

support your conclusions with facts:

Tell what It is. Give'concise, clear, and authoritative me&Dings. For

short items it's o.k. to get this "right out of the book." \

Recount,.characterize, sketch, or relalte in sequence or story.form.

Give a *drawing, chart, plan, or graphic answer. Usually you should

label a diagram.

Talk about it. ,Examine, analyze carefully, and give reasons pxo and con.

Gi'Ve detail.

ENUMERATE: - Write ip list.or outline form, giving points concisely one by One.
t

EVALUATE: Carefully appraise the problem, citing both advantages and limrtations.

EMphasize the apPraisal of authorities and your personal. evaluation.
.

. - 4

EXPLAW: Clarify and interpret the material you presek.. Ghle reasons for

drfferences. of opinion, and try to analyze cautes. ..

% I -
,

Briefly state dates, people, places or events which sef thi$ fact or

figure apart or make it outstanding. Show that yop know What 41 is.
IDENTIFY.

ILLUSTRATE. Use a figure, picture, dlagram, or concrete example to explaln a problem

or show how something works.

INTERPRET: Translate, give examples of, or comment' on, a subjectl giving your judg- '

ment about it. Tell- the significance or "what it means."

JUSTIFY:

LIST:

-OUTLINE:

PROVE:

Prove or give reasons for decisions oi conclusions, v-y, to be'convincing.

As in "enumerate," write an itemized series of concise statements.

Organize a description under main points and subordinate 'points, omitting

minor detailS and stressing the classification of things.

Establish that something is true by giving clear °logical reasons and

factual evidence.

B-91;
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WORDS FREQUENTLY, APPEARING IN ESSAY TEST QUESTONS, cont.,

0

RELATE: Show how things are related to or connected with, each other or how one

causes another, correlates with another, or is like another.

*

STATE: Present,the main points in brief, clear narrative, usually omitting

details.

SUMMARIZE: 'Give jhe main poinis in condensed form,
like'the summary of a chapter.

Q

tm (12-12-78)
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-Source: Calif. Stale-Fullerton
G. Ziros Study Skills - Exams p. 1

USING READING SKILLS TO ANSWER QUESTIONS
0

You will have little problem in ciaking exams if you have studied and learned the

material. If you don't know the answer, you.can use reading skills to help you
pick out the most probable-correct response in, multiple, choice or_truefalse
questions. If you don't answez at all, you.are sure to get he credit, so unless
wrong answers count more than those left blank, you miehtas well take a chance --

en "educated gunk"!

CLUES',

a. Look to see if Words like all, none, never, and no are part of an answer.
Stacementi that do not allow any variation are often falset.

None of the men on the football team can crochet.
Children.never like schod.l.-

All people in California have suntans.
No person Would sympathize with a cruel parent.

b. Look at the verb. Which angwer would hest complete he verb? Also, singular
or_pluralwords in- which the question take answers in the same form.

The causes of war.r.(plural word in the question shows answer needs more

than l,cause) s

The central idea is...(verb "is" shows answer should have I idea)

c. Look at answers that seem silly or unrelated to the toidc. Cross these out to

narrow the number from which to'choose:

47. took lor key words in the question. Important words are often repeated in.the

.correct answer.

Use your ability to chain. Relate the questions to all the facts you know
.about the subject. Information you learned outside the class may help you,

, Information giVen- in other questions on the same test,may help, too.

Dr. Allen Berger of.the University of Alberta has developed some tests,on subjects
that are hot familiat to most beginning college students. His purpose'is to use
them to demonstrate how the student may use,his readi.if skills to make educated

guesses on the answers. Dr. Berger points out that on a well-zwritten test it

would not be luite that easy, but his-questiOns contain examples of kinds of
questions that,can be answered 90% correctly by use of,reading skills. The ques-

tions below are related to social science, physici,.and dentistry. You ere not

supposed to know anything about the subjects. This is purely an exercise in making

an educated guess by using reading skills to answer questions. REVIEW THE SUGGESTIONS
ABOVE.

1. What does an enclosed fluid exert op the walls of, its,container?
a. Energy b. Friction c. Pressure .d. Work

2. Among the caUses of the Civil'War were: '
a- Southern jealousy of Northern prosperity.
b. Southern anger at interference with oreign slave trade
c. Noithern opposition to'bringing 'slaves into,California.
d. Diktering views on the tariff and Constitution.

3. Why were the Republicans ready to go to war with England in 1812?
a.. They wished to honot our alliance wAthjrance,
b. They wanted additional territory for agricultural expansion and

felt such a,war might afford opportunity to annex Canada.
c. They represenied commercial intere,t3 that favored war.

-L
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G. Ziros Study Skills - Exams p. 2

What'led fo the formation of the States Rights Party?

a. The level of Federal taxation.

b. The demand of states for the right to make their own laws.

c. 4The industrialization of the South.

9

5. The term "biological warfare" refers to

a. The struggle of living things to survive.

b. Use.of, disease-Producing organismi to defeat or weaken an enemy.

c. Conflict between evolutionists and anti-evolutionists.
d. The use.of drugs- to help save lives in battle.

6. How far has the use of disease-producing organisms in warfare developed?
a: The idea had been,euggested-but not developed,
b. "Biological warfare" has been developed somewhat but hot ready for

USe. -

c. Techniques for "Biological warfare" are developed and ready for use.

d. "Biological warfare" was used extensively in WWII by saboteurs.

7. All disestes reqUire medicine for their cure. (True or False)

8. If Water is brOught fom boil, it will certainly kill all bacteria.

(True or false)

9. If drinking water is clear, it is always safe for drinking. (True or False)

10. Thermionic'emission is the process by which

a. The positive plate attracts electrons

b. A cathode is heated.
c. A.C. is changed to D.C.

d. A material omits electrons as a result of being heated.

11. Rectification is the process of changing A.C. to

1. D.C. b. voltage c. current d. resistance'

12. To keep it from overheating, the plate of a vacuum tube is coated with a

A. sheet of metal b. black substance .

c. oxide-like filament d. amalgam

13. In a triode, transconductance varies inversely as

a. A.C. plate resistance b. amplification factor

t. square root of phi d. is shown in Platte's law

Mark T if. you think the item is TRUE, F if you think it is FALSE:

14. Impacted teeth may be the result of primary displacement of the tooth
germ, endocrine dysfunction, trauma, and hereditary factors.

15. Simply stated, the epithelial attachment is a means of maintaining the

continuity of oral epithelium over the underlying soft connective tissues.
It was first described by Gottlieb in 1921.

16. Normally, there are not rete pegs on the epithelial attachment. If

inflammation is present, formation of such pegs may occur as tile epithelial

attachment attempts to fulfill its function.

17. The heat generated by a rapidly revolving burr during cavity prepara-
tion-may be sufficient to injure the dental pulp.

18. A periapical granuloma may become cystic. .

1 20
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C. Zlros Study Skills - Exams p. 3

19. The aault peridodtal membrane may vary in thickness from .1 to .3mm,

'and the thickness is in direct proportion to ambunt of function.

2There_1s_no hope for the pulp of a young tboth which is inflammed.

1

21.- There is no general causative relationship between enamel hypoplasia

and dental caries.

22. Transient bacteremia may result from the manipulation of areas of oral

infection.

23. Normal physiologic movement of teeth may occur throughout life.

24. We believe that the enamel and cementum develop from the ectoderm and_
that dentin, periodental membrane, and pulp are mesodermal.

25. The ameloblastoma may be solid,-monosystic, or polyscystic.

Answer Clues Reading Reasoning

1. c exer. Exert is an action word. You must exert something -

in this case, exert pressure.

2. d causes...were These words demand a plural answer word. Views is the

only one in the choices given.

3. b length of

answer

Research has shown that the longest answer is often

the correct answer. When you have no other clues,

this is a possibility.

4. b repeated words States Rights Partl is in the'question. "Demand of

fromAuestIon the states for rights js in the answer.

5- b warfare To "defeat or weaken the enemy" is aim of war.

6. c relates to If answer ':1)" is right in./6, then these techniques are

previous probably developed since the term "biological warfare"

question is in use. (chaining)
,

7. F al Statement allows no exceptions.

8. F all Statement allows no exceptions.

9. F always Statement allows-no exceptions.

10. d, emission Different form of the word emit, emission is something

which is eMitted.

II. a

12. b

A.C. D.C. is usually associated with A.C.

coated with black substance completes this statement. Also, "coated"

means "covered" thinly with a liquid-type covering."

13. d as 127'0 Sentence is correctly completed with is shown, making the

statement rea& as is Shown in Platte's laW.
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C. Ziros Study Skills - Exams p. 4

../

14. T may Leaves soMe room for exceptions. Does not say

15. T looks like Key words and way of stating the information sound
textbook e formal,_ like a text.

. I
0 0 .

lb. T may Leaves room for exceptions.
.,,.

17. T may Leaves room for exceptions; I
a

18. T may Leaves room forexceptions.

II
19. T may Leaves room for exceptions.

20. F . 0 Statement allows no exceptions.
sil

21. F no general Statement allows no exceptions.

22. T may,. Leaves room for exceptions. II

6

23. T may Leaves room for exceptions.

.24. T believe Leaves room for exceptions.

25. T may t-Leaves room for exceptions.

What items did you have difficulty with? Do you understand now how clues in reading .1

-can help point you to tht right answer?

1

1
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SOME TERMS USED ON ESSAY TESTS

I. DIRECTIONS: Match the following terms with their proper definition by writing
the number of the definition in the correct blank.

1... Describe with sketches or chares

B. define 2. ShOw haw Something is different

C. analyze 3. Tell what it is

D. compare 4. Explore the impact and meaning of something

5. Deterdne the worth or importance of somethingE. enumerate

F. diagram 6. Give the main points concisely, one by one

G. evaluate 7.. Defend a position

H. contrast 8. Show by example how it works

I. illustrate 9. Separate.the subject into its parts

4 J. justiTy 16. Show how something is the same

D[RECT1ONS: Same as above.

A. outrine 1. Make something clear to your reader

B. prove_ 2. Express your judgment of something based
on pertinent facts

C. relate
3. Demonstrate by-test, argument, or evidence

D. trace
4. Talk about something in detail

E. disouss
.

,

5. Condense, gi.ving all important ideas
F. criticize

6. Show how two things ire connected
G. explain

7. Put down a series of ideas with nothing else
H. summarize

I. list

8. Follow the hrstory or development

Represent by words, related in story form
° J. describe

10.e Classify briefly terms of main and
subordinate points

KEY FOR SECTION 1: 14,, 3, 9, 10-, 6, 1, 5, 2, 8 , ,7.
KEY FOR SECTION 11': 10 ; 3, 6, 8, 4,,2, 1, 5, 7, 9.
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MOILS CENTER
DE ANZA COLLEGE

A Good Essay Answer

Question: 'The fifteenth-and sixteenth-century voyages of exploration produced

lasting chimps in the political and social structure of Western Europe.

Mould you say that these voyages tended to hasten or delay the growth

of national :tates? explain.
-----------

Starts with The exploration of the 15th and 16th centuries hastened the growth

a direct ens- ;,lof national states. The reasons have to do with danger, wealth

wer to the 7 and trade, and preitige or,pride.

question.

Preoutline
order o

'topics.

Starts one
of the

Transitien

Specifics

N., Specifics

Phrase to,show
relevance to
question

Afterthought
to nuke sure
relation of
point to Ehe
question is
Clear.

Amplifies
with an
example.

'Transitio

One .of the prime ingredients for theebeginning of
national states was a common danger from the .outside.
Because Countries went to mar overnthe right tip
control certain colonies and-trade roetes, they
had to unite within in order to fight off an aggressor.

Other forma of competition between one country,and
another contributed to the giowth.of national states.
Competition for land and wealth waa fierce. Ibe

resources of the new lands such as coffee, spices,

and minerals, were considered valuable. Each country

wax eager to gain land because ehe products of the,

land peant more wealth, as when Cortez
conquered ehe Axtect. A united country could best
autceed in ehis form of competition.

These resources brought about by the new discoveries increased,

the power of mercantilism. With the opening of new

trade rouccs, the Northern and Western European states

were able to break the Venetian-Arab trade monopoly with

the Indies. The colonization led to a system:Involving

a state-contralled market between the colony.and the

mother country. This permitted the nations of Europe to

become economically separate units, with no common market

existing betwee ehem--a Condition which festered nationalism.

It is interesting to note that Italy, which did very little

exploration,-took longer to become a united nation than

did the other countries of Europe.

A new point
which came
to mind
during the

-- writing.

Another feature in producing national states was the ,

national pride these voyages tended to produce. The

voyages were financed by a national governMent. Any

new discovery waa associated with the sponsoring

governments and added to the spirit of nationalism.

'tompare this answer to a poor answer given to the same question.
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Interesting,
but what does

this have- to

do vith the
question?

But how does
all this '

strengthen

nationalism?

No reasons given.
Only a Conclu-
sion is being
stated.

Competition,
wealth, trade,
and pride are
all suggested
--but their

relation to
the develop-

spirant of

nationalism is
hard to see.

A Poor Essay Answer

The voyage of exploration is rather ambiguous as
a term because actually there was nO sudden buret of
interest in exploring the world around them--they justwere looking for easier trade routes-to the Orient.Thii so-called age of exploration if It was indeed
exploring was quite by accident.

S.

When the first
countries.colónized the "New World"every other country wanted to get in on it. Hoi4ever,to make Voyages'in the first place, knowledge was

needed-in shipbuilding and navigation. Henry the
Navigator bettered the conditions,of European statesby ointributing to navigation, maps, etc. He also°began a school for navigation. Great effort was notput forth to build more andmore ships and for each
country to go and colonizefor itself. An examplearhis would be when Spain started some colonies in the"New World," France, Angland, Holland, etc.,
started lending explorers and colonizers out.

So the voyages of exploration didn't delay the growth
of the national states. The voyages were all a partof the national states. The explorers who reachedother landi claimed their find for their countries.These many voyagoisinduced

the growth of the nationalstates.

I think these voyages of exploration bound-a nation
together. The,reason for this is that anythipg a
group ofrpeople do together, and this, was done by a
whole countrY,\amd not just its,leaders, tends tounite them. Many times newly discovered lands brought

-great Wealth to the mother country and new places
for people to settle and raise families. Then when
trading was carried out with the newly found placesthis again helped to unite the nation. People were
also united in a common cause, this being to beat other
countries to these places, for trade and colonization.
The lands-that were claimed, and the prestige and tradethat followedthose

voyages, affected all the Peopleof the country and nada it stronger and richer.

6

1 3 s
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE , CENTEB

HOW TO ANSWER ESSAY QUESTIONS

(Reprinted by permission of the author, Dorothy Clark, Reading and StUdy Skills
Laboratory, University of Maryland.)

I. Some general remarks about essay.questions:

In general, long essay questions are aimed at revealing your
ability to make valid generalizations and support them with
sound evidence, or to apply broad principles to-a series of

specific instances. The question will be directed toward

some-major-thought-area." Essay questions tre often, and

rightly, called "think questions," or, more firly;
cussion questions.

For example, in a literature course you might be asked to
contrast two authors' implicit opinions about the nature

of man. In an American History course you might be asked
to discuss Madison's ideas on control of faction, as re-

flected in.the organization of the legislature of the

United States.

Short essay questions are more apt to be aimed at your ability to Pro-

duce and present accurate explanations, backed by facts. A sample

short question in a literature course might be: "In a well-organized

paragraph, exprain Poe's theory of poetry." In a History course you

might be asked to list the major provisions of a treaty, and explain
briefly the significance of each provision.

IN,

Many professors announce in advance the general area the exam

will cover concepts, issues, controversies, theories, rival

interpretations, or whatever. Reviewing your lecture notes

will also reveal which broad areas have heen central to class

discussions
11

It is often possible to find out what kind of essay exam the

professor usually gives: will he give a lot of short questions?

Does he sometimes giye*just one long question? Ask him what

sort of exam questions to expect.

H. Preparing for an essay exam:

Preparation for an essay-exam, as for any exam, requires close and

careful re-reading and review of texts and lecture notes. The

emphasis in this kind of an exam is on "thought areas," however,

Where do you start?

First: ASk yourself: What are the concepts and relationships'

involved in the material-you are reviewing? Review your notes,

omitting detail for the time bei-ng. Review major headings and

chapter summaries in your textbooks. (Adapt this approach_to

the Course you are taking, of course. In a,..Literature course

for instance it will be essentail to review in terms of theme,
plot, character, tone, and to diskect the readings, including

critical opinions.)
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HOW TO ANSWER ESSAY QUESTION (Continued)

Then: Boil you material down to a rather,tight outline form.

Finally: Fit the necessary details into the concepts.

On an essay exam, even if it is an open-book exam, you will be
facing the task of arriving at a sound generalization and then
proving it, through the skillful-use of detail, and you must
therefore have the details at your command. But remember, not
every detail is crucial. Select the details that best go to
prove the concept.

Some studentp profit by making up sample questions and then
--p-ra-c-t-i-c-ing answers. lf you have a. standacd textbook try two

-

or three large questions. (In a U.S. History course, for in-
stance, you might set yourself to answering such questions as
"Discuss the significance of the work theocracy_ in the govqrn-
ment of the Massachusetts Bay Colony," or "Explain what
John C. Calhoun meant by the term concurrent majority and com-
pare his ideas to Jefferson'A on majority rule.")

(Of course part of the groundwork is masteri-ng the,terminology used
in,any course. Some courses, such as sociology, rOuire you to be
able to manipulate terminol6gy. Getti'ng this out of-the way is like
tying your shoelaces before Ou run a race. It is not glamorous nor
interesting, but lack of it can trip you up.)

Answering an essay question:

A. MA,KE SURE YOU UNDERSTAND THE QUESTION. :=

Essay questions are very carefully and precisely worded. You will
get no credit for answering a question you haven't been asked. Yet
this is probably the most common error students make: they prepare
carefully, and write out a lengthy and well-organized answer, and
cannot understand why they fail. They fail because they have not

0
answered the question they were asked.

' AN ESSAY 01,1ESTION ALWAYS HAS A CONTROLLING IDEA EXPRESSED
IN ONE OR I 0 KEY WORDS. Find tke key words and underline them.

4

Suppose you we\p asked, "Describe the attitudes that Homer,
Aeschylus and ,Eu ipides had toward the Gods." The two key
words are describ and,attitude.

Description is not ement. You have not been asked for
your opinion. -

Your job is to state what he attitudes of the three authors
was, not to say whether you gree or disagree.

Attitude Is not the same as rel tionshi . If you were asked to
describe your attitude,toward you parents, for example, and
you replied, "We get along pretty ell," you would not have
answered the question: your relatioh hip might be quite
pleasant but your attitude might range from whole-hearted
respect to secret scorn. 0

13--)
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HOW TO ANSWER ESSAY QUESTION (Continued)

410

B. MAKE SURE YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN ASKED TO DO WITH THE
QUESTION.

Essay questions have various requirements. You may be asked to

compare, contrast, discuss, criticize, define, explain, prove,
evaluate.... Each of these verbs has a precise meaning.

Study the RSSL.list of "Common Key Words Used in 'Essay
Questions" and keep, the points well in mince. You don't

have to memorize the list, as you know ec,::11 of these

words already. Just make sure you are aware which word
is used, and how precise its meaning is.

More important; each of these key "direction" words calls
for a certain technique in answering. Here common sense

is your best guide. What would you do if you were asked

to contrast two methods of artificial respiration? Sup-

pose you were asked to evaluate Pavolv's contribution to
behavior therapy? Suppose, and this is a very common type
of question, you were simplyasked to discuss one of the
above? For instance, contrasting two items involves making
a preliminary analysis of similarities and differences in

comparable categories, and then presenting the results in
an orderly fashion, emphasizing the differences.

Evaluating means judging; you have to arrive at a judgement
and then back it up with evidence. You are usually asked
to evaluate something in terms of something,else, as:

"Evaluate the Monroe Doctrine in terms of its effect on the
United States' diplomatic relationships with France."

Discussing gives you a chance to go thOroughly into the sub-
ject from several points of view, and requires careful think-
ing and organization. In a discussion questions you-may also

give your opinion.

BUT GIVIN.G YOUR OPINION DOES, AOT MEAN SAYING WHETHER YOU LIKE OR
DISLIKE, APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF, WHAT YOU ARE DISCUSSING. If

you were asked to discuss Jonathan Swift's opinion of human nature,
and you replied that you thought Gulliver's Travels was written in
obscene language by a cruel and immoral man, you would deserve an F.

C. IF THE QUESTION SEEMS AMBIGUOUS, VAGUE, OR TOO BROAD, MAKE CLEAR
YOUR INTERPRETATION OF THE QUESTION BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO ANSWER IT.

Essay questions are sometimes unintehtionally, and sometimes
intentionallyworded so that they may be interpreted in more
than one way, or so that the question must be limited before
it can be successFully answered. ,

Part of your job with such questions is to limit and restate
them, tactfully and clearly,
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HOW TO ASNWER ESSAY QUESTION (Continued)

1. An example of an unintentionally ambiguouyluestion might be:

"With what Balkan nations did the Allies fight in World War I,
and under what circumstances?"

The difficulty with the question is that "fight with" can mean
either "attack" or "join."

A tactful rephrasing might beyin: Assumin9 that the question
is directed to the military oppos tion encounpered by the
Allies in the Balkahs, the first outbreak of hostilities
occurred....

2. An example of an intentionally_ vague-seeming question is the
following from the final in Psychology 5, a course given on the
University of-Maryland campus:

"Discuss the factors leading to development of optimum
mental health in adults. Incorporate fhe following:
heredity, early training, family, social and economic
factors, community; anxiety, etc."

The difficulties are: (a) the phrase optimum mental health
is as broad as a barn_door, (b) the Trd factors can have
more than one meaning, (c) the directions ask the student
to "incorporate" heredity, anxiety etc:and again, the words
are vague and the particular concept and approach required
have not been specified.

The instructor phrased the question (which was worth 35 points)
in this manner in order to start students seriously thinking
about the concepts and emphases embodied in the course:rather
than parroting answers.

Thestudent, however, does not know whether the instructor pre-
sented the vague question this way intentionally or not.

A tactful opening to a focused and intelligent answer is there-
fore needed. It might begin "Before I discuss the development
of optimum mental health in adults, I feel it necessary to define
,the term optimum mental health as used and limited in this course."
jiaving defined the term, the student would become aware that the
direction to "incorporate" anxiety, etc. is really a hint that he. .

he is L3 discuss various potential ways of achieving or maintaining
optimum mental health, including some difficulties the mentally
healthy adult may have encountered,and successfully overcome.

0

D. THINK, MAKE NOTES, AND PREPARE A ROUGH SUMMARY STATEMENT (THESIS)
BEFORE.YOU BEGIN TO WRITE.

To write an essay, you usually work from a rough outline headed
by a summary, or thesis statement. The essay is successful if
prove to your reader, thrmigh the use of careful illustration
and 6xample, the validity of the thesis with which you started.
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HOW TO ANSWER ESSAY QUESTION (Continued)

When you answer an essay question, you are trying to do the
same thing: arrive at a valid answer', and then prove that it

is valid.

The most successful way.to do this is to take the time to get
the question exactly in focus; make rough-notes, and frame a
one-sentence summary of your answer before you start filling
pages.

The people all around you will probably start writing
before you do. Pay no attention. They may be writing

bad, wrdy, imprecise answers.

With your -summary-sentence-right-in-front-of-you-,. wri:e-out
the balance of your answer, *awing from your rough list of
details and such others as may occur to you as you go along.
(Check your sentences against your summary statement; are
you sticking to the point?)

E. IF YDU HAVE TIME., GO BACK OVER YOUR ANSWER. PROOFREADIG IT
CAREFULLY FOR SPELLING ERRORS, UNINTENT'ONAL OMISSIONS, ETC..

ji (11-16-79)
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

411P

I. PATTERN OF ANXIETY

THREAT ANXIETY

READING/WRITING CENTER
*

DEALING WITH TEST-ANXIETY

'

e.g. potential:
-- disapproval

low self-esteem
-- helplessness

e.g. -- fight v. flight
preparatiom

lncreased heart rate
-- sweaty palms

A. The THREAT can be exaggerated or dritorted causing anxiety.

BEHAVIOR

Facilitating

or

DebilitatiKg

1. Thinking of a test, a grade, or s'Chool in general as a'potential
destyoyer of my self-worth, will unduly increase-the-threat-and
the anxiety.

B. ANXIETY is a natural response to THREAT.

In order to survive we have learned to prepare to.fight or run b.y
being sensitive to situations which signal harm to our well-being.

2. Anxiety is not "bad" in itself.

C. The BEHAVIOR which responds to anxiety cqn help or hinder the accomplish-
ment of the task or the reduction of the threat.

5.

1. Anxiety CAN produce facilitating, task-O'riented behavior% I don2t
have to respond to anxiety with debilitating, e§o-oriented behaiiior.

II. RCA'..ISTIC VIEW OF THREAT

A. If I want to reduce ANXIETY, F niust view th'e'threat realisticalJy.

, A test is basically a meaSure of teet-taking abili.ty, not a measure
of my self-worth, or even an accurate measure "of learning. I must:

a) STOP'telling myself I ah stupfd and unlovable if I don't pass
0 the test. -

b) LEARN HOW TO TAKE TEZTS,
N.B. Studying and learning are very different behaviors than
taking tests. I must REHEARSE fEST TAKING. °

l_may-feet-helpless, -when'faced with a tetl, ahd ëveri. feäY dts
approval fromthe professor and my parents. Are these,feelings
,Ised on reality? 'What'will happen if I fail? What will I say
and do to myself if I fail? -- hate myself? have a nervous
breakdwon? -- not allow myself any fun? -- say I'm stupid?

a) I must exemine my feelings and thoughts about tests to see
-if they're realis'ic an.d produCtive.

B-105 .
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DEALING WITH TEST7ANXIETY (Coultinued)

b) ,If I continue to beJieve that tests are strong threats to my
my self-worth., and then imagine awful consequences of failing,
I -naturally have to protect.myseLf:

i) PrOtecting-the-Selr is usually done by cramming,,not
studying, or by getting sicke, I can tell myself,

-Vi'menot responsiliile for tbe grade", and my Self is

safe.

ii) If I STOP PUTTING MY EGkON-THE-LINE, I won't have O go
THROUGH THESE PROTECTING MANEUVERS.

LI!. ACCEPTING ANXIETY

' A. Anxiety is a natural response to Ahreat and doesn't mean that I'm
automatically going to blow the test. .Increased breathing and heart

rate, sweating, etc., are to be-expecied, NOT WORRIED,ABOUT.

1. I can control someof the pbysiological responses by taking a'deep
breath and exhaling completely, thus slowing down my breathing and
gaining some conscious.control of myelf. I con also tighten my
muscles, e.g.,-Making-a fist or'curling my toes, hold the tension
-"for a few seConds, and Oren release-completely.- This will lead to
-some relbxation and: m6re conscious control.

2. Remember that anxiety is natural, and can be facilitating, will
lessen my fear'of the'Ohysiological responses.

IV 'BEHAVIORAL OPTIONS

A. Debilitating response to anxiety: -=Ego-oriented anxiety

L.

1

I. Charadterized bY self-orientation, thoughts of inadequacy, help- II.

lessness- fear of punishment, and disapproval, self-blame, and
guilt. ,

r>

II
2. STOP FOCUSING ON EGO-ORLENTED THOUGHTS. Just as I turn my eyes

. from the headlights of an on-coming car, so I must turn my'atten-
. tion from thodghts about myself. - I

_ .

_

B. Facilitating response to anxiety: Task-oriented anxi.ety

. Characterized by,task-orientation, examining the questions, II

N . .
. ' .

determining the time appropriate for each, brigging together
My ideas in a cogent response.

CONCENTRATE ON ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS. Keep your eyes on the
road, avoid headlights and-distractions.

(ll-14-.79)
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DYSE114CTIONAL TI.ME STYLES

The majority of contacts between a tutor and a tutee go rather smoothly*- both

parties.honestly and effectively engaging in the learning process. However, there

are sore tutorial encounters that do not go sMoothly becausd of a disruptive affective

or attitudinal dimension presented by the tutee. The following taxonomy offers seven

such disruptive "styles", common identifying characteristics, and suggested approaches

to establish-an-effective learning relationship.

C 1,

1VO cauticns:

1. Do not see these aS mutually exclusive'or asiiigid postures evident from the

first day. Lriderthe iarious pressures of the quarter, a.previously efficient student

may drift into or assume ma or more of these styles. The suggested approaches, kiwi-

ever, wouldrenain the same, with ble additional suggestion of appealing to history,

e.g., "Well, three-w*eks ago, this was going fairly smoothly. Let's figure out when

it was that things gotoonfusing."

2. Though much of what a tutor does:involves academic "counseling" (e.g., tips

on Classes, study suggestions, warnings ab:Sut specifidprofessors, etc.), a tutor

should hOt slip into the role of psychological counselor. With this in mind, the

TircritiiVtaxoncaly is to be used to establish an efficacioils learning relationshiP, a

relationship that allows a tutee to ---Tgro-iiiiilrictually, and allows a tutor to avoid

frustration and grow as a learning facilitator. The tutor should be extremely cautious

about probing into any issues that seem to be'highly emotionally charged, deeply

defended, significantly volatile, etc. Doing thisoan either trigger disruptive

emotional material or foster an inappropriate dependency, or both. If you have reason

to suspect that your tutee is experiencing emotional'difficulties, please consult wiih

ybur Coordinator.

sritz

I. Blocking

.CHARACTERIZED BY APPioACH

o low frustration tolerance

o immobilization/hopelessness

ofreezing-up/blocking

o "It's beyond me"

o "I'll never get it"

o "I'rn stuck"
a

2. Confusion - bafflement/disorientation/

disOrganizatiOn
of blocking) helpless%feelings about

the class

- "I-just don't know what to
do

- "I don't know what the prof
wants

- "I-studied for the test and
got a !D"

- "I'm not sure where we're
go4nglf

o determine what the tutee'does know
and discuss that - show hiiii7Fer that

he/she has sthe foundation

o begin from what he/she knows and build,

in simple steps, tioward increasingly

complex material

o offer continual support

o reinforce success consistently

utilize the above four approaches

- give strUcture and order to the tutees
tutoriaiii.iirons, to his/her.,notes,

to papers, etc.

!4C3
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TUTEE STYLES, cont.

STYLE

3. Haracle-Seakin&

'CHARACTERIZED BY

global interest or concern

but withlittle specificity

enthusiasm about being with

tutor, but fairly passive
in actual tutoring process

high (often inappropriate)
level of expectation

evasion or inability to
concentrate on concrete
tasks

4. Over-Enthusimme 14'high expect&tions/demands

(somewhat a .
of self

variation of * talk of limited time,

Hiracle-Seeking) ,long-range goals v.

immediate tasks

* global interest/enthusiasm

*-often found with1o3der stu-
dents; (e.g., "Look, I'm 30
years old; I don't have the

time these kids have.")

5. 'Resistin& o variations of sullenness/

hostility/passivity/boredom

o disinterest in class/work/

tutor OR

o defensive posture toward
class/work/tutor

o easily triggered anger

APPROACH

+ down-play your role (e.g., "Look,''

I've simply had move exposure to

this stuff, that.'s all.")

+ FOCUS again and again to

gioallic task

+ involve student continually with

questions, problems

+ explaid significance of active

participation in learning process

* explain counterproductive
nature of this eagerness

* be understgnding, yet aseure-the

.student that he/she had time

* utilize numbers 2, 3, and 4 under
Miracle-Seeking as listed above

o allow student to ventilate

o"spend first session - possiply
even second - on building re-

lationship

o be pragmatic, yet understanding:
Xe.g:5!"Look, I know this class'

is a Wye, but you need it to
graduat - let's make the best

of it.)

o as opposed to 1 under Miracle-
Seeking, establish your credi-
bility/indicate past successes

id similar situations

o if it comes up, assure student
that his/her complaints about a
class are confidential



1= STILES, cont.

ST'YLE

11
, 6. Passivity

7. Evasion

CHARACrERIZED BY

+ nonrinvolvement/inattention/
low affect

+ bored=

+ little discussion initiated/

.few questions

z

.* manipulation

* verbal ability/glibness v.
focused writing or problem
solving.skills

* global/Non...specific praise

of tutor's skill, course
content, etc.

APPROACH

+ empathize (e.g., "I guess
you're not°crazy about asking
a lot of questions in claSs,
are you?" or "It's pretey
mudh of a drag to be here,

isn't it?")

+ attempt to build a relation-,

ship and mobilize the student

+ utilize as rany mobilizing
techniques as possible -
question problems, mini...tasks

to be accomplished by next
session (even checking a
book out of the,library)

+ reinforce all activities and

successes

* as with 2 under Miracle-
Seeking down-play your

tole

* FOCUS the student on specific
tasks; involve him/her"con-
tinually- with questions,

problems

if evasion continues, you
should ask', in a.non-

threatening"way-why the stu-
dent haS come for tutoring
and wilat he/She expects
from you; (e.g., "You know,
we've met severaltimes al-
ready,.butive.haven't gotten
mach done - what do you
think we should plan for
future sessions?" OR

"My biggest concern is your
success in this class; how,
Specifically can I help yoU

with that?")



8 IMPROVING READING AND WRITING SKILLS OF ETHNIC GROUPS

...Black Students

...Razabfispanic Students and ESL(English as a Second Language)

Black Students

Baji Majette, English Instructor, Contra CostaCollege,

was a guest consultant who spoke on the history of Black

dialectu the nature of it, and the psychological and cUltural
I.

factors that influence(the literaqy of many- black students.

Ma Majette has, for several years, been successfully-using

a method she de'ireloped for teaching Standard English to

students who have grown up in a Black,English speaking cullitre.
4 cD,

She makes a point of explaining to her students that th'6re

is'nothing wrong with Black English, but that if they are to

succeed in the work place they must know how to use Standard

English.

Because,of the importance of this presentations, tutors

were invited to attend.

The BLAST program was recently implemented especially

fqr LMC's black students. BLAST was explained to the seminar

group by Thelma Scott and Alex Sample, both counselors at

I'M, who have taken an active part in the development of the

program. The initials stand fors BASIC LEARNING (skill areas

for reading, writing, math); APPRECIATION of ourselves as in-

,

'dividuals and of the black race/culture; SURVIVAL TECHNIQUES
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of college that include library, research, study skills, aware-

ness of college support services and resources.,

The courses for the BLAST program are:

1. Beh. Sci. 4T: Educational and Career Planning. It is
10 hours (follow-up counseling) with .5 unit of credit that

is Tepeatable. Content:, Focus on educational, financial,

career planning, decision-making skills, with emphasis on

personal interests an& motivational factors.

2. Beh. Sci. 2T: Effective Study Techniques. It is 18 hdurs

(plus lab)_with 1 unit of credit. Content: Focus on

diagnostic testing in reading, writing, math, study skilla

Provided prescription for the above areas.

3. Beh. Sci. 97T: Survey of Black Issues. It is 36 hours

(plusaab) with 2 units of credit. Content: Focus on

past and current psychological and historical black issues

through reading and writing-skills.

Courses 2 and 3 build on 1 and 2 in step fashion.

During the presentation on BLAST the following points

were m'ade:

--Origin of program was a brainchild of staff, faculty, students
and community. In October of 1980, a meeting was held to
discuss problems relating to lack of success of black students
at LMC. BLAST was a resUlt of this meeting.

--Goal: To help students,become sucessful in content area
courses and raise motivation-level.

--Recruitment: Approximately 480 letters sent to black students
explaining the program.

--Clasg enrollment approximately 20-25.

--The program builds momentum. There is a gradual exposure
to "waking up" to what college abademics really mean. '

-lit seems that this type of student, as well as some Raza/
Hispanic students,, needs to be taught the "academic
etiquette".
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-- Throughout the program there is constant "one-on-one" counseling,

goingionthis helps the student to "focus" even better.

Both counselors found it helped that they were not the instructor.

They made good "sounding-boards" and were able to be more supportive

as jutt counselors.

- Subjective evaluation--students seem to be,functioning much better.

They feel less isolation in the college setting. There is some in-

dication this is carrying over into the other classes.

-- Some left when they found the work was "too hard", others,adjusted

by working harder to become better students

-- Some realized for the first time that they hadn't been doing well

before. Their attitudes seem to be changing towards their own

performances.

-- Students are participating in other classes' at the same time.

-- Some t'tudents have been turned down for the classes because their

skills are too. high.

-- Those involved in the program do not feerthat there are any in-

herent deficiencies in the black students just because they're

black. These problems exist within the total student body regardless

of ethnic background.

There are some diagnostic tetts in Xerms of math and reading.

- - In 4T there is a big thrust on motivation. They identHy realistic

career goals, i.e.: What's really Involved in' becoming an engineer.

They learn to utilize the Career Center, Financial Aid Office, Job

Placement, and. various other campus and community facilities.

- - In 2T -- A topic was_carried out for 6 weeks with many components.

The students learned the value of total group work.

-- In 97T, many issues are covered. The students use skills 'attained

in 4T and 2T. They workwery hard. It prepares them well for

2TG classes.
%

-- Black DialectThelma and Alex felt that the students at L.M.0 do

not use "Black Dialect." Some may speak it, but it is not carried

,over into their written work. If the work is not "standard English",

then it reflects bad grammar and writing skills common to other

students as well.

A question was asked as to why there were few blacks in the music

program. It was felt that this was probably more indicative of

financial problems rather than lack of talent.or interest.

-- In response to a question on the growth bf the class, it was.felt

that the program would probably stay the same size.

B-112
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-- Question on blacks in trades: It may be that few blacks enter the
trade classes because traditionally it has been-hard for blacks to
get into trade unions. Also, traditionally, a college education
aids upward mobility much faster--parents push for college eddcation.

-- The very diverse backgrounds of students at L.M.C. makes a difference

of whether they stay or go to work.

-- The night school students in,the prosiram are more dedicated to the
class. This is seen as an indication of maturity and realistic
viewpoints on life of the older night school student.

(,+
Ncf

There will be an objective evaluation.during the 18th week of class..
The subject4ve evaluation indicates that the program is a success.

Following are some comments from BLAST students.

,

I

fj, (14/30/81)

1.d4
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I have Aearned how to pronounce words put them into syllables.

The word's don't tangle in my mouth any more. I an look at

the words, and_break it, up pisece by piece and pronounce the

word...

What have I learned: I learned not to be shame to talk about

class projects. And ask question, no matter How,awful they may

sound. I feel that t would like to keep-on trucking.

I have learned various amount of things, writing sentence.

breaking words into syllable reading out oral, preparing myself

video tape recording. I'm learning more division long division.

learning how to do a graph so I have learn ho to read something

and how to respone twoard it and to make some meaning from where

I see fit.

What I have,learned in this class is how to break words up in

syllables, and pronounce them. I-have learn patience and con-

sistency with both my son and day to day things. I have learn

many things that I don't even know I kno yet. I pay more atten-

tion to things now. And there are even certain things that J see

but don't really see. I'm now seeing through things and its

making me go-through Bruce's little circle...

I need help in my reading Because I see word or letter that

are not there that why I read slow and I want to improve.

They is something else that is confusing me the rule of reading

for a wmple double consonant. I,understand syllables a

little, but I still don't understand certaivspelling rules...
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Raza/Hispanic Students and ESL (English as a Second Language

Because of the high enrollment at LMC of students whose

first language is Spanish, such students are aided separately

\\\\from other ESL students. Tutors who work with the Raza/Hispanic

students are also bilingual (Spanish). Tutors who work with

the students enrolled in ESL classes are not required to be

bilingual, but they workyery closely with the ESL instructor.

'Both groups of tutors, of course, take tutor training classes_

Ann Thomas, ESL.instructor, spoke on the concerns Of her,

students, who currently represent 27.differomt languages.

Pablo Gonzales addressed the subject of the Raza/Hispanic

students during'the same seminar session.

Thesuccinct notes taken during one of these dual pi-e-

sentations are presented here, along with the handouts that

were distributed.

One of the handouts distributed by Mr. Gonzales explains

AVANCE, ameducational project for Raza studen.ts at LMC.

The goals of AVANCE al4e the same as those of BLAST (for black

students): 1) to increase appreciation and awareness of the

Raza cultural heritage, and to improve the stuaen's skills

in reading, writing, mathematics, and library resources.

146
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE
FIPSE SEMINAR
April 27, 1982

1. Topics and Introductions for Today: Ross

.1. Topics

1.1.1. Concerns for students for,whom English'is.a second language.
1.12. Working with Raza students.

2.1. Speakers

.2.1.1. English as a secOnd language: Ann ThoMas
2.1.2. Raza students: Pablo Gonzales

2. Students for whom English.is a second language (ESL): Ann Thomas

2.1. Background distinctions among ESL, bilingual approaches: English
is taught as.foreign language; numerous ESL students at LMC --
they are ones who struggle to think in English. Some 27 languages
represented at LMC.

2.2. Goal of ESL is to facilitate students going on in education and/or
employment.

2.3. Differences are numerous: Background, culture, Pntelligence
such that generalization and predictions on behavior in classroom
are impossible. Previous experiences bear heavily. War, depriva-.
tion, upheaval are common-pasts.I Many carry heavy worries with
them. Some cannot go home Spin, even shoUld they so wish. Some

can read, write bu,t not articulate, or vice versa. May be learning
disability. Some languages do not have English sounds
(e.g., "s" in English is not "heard" in the first language). .

2.4. C,ulture shock can be serious and prolonged for students from
homogenous societies. -

Work4ng with ESL:potential'students.

2.5.1.\ Give an assessment for reading/writing.
2.5.2. \If-student is nof making it, suggest droppi.ng,..the class,

r\efer to tutor.

2.5.3. COnfer with Thomas, Connelly, Allison.
2.5.4. In\form them of Language Arts 72T.
2.5.5. Try to find out level of skill in first language. High

skill\ predicts ultimate success in English. Hard to tell
difference in skill level or language problem.

2.5.6. Watch tile idioms, asides; slang, "being cute"; 4hte non-
English speaker gets confused, frustrated.

2.5.7. Use outlr.nes, spell out on board, pronounce cjearly,,sum7
marize key.points.

2.5.8. ESL student tend to know the teacher.

.
-,
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FIPSE Seminar

2.6. Problems

2.6.1. Rhonda Farrell: Thought process'problems (3 basic)

2.6.1.1.American: linear
2.6.1.2. Arabic: zig zag pattern in which idea& are stated and

restated.
2.6.3. Oriental: circular .

2.6.4. Illustration of patterns of thought inside languages
rules tend to interfere?

2.6.2.Formal and Informal Language (idiom) Make Problems

2.7. Tutor:

2.7.1 Give tutor vocabulary. -
2.7.2. Ask for answers in American thought pattern.
2.7.3. Encourage tutor to confer with ESL tutors.

3. Working with Raza Students: Pablo Gonzales (Jose, Marion, Lucy)

3.1. Avance P ograth: Brochures distributed and explained, courses being
taught noted, need for bilingual (Spanish) counselor noted, "Raza"
defined and contrasted to Latino, Chicano.

3.2. Language Arts II, taught by Pablo Gonzales

COMments on Language.Arts II

3.2.1. Lucy - at LMC &Ince last year, took up Avance and has taken
,

other. classes. 4

Marion Portuguese, from Azores by way of An§ola. teacher in
Angola.

Jose from Jalisco, second semester at LMC.
!

3.2.2, Class dharabterisigcs
.

3.2.2.1. Instruction in 'English; students can use Spanish
in certain cases.

3.2.2.2. Famitiar feeling; AVance embraces all Latino.
3.2.2.3. Work,on characteristic English thought patterns,

gramMar, Spelling, how to maneuver the words .

3.2.2.4. Learn to dispute, disagree in meanings.
3.2.2.5. 'Need'to incorporate a counseling assignmeht.

3.3.. Questions 0

3.3.1. What should instructors do? not,do?

. avoid "do yOu understand?"

. approach student outside the class.

. student maY be ashamed to ask.

. contact imMediately.

. be,aware of what is happening to Raza students.

14
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FIPSE Seminar

3.2.2. How did students find out about Avance

'Lucy: from Tony Jiminel, he facilitated. '

Marion: carte to improve English; referred..

Jose: 'heird about Avance in'high school -- came over.
114

Notetaker: Chet.Case

Attachments

4.

dp (4/29/82)
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-GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Los Medanos College has developed an Ethnic Heritage piogram called "Avance". This program was
designed with the intention of meeting the educational needs and interests of Raza/Hisp'enic students.

'The objectives of "Avance" are to: 1) increase appreciation and awareness of the Raza cultural heritage,
and; 2Y to improve the student's skills in reading, writing, mathematics, and library resources.

AVANCE CORE COURSES
Cor Avsnc courses am as follows and students may lint ona
or mo of them:

Behavior:I Science 27: Jechniques of Effective Learning
Mon., Wed. II-10:00 a.m. 2 Unite Instructor: Custodio V.
Tills class consists of basic instruction in effective study skills.
Strategies of dealing with test anxiety, organization, time
managetment, summarizing, analyzing, and synthesizing material
are subjects fully covered in this class.

,
Language Arts 11: Reedlint llidttrig.

Mon., Wed., Fri. 11-1200 noon 1411nile 'Wavelet:Goma* P:
Language Arts 11 win provide basic reading And writing Instruction
In English for bi-lingual, bi-cuitural Rana students. Offers a

(sequence of hsatructor-directed group activities followed by small-
g roup and individual activities. The class Is designed for the student
who needs Individual tutoring in the bailie skill& Of sentence
structure. punctuation, and standard English image. The course will
stress a bi-lingual, N-cultural approach.

Sodal Wendt l7T: Ethnic Hollow, TM Rasa Culture
Mon., Wed., Fri. 1-2:00 p.m. 3 Units Instructor:Rodriguez C.
Thiscourse is a hirtorical survey of Mexican-American culture from

;Pre-Columbian nines to the present. The course will 1m-divided into
five major historical periods and within each, the socio,econornic
and political aspects of Mexican-American culture wG belncluded
whenever possible andlor appropriate. This course win provide
students with the opportunity to examin critically how th history
of the Mexican-American people affects their contemporary.
cónditions.

For Further Information, Contact:
Ismael Estrada at

Pittsburg (415) 439-2181
Concord (416) 71*-3600

Antioch - East County (415) 1544011

a-

AVANCE RELATED COURSES I
The mil6wing ar Avance related courses.

Drama 42: Teatro De La Roza Short Term 3-25 to 5-27=62
Thursday evening 7-10:00 p.m. 1-2 Units instructor Gonzales P.
Teatro De La Reza. P. class that cOvers some of the most effective
forms of artistic expression that.attempts to ainect The historical,
cultural, and social featUres of La Raza It is an artistic manifestation
that not only mirrors the struggle of La Reza in the fields and
barrios, but to an equal extent gives voice to Chicano realitieS and

0 aspirations.

Language Arts 14T: introduction to Library Resources
Enrollment open thru seventh week

TM arranged with Instructor Corknio A. I Unit (ShorWerm)
This course Is designed -to develop yoUr ability to use thy Los
Medanos College Learning Resource Center mom effectively. The
skills you acquire will help you in working on classroom assign-
ments as well as researching topics of personal interest.

Language Arts 116T: The Song of Mexico (La Cancicfn Mexicana)
Wednesday evening 7-900 p.m. 2 Units Instrudon RodrIguft C.
A study of traditions and cultural concepts as found in selected
songs 'of Mexico. The lyrics of selected songs will be analyzed from
a historical, cultural, and literary perspective. The course will be
conducted in Spanish.

-
Language Arts 57T: _Spanish for the Spanish-Speaking

Monday evcning 6-10:00 p.m. 3 Units instructor: Trejo-Mejla G.
Este clese es para aquellas personas que quieran aprender mis
sobre la culture Hispanoparlante y como mejorar su habla. La class
se neva acabo on Espahol y trate de la culturify de la historia de los
paisis Latino Americanos.

Longbows Arts 72T_Engliskee a Second Language
Tuesday S-12:00 noon .3 Units Inatructor Thomas A.
Tuesday 6-10:00 p.m. 3 Units Instructor: Con nolfrJ.
Our goal is to raise the ind.vidual's level on English mall areas of
communication: oral and written, as well as the skills of grammar,
listening iandwriting, and cultural body language. This is done
through-the use of a wide variety of materials and by working in
small groUps facilitated by tutora, TutOrs are, avaitabie One hOur a
week on an individual basis, plus there are tapes. language matters,
and reading packets available ih the lab.

OLGA ARENIVAR
Langpage Arts/Speech

ED BOLES
Libraripn

;JOHN CONNOLLY
Language Arts/ESL

- APRIL CDRIOSO
Librarian

STAFF PARTICIPATING IN
VINCENT CUSTODIO
Dean, Behavioral Sciences

LUCY DALEY
Admissions

ISMAEL ESTRADA
Recruitment

PABLO GONZALES ,
Language Arts/Reading & Writing

CARMEN RODRIGUEZ
Language Arts/Foreign Languages

AVANCE
GIL RODRIdUEZ
klatural Science/Mathematics

ANN W. THOMAS
,Language Arts/ESL

FELIPE TORRES, Jr'.
Financial Aids Officer

GUILLERMO TREJO-MEJIA
Language Arts/Foreign Language
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9 LEARNING DISABILITIES

Nancy Collins, LMC's learning disability specialist

. presented this topic The notes from one of thesessions

and the handouts that were distributed (all included at the

end Of this section) combine to give a comprehensive intro-

duction to this topic. The handouts,cover definitions,

specific disabilities, related problems,'diagnosis,,remedia-

=

tion, a list of characteristics, and an article on mainstream-

ing the learning disabled.

15,-2
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Los MEDANOS COLLEGE

FIPSE NOTES

MARCH 19, 1981

LEARNING DISABILITIES (Nancy Collins)

ATTACHMENTS: HANDOUTS #1, 2, 3 and 4

INTRODUCTION:

We offer a diagnostic,service. Nancy does a complete work-up. If the

student is certified as "learning disabled", No special classes are offered.

In addition, various support services are provided: Tutors, notetaking, etc.

Adaptive P.E. is provided for students with physical disabilities. This

is handled by an enabler.

Public Law 94-142 provided for mainstreaming handicapped children in

regular schools:

There has been a ,lot of tontroversy surrounding the term: learning dis-

abled.

Commonali,ties of various definitions of "learning disabled":

-it least average intelrigence

-not mentally retarded

-not culturally disadvantaged

-failed to learn in spite of theiT
apparent capacity

-Osparity between their potential and
their actual achievement

A learning disability can be verbal and non-verbal. We'll focus on the

'former today.

Verbal Disabiliiies

a

The histor4 of learning disabilities is a creation of the 20th Century.

Most of the research began in the 1940's. (See handout #1).

Aphasia - Disorder of the brain - left side.

Dyslexia - Disorder of reading

Minimal brain dysfunction - nothing organically wrong with the brain.

It just doesn't function correctly.

In the 1960's, the parents of the perceptually handicapped began to press

,for their children to be treated better. 4



LEARtONG ISABILITIES°, continued

Two &auses of learning disabilities are caused by:

1. Neurological problems
,t

2. Biochemical disorders

These problems (either) may have their origin in genetics, diet or
vitamin d4ficiency.

Levels of Disabilities: (In-ascending order)

1. ensation ttle first level of learning - characterized by deafness
or blindner.'

2. Perception - may be defined as giving meaning to information coming
in from the senses.

3. Imagery - the third level introduces the component of memory.

4. Iymbolization (the next level) this is a uniquely human function
characteriied by language.

Languege can be broken down into various elements:

A. Receptive

UnderStanding the
spokeh or printed
word.1 (Reads)-,

B. Expressive

Performs the spoken
and written word.
(Writes).

C. _Inner Language

(Not discussed)

5. COnceptualization the higher level skill.

Learntng disabilities can occur at any of,these levels.

At the level of perception, what comes in i§ not undet-stood. ,If there
is a disorder, it may be manifested by hyperactivity.

Also, it would lead to people who could not copy figures correctly from
the board or from a book.

A student who misunderstands oral dlrections or is a poor writer may have
a learning disability at the'perceptive level.

Imagery level learning disabilities may be manifested in a poor memory,
especially memory span. This ts a big problem and a common problem for students
with a learning disability.

Symbolization is the level wherg the learning disabled will stand out.
Deficiencies at the lower levels are cumulative.

Some with learning disabilities are proficient with oral language and
have good social skills, but cannot write scmething. Don't be footed by the
students who are very verbal.,

B-123 474'
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4.4.V.4v-t
LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

LEARNING 61SABILITIES

Definition of Learning Disibility

A learning disability is a dysfunction of attention, perception, sensory
processing, cognitive processing, or expression that jnterferes significantly
with learning and is not accounted for by .(a) a physical disability, (b) a

communication disability, or (c) emotional problems.

It is difficult to separate one kind of disaility from another,,and the above
categories are defined differently by different people. For example, under the

Los Medanos College guidelines, visual limitations are placed under physical
disabilities while hearing limitations are placed under communication disabil-
ities. Also, all speech-language disorders are lumped together under communi-
cation disabilities although many of them (e.g., dyslexia, dysgraphia) are
normally regarded as learning disabilities. These discrepancies of definition

will have to be sot:zed out, and the Chancellor's office has mandated a consor-
tigm.of Learning Disabill-aes specialists, administrators, and consumers to
develop workable categories for the future.

Our guidelines also identify two broad groups-of learning disabled people:

Average: Those with an 1.1a of 70 or above (that is, above the 2.5 percentile

of intelligence) whc have a specific learning disability.

Limited: fhose with IQs of 69 or below or those with "average learning poten-

TriT-TIQ above 69) who'have multiple disabilities.

Specific Learning.Disabilities

'It is important to separate the broad category "learning disability" from
specific leirning_disabilities such as dyslexia,'Aysgraphia, Ayscalculia, and
dysphasia, which cpn be further divided into problems such as visual perceptiOn,

visual processing, etc. These problems are recognized by such bodies as the

President's.Committee on Employment for the Handicapped as well as being general-

ly accepted by professionals across the country.

1

Dyslexia indicates any exceptional problems with reading. Dysgraphia indicates

an exceptional probleo-with writing that is non-phOical. Dyscalculia indicates
11a similar problem with mencal arithmetic. Dysphasia is a neurological problem

in understanding or using speech.
,

.

Vi..,ual perception problems include those of figure-ground discrimination (being II

able to select ess.intial details and make a visual estalt), visual discrimination

(being able to tell one object from another), and visual-spatial perception (being
able to see things accurately in a spatial configuration).

II

Auditory perception problems include problems that are analogous.to the visual -....-

problems above: auditory discrigination; figure-ground discrimination; dis-
11crimination of sotind relationships in time.
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LEARNING DISABiLITIES, continued

ConceEtualization - Identifying failures at thii level 'are discovered
when the -student has to read something and then conceptualize (compare/contrast).
They are difficult to discover.

,A student may be able,to get to level three (imagery) and not be able io
go beyond it.

There are different levels of learning disabilities.

Referrals (to Nancy's Shop)

Ff you suspect a student has a learning disability (See Handouts), have'
the student dome in for an initial interview. (15 - 6 to 9 hours).

Usually they must go through the diagnostic process.

Bring the shy ones and schedule an appointment.

Screening requires three appointments where they are tested.

Have student bring their unofficial transcript.

The student has a certain right to privacy. The instructor may eipect
only vague comments about the particular "learning disabled."

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU GET A STUDENT IN YOUR CLASS WHO IS "LEARNING DISABLED"

Some should not be in the classes they're ill. They may need special support.
Perhaps they should not be in the class contrary to their desires. /

If they have unrealistic expectations, they should behelped by getting
them into the right classes.

First day handouts which specifies'the requirements of your class in clear
language will help.

Talk slowly'and with specificity when you know you have a. learning disabled
student in your class. .

al 3/25/81
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LEARNING'DISABILITIES, continued

Sometimes perceptual problems that involve problems with analysis and/or synthesis
(i.e., active cognition) are cal144rocessing problems (visual processing and
auditory processing),-----

1-5ctile discrimination problems are similar to visual and audito-/ problems (e.g.,
tactile form recognition; tactile sequencing, etc.) There are also perceptual
problems involving taste and smell, but have little effect on learning the skills
valued in our culture.

In addition to these receptive and/or processing problems, a person may have ex-
pressive problems in writing, spelling, art'culation of sounds, etc. If he has

expressive dysphasia ne may understand speeph very well and even know what he wants
to say, but be unable to get the words out properly. This mav be due to central
dysarthria, a neurological problem involving the nerve connections to the speech
muscles, or it may be something even more complex.

Many learning problems result from deficits in memory. For example, an adequate
short-term auditory memory is required to keep a telephone number in one's head
long enough to dial it. A deficit in auditory memory will affect both speech and
writing. Similarly, a problem with visual memory will affect reading and spelling
if the person cannot hold the shape of a word in his head. Tactile memory,is of
course, important for people who work with their hands.

Even when a person has no severe deficits in visual or auJitory perception or pro-
cessing, he may, be unable to read or write adequately. He is said to have a problem
with sound-symbol relationships (this includes,about 40% of dyslexics who have no
significant perceptual problems). Learning disability specialists talk of sensory
"channels" (e.g., visual, auditory) which the LD person is unable to integrate even
though each channel may be functioning properly by itself.

Related Problems

Specific learning disabilities normally do not occur in isOlation, but are parts of

a whole syndrome (called "Minimal Brain Dysfunction" by a 1966 Federal task force
report on learning diJabilities). A person with a specific learning disability Will
usually have a cluster of associated problems that can be grouped into two broad
categories:

Activity Disorders: hyperactivity (hyperkine'sis); apraxia ("clumsiness"); eye-
motor incoordination; confused laterality; sleep problems; hypoactivity.

Behavior Disorders. short attention span; distractibility; perseveration (inability
to change sets); memory problems; poor planning ability; disorganized thought;
emotional immaturity; inconsistency of perfor..ance; developmental lag..

Diagnosis

Specific learning disabilities can be diagnosed through a combination of (a) history-
taking from the client; (b) medical and school records where available; (c) observa-
tion and (0) testing. In testing one looks for specific skill deficits and for
"scatter" (a wide variation in performance where a normal profile would be rather
flat). Direct observation might reveal motor problems,'eye-hand coordination problems/
letter and word reversals, etc. An assessment of the person's strengths is also im-
portant if he is to be helped.
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LEARNING DISABALITIES,,continued

In most adults, learning disabilities may be lar.gely masked because the person has
compensated by using his superior skills. A pooereader may have exceptional audi-
tory memory, for example, or be able to retain much more information in his head
than the normal person. It is important to capitalize on these strengths as well
as attempt to bring weaker areas up to a working level.

Remediation

I. Medically correctable problems must be ruled outl if an LD problem is to be
treated ethically. For example,_hyperkinesis is very responsive to stimulant drugs,
and drug treatment can dramatically improve a person\s ability to attend to what he
is doing. It can also be very responsive to diet, silnce LD people are frequently
allergic to minute traces of food additives and even certain natural food ingredients.
LD people may also be more susceptible to hypoglycemia and thyroid conditions. If

the disabilities are not long-standing, it is important to consider the possibility
of a correctable neurological condition. Even long-standing conditions such as
epilepsy may have gone undiagnosed and must be watched,for. If a medical problem is
suspected an appropriate referral should be made.

2._ Educationally, it is important that a plan be designed for each LD student to
fit his particular needs. LD people are a very diverse group, and no one method
will suit all of them. An LD program should not attempt to duplicate existing
services, but to provide very specific help in addition. There is a wide variety
of methods for helping LD students improve their memory,,perceptual, processing,
expressive, and spatial skills; these must be geared to the student's needs. At
the same time, it is important to help the student with coping skills (having a
poor reader take tests orally, for example, or gettin4 te*tbooks on tape). When
working with LD adultE;, it is important to remember that special services can only
be provided legally at their request; remediation -plan can only work if the student
asks for it and is highly.motivated to iMprove. lt is therefore crucial that an
Individual Education Plan be geared to the student's interests, and what he is work-
ing on, rather tnan being "make-work.'

al 4/4/79
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LOS MEDANOS tOLLEGE

I

WHAT IS A LEARNING DISABILITY?

The term "learning disability" covers a very wide range of problems
that prevent a person from learning normally. The person may have a singfe
problem (poor visual perception, for example) or he may have a whole cluster

of problems. He is often regarded as being much fess intelligent than he
really Ls. He may be seen by teachers as unmotivated or willfully failing
to learfno but it is more likely that he has a poor self-image and is terribly
frustrated at being unable to do things that a normal student does easily.
LD students frequently see themselves as stupid, not realizing that they have
specific problems which'they can Tet ilelp with. Often, normal teaching me-

thods do not work well with them.
,

The most common learning disabilities ionvolve problems with perception:
the LD student may be unable to see, hear, or feel in a nprmal way. He may

also have difficitlty knowing up from down, right from left. He may try to

put a part in'backward, or.mistake the lettcr"b" for the letter "d". He

may have difficulty understanding and remembering complex directions. He may

have poor planning ability, and forget steps in a sequence. The LD student

often gets confused, and needs clearly stated ob'ectives and carefully planned

dent may be very articulate and sophisticated. High intelligence does not mean
tasks. A teacher may not realize that the student needs this because the stu-

no learning problems.

It is important, .For teachers to watch for signs of potential learning
I/

disabilities in their students. Confusion and distractibility are important
signs, as 'are the student's functioning erratically or far below his apparent'

level of intelligence. Ah LD student may be able to talk intelligently but be

a poor reader, or be almost unable to spell. He may also have difficulty with

simple arithmetic even though is performing well in other areas. In general,

ledge and percormance that are difficult to understand. He is also likely to
one can say that the LD student's performance is erratic, with gaps in know-

deny or conceal his disabilities while excusing his failures by remarks such

as, "I'm just dumb."

mo (4-4-'19)
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Some Characteristics Of Possible Learning Dis-bled Students

by Pat Kerr; C.O.A. Learning Disabilities Specialist

fo!

The C.O.A. Symposium on Handicapped Students

Presented By

The Disabled Students' Prograh.

and

The Learning Assistance ancr Basic Skills Program

In Cooperation With

SamFrancisco Unific0, District's Title VI Program
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Students with learning disabilities usually show some but not all of the
following characteristics:

I. Short attention span
2. Restlessness
3. Distractibility (The student seems especially sensitive to sounds or

visual stimuli and has difficulty ignoring them while he/she is

studying.)
4. Poor motor coordination (This may be seen as clumsiness or, for

example, as difficulty with fine motor movements involved in hand-
writing.)

9. Impulsivity - (responding without thinking)
6. Perseveration - (The student tends to do or say things over and over.)

7. Handwriting is pdor (letters will not be well-formed, spacing between
<words and letters will be inconsistent, writing will slant Way up or

down an unlineCI page.)
8. Inaccurate copying (The student has difficulty copying things from the

chalkboard and from textbooks; for instance, math problems may be off
by one or V40 numbers that have been copied incorrectly or Out of

sequence.)
9. Can exn ss him or herself well orally but fails badly when doing So

in writ.dg: In a few cases the reverse is true.
10. Frequently misunderstands what someone is saying (For instance, a.

stodent may say, "What?" and then may or may not answer appropr!ateiy
beiore someone has a chance to repeat what was said previously.)

11. Marked discrepancy between what he or she is able to understand when
listening and when reading.

12. Has trouble with variant word meanings and figurative language.
13. Has Problems structuring (organizing):

A. Time - The person is frequedtly late to class and appointments;
seems to ha%a no "sense" of how long a "few minutes" is opposed
to an hour; has trouble paciig him:or herself during tests.

B. Space - The student may h.,.e difficulty concentrating on work when
in a large, open area - eVen when it's quiet; may over.or under-
reach when trying to put something on a shelf; has difficulty
spacing an assignment om a page, e.g., math problem; are crowded
together.

C. Thoughts - A student's ideas wander and/or are incomplete in

spoken and written lipinguage. He or she may also have difficulty

sequencing ideas. ;

D. Sounds -.A student's hearing acuity may be excellent but when his
brair processes the sounds used in words, the sequence of soundi
may be out of order; e.g., the student hears "aminal" instead,of
"animal." He or she may say and/or write "amine]."

E. Visual images - A student may have 20/20 vision but,when his or
her brain processes visual information,.e.g., pictures, graphs,
words, numbers, he or she may be unable to focus atten'zion selec-
tively - in other words, everthing from a flyspeck ta a key word
in a title has equal claim on his or her attention. A student
may "see" things out of sequence; e.g., "frist" for "first," "961"
for "691":

14. Word retrieval probrems - The student has difficulty recalling words
that he/she has learned.
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15. Misunderstands non-verbal information, such as facial expressions or
gestures.

16. Very slow worker but may be extremely accurate.
17. Very fast worker but makes many errors and tends to-leave out )tems.

Finally, a student who is learning disable0 is NOT retardea. He/she typi-
cally has normal or above normal intelligence but is functioning below his/her
norm in one or more acadethic areas; e.g., an 18 year old LD student with ari
I.Q. of 130 may be functioning at college level in math but.at the 10th grade-
level in reading comprehension and at the 6th grkle level in spelling.

mo (4-4-79)
1
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

HELPING MAINSTREAMED STUDENTS

STAY IN THE MAINSTREAM.

By Byrne B. de Grandpre', Ph.D.
Affiliation: Assistant Professor, Special Education, SUNY Plattsburgh

Jo M. Messier
Affiliation: Resourde.Teachert Perentral School, Peru, New York '

-

In special education teachers frequently use mastery learning (Block, 1971)
or objective-based instruction (Smith, 1974) to improve therr classroom instruc-
tion and evaluate procedures. Instead of teaching large amounts-of content and
then testing to see who learned what, teachers are directed to establisha set
of specific instructional objectives for each child and to provide instruction
Until each child has achieved some pre-established,criterion,level.

Mastery learning or objective-based instruction includespany advantages for
children who find learning difficult. The mind-set,that leads some content oriented
teachers to believe that "because I've covered it (the course content), live taught
it" is sharply challenged. The teacher does not blame pOor learnee performance on
the child's learning disability, emotional disturbance or retarded mental develop-
ment. Whenever a child fails to reach mastery op specific objectives, the taskGof
the teacher is to Change the instructiobal tactic.

MasterY learning represents an important advancement in instructional program-
, ming for handicapped learners. At the present time, however, 4t is not widely prac-

ticed in regular education programs. Children in regular classrooms, particularly
in content area courses, are typically eva)uated not in relationship to their mastery
of specific objeclAves, but ratherin terms of their skills in recalling large amounts
of information, oten referred to ai units of instruction. Furthermore, an 'arbitrary

percentage figure;'(e.g., 65%) is used to determine a minimum pass. Any learner who

scores below the arbitrary percentage fails the exam. To stay in the mainstream,

handicapped learners need not achieve mastery,levels in any subjectspatter, area.
They must, however, pass exams in each subjeat area in which they are mainstreamed.

Many_handicapped learners at the junioe-high level are receiving special educa-
tion services in basic skill areas while being mainstreamed for various content
areas such as social studies, science, and health. In this paper, a technique is
,presented in which self-instruction program are .used immediately before a scheduled
test to,help mainstreamed students pass content .;da examinations. These programs

are designed to review on!), the most critical concepts to be tested.

,

in a large number of mainstreamed junkor-high classrooms, students use a com-
mercial textbook )s the content base for the course. Day to day activities include
reading from the text, discussions, yiewing filmstrips and writing answers to ques-
tions. The classroom teacher typically evaluates a student's written responses in
terms of right or wrong, does not alter instruction if some students are not doing
well,-and, does not assess a student's mastery of the text's content on a concept
by concept basis. Assessment of student progress is usually determined by the end
of chapter examination.

In most typical instructional settings, manyjlandicapped learneri fail exams.
The end products may include disappointed learners and eventually less mainstreaming

B-132
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, HELPING MAINSTREAMED STUDENTS, etc:, continued

A

Following is an example of how a simple instructional procedure is idlplemented to
try to rfverse the trend of mainstreamed learners failing content couriseexamina-
lions. Rather than -telling the regular classroom teacher to demonstrate:More re-
sponsibility and accountability for the failure of mainstreamed students*by employ:
ing, for example, a mastery learning approach or some alternative instruetional
intervention, the special education resource teacher can elect to help the main-
streamed children by preparing=self-instruction review packages for each cilapter
of thecOntent 'Area text in use. Naturally, if possible it mould be desirable for,
the regular class teacher to carry out this9 task.

Most mainstreamed chiLdren spend some time in a resource program. Oany attend
for one or more periods each day. Where possible, on the day that the exam is to
be given, matnstreamed children should spend'part of their resoUrce room sesflon
preparing for the content area exam. Since the review materials are self-in%truc-
tional, many other settings for self-study are possible, When the students arrive
in the resource room, they pick up the self-instructional.package (SIP) for the
chapter on which the exam is based.

in developing the self7imstructional'package, the special education teacher
reads through each chapter and reviews the end of chapter exercises. In many texts,

It soon becomes evident that a smail number of the end of chapter exercisei sum-.
marize a large percentage of the concepts presented in the chapter. It is also

*frequently possible to review previous exams to learn if the format used (fill.in-
the blank, true-falst, matching, short answer, etc.)Js consistent from test to
test. Armed with this knowledge, the teacher develops a self-instructional package
for each chapter.

PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT' INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING STEPS:

I. Identify the end of chapter exercises,which 4ncorporate at least 75%
of the concepts,presented* in the chapter;

2. Prepare a brief definition/description'of each cor&ept
.

3. Prepare the student task sheet. T he format should be as close as pos-

sible to that of the.actual test - if you.are able to obtain this infor-
mation.

4. Prepare an, introductory statement and read it onto a'cassette tape.

EXAMPLE:

"Hi again! Let's get ready for the exam on chapter . We're going
to review the most important terms in the chapter one by one." "Before I begin,

get out your task sheets; they're in the brown envelope next to the tape recorder:"

5. Read the first term and definitionidescrIption onto the tape: They say,
"Now turn me off and answer the first question on your task-Sheet. If

you're not sure of the answer, take a guess: When you're done, turn me
back on."

6. Provtde immediate feedback during each response period.

EXAMPLE:

"Welcome back; the correct answer to number 1 is (correct response). If'you

1 C./
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HELPING MAINSTREAMED STUDENTS, etc., continued

got it, great! If you did not write (correct Tesponse) in the blank, draw a

line through your word and write (correct response) above it. (Pause for 10

seconds.)

7. Continue with the second term, then the third, etc., following the guide-

lines provided in steps 5 and 6 on page 2...

8. Prepare a closing statement including a brief peP talk and last minute

directions.

EXAMPLE:

"I hope this review-Of chapter helped. That's it for now. If you

hive more time before the test, read over 'your task sheet. Aead each statement

3 times in a row and read it slowly. Good luck on the-exam; I'll be thinking of

you

AS STUDENTS PROCEED THROUGH THE QUICKIE WEVIEW, THEY COMPLETE THE FQLLOWING STEPS:

1. Getthe.cassette tape*for the appropriate clapter.

2. Takea task sheet from the env(Aope R,nd write their names at the top.

3. Turn on the tape and listen to Ihe direCtions.

4. Turn off the tape at appropriate points and complete the task :.heet items:

5. Correct task sheet mistakes immediately.

,
The procedure presented in this paper for helping mainstreamed children remain

in the mainstream lspresently in the experimental stade. Related procedures in

wnlch the special education teache works directly with mainstTeamed.children to

help them to prepare for an upcoming txam have proved effective in our setting, but

oftendtime consuming. When the special education teacher has not been available,

handicapped learners have sometimes blamed the,special education teacher for fail-
.

ure on the exam.-41t is hoped that the-procedure presented in thjs paper will foster

more self-reliance on the part of participatlng handicapped learners. It is further-

more hoped that this procedure will prove to be as effective as direct review ses-

sions with the special educatjon teacher.
,
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS RELATED TO

SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES

1. APHASIA - Partial or complete loss of the ability to use language due to
acquired brain damage.

2. APRAXIA - Inability to produce meaningful mmements.

3. AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION - Ability to disting6ish between sounds of varying
, intensity, frequency or composition.

4. NDITORY MEMORY - Ability to recall what has been heard.,

5. AUDITORY PERCEPTION - Ability to attach meaningto auditory stimuli
including environmental sounds,, music or speedh.

6. AUDITORY - VISUAL INTEGRATION - The process of associating spoken sounds
and:words with their written representations.

7. CEREBRAL DOMINANCE - The achievement of symbolic -abilities in one cerebral
hemisphere (generally the left for the symbolic processes of langOage)

DYSCALCULIA - Impaired abillty to recognize numbers or to perform mathe-
mat4cal calculations.

9. DI'SGRAPHIA - A disorder consisting in an inability to correctly trace and/or
copy written symbols that is not caused by a Oysical,symbolic or
erceptual disability.

10. DYSLEXIA - IMpAirment in the ability to rekl. Term was originally used to
replace-the term "word blindness". (Alexia is the term used when the
same impairment is pepduced by well established cerebral damage)

11. FIGURE - GROUND SELECTION - The process of selectively attending to a
significant stimulus (figure) while other stimuli become background.
(ground) Disturbances may occur in the visual and/or auditory channels.

12. MINIMAL BRAIN DYSFUNCTION -iferm used tb define a syndrome including
hyperactivity, distractibility, perceptual handicaps and/or symbolic
disorders.

1 . PERCEPTUAL MODALITY - Sensory channel used for the r cePtion,ofpformation
from the environment.

14. VISUAL DISCRIMINATION ybility to recognize differences among visual
stimuli.

lb. VISUAL MEMORY - AbilitY to recall what has been seen.

16. VISUAL PERCEPTION - The process of attaching meaning to visual stimuli
based on previous"visual experiences.
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The Title 5/AB77, Section 56024, definition of Learning Disability is

operational for all California community college learning disability
programs and servides.

Learning Disability. Learning Disability refers to students with,ex-
ceptional learning needs-who have neurological, biochemical or Aevelop-
mental fimitations. These limitations result from atypical perception,
cognition or response to environmental stimuli, manifested by inade-
quate ability to manipulate educational symbols in an expedted manner.
Typical limitations.include inadequate ability to llsten, speak, read,
write, spell, concentrate, remember, Or do computation. TheSe students
demonstrate a significant discrepancy between their achievement and
potential levels because of one or mbre of the following:

1. Neurological Limitation refers to the exceptiOnal learning needs
of a student with average academic potential. Their learning needs
are a-result of genetic aberrations, disease, birth complications,
traumatic brain insult, or poor nutrition. These conditions may-
range from mild to severe, and are associated with deviations of
the function of the central nervous system.

DEFINITIONS

2. - Biochemical Limitation refers to the exceptional learning needs of

are a result of excesses or deOletions of hormonal, neurochemical
a,student with average academic potential. Their learning needs

or metabolic substances associated with diminished- motoric, per-
ceptual or cognitive capabilities.

3. Developmental Limitation refers to:

The exceptional learning needs of a siudent with average aca-
demic potential. Their learning needs are a result o delayed
educationaj development, incurred through maturaponai delays
and/or any combination of limitations described in subsections
(1) or (2) above.

Exceptional learning needs of a student who has limited learn-
ing potential, with substantial and/or severe functional limi-
tations and whose limitations can be expected to continue in-
definitely. ,

Sue professionals working with learning disabled adults in the cemmu-
nity colleges have expressed concern over the Title 5 definition and
have proposed revising the current definition. The following defini-
tions have been developed by practitioners In the field and are included
here to stimulate further thinking.

1 )
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Developed at the Morro Bay Learning.
Disabilities Workshop, tily_12721

A specific learning disability refers to disorders in which an in-
dividual's skills are significantly below expectancy, as currently
measured by professionally recognized diagnostic procedures, ir .
one or more of the following areas: listening comprehension, oral
expression, written expression, reasoning skills, basic reading
skills, reading comprehension,

mathematical calculation and mathe-matical reasoning. This discrepancy exists despite regular instruc-
tion, adequate intelligence, and social/cultural opportunity(s).
Spectfic learning disabilities are often due.to constitutional,
genetic and/or neurological factors and are not due primarily to
mental retardation, visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, severe
emotional disturbance, or social/cultural disadvantage.

2. Developed by the California Community Colleges Learning Disabilities
Aorthern Consortium, Mara, 1g80

A specific learning disability refers to a disorder in which an
individual's skills are significantly below expectancy as currently
measured by professionally recognized diagnostic procedures and .
clinical judgment. A discrepancy exists between learning potential
and performance despite regular instruction and educationaL oppor-tunity. A dysfunction in one or more of the learning processes
results in difficulties in acquiring ac&demic skill-s. Specific
learning disabilities are not due pi-imarily to the following:
mental retardation, -deficiencies in visual or auditory acuity,
physical disability, severe emotional disturbance, envitonmental,
cultural or economic disadvantage.

3. Developed by the California CommunitY. Colleges Learning Disabilities
Southern Consortium, ',January 190

A specific learning disability refers to disorders in which an
individual has a severe discrepancy between intellectual ability
and achievement, as currently measured by professionally recognized
diA-qnostic procedures, in one or more of,the following areas:
lil,tening comprehension, oral expression, wrttten expression, basic
reading skills, reading Comprehension,

mathematical calculation;
and mathematical reasoning. This severe discrepancy exists despite
regular,instruction. Specific learning disabilittes are'often due
to constitutional, genetic and/or neurological factors and are notdue primarily to visual, hearing or motor handicaps, severe emo-
tional disturbance, environmental, cultural or economic disadvan-
,tage, or mental retardation.
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The following are definitions which meet the legal requirements of the
Department of Rehabilitation and the United States Office of Education:

4. Developed through the Office of the.Director, Department of Reha-
6111TaTion, State of CITIT5Tilia;-5EliteMber 24, 1979

Specific learning disabilities are di:sorders in which the indivi-
dual's ability to process language, read, spell, and/or calculate
is significantly below expectancy as measured by departmentally
recognized diagnostic procedures despite conventional instruction,
adequate intelligence and socio-culturil opportunity. Specific
learning disabilities are frequently due to constitutional, ge-
netic or neurological fac.tors: Specific learning disabilities
include dyslexia, dyscalculia, dysgraphia, agnosia, and dysphasia.

Limitations caused by specific learning disabilities must impair
educational or vocational progress to be considered vocationally
handicapping.

Learning programs due primarily to mental retardation, emotional,
visual, hearing or other readily identified medical problems, or those
resulting from maturational lag, socio-cultural disadvantage or be-
havior problems are not to be interpreted as learning disabilities
qualifying for Department of Rehabilitation eligibility under this
definition.

,

5. Developed by the Office of Educati9n; Department of Health, Edu-
., .catiOn and Welfare, Part 8-of the Education of the Handicapped

Act (FL 94-142), Section 121a.5, part (b)(9)

"Specific learning disability" means a disorder in one or more of
the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in
using language, spoken or written, which. may manifest its,elf in
an imperfect abillty to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell,
or to do mathematical calculations. The term includes such con-
ditions as nerceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dys-
function, dyslexia, and developlhen-al aphasia. The term does not
include children who have learning problems which are primarily
the result of visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental re-
tardation, or of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE
LANGUAGE ARTS 97T

PREPARING AN INFORMAL GROUP READING TEST

1NSTRUCTQR:

N. COLLINS

I. Use the textbook a the subject matter.area that the. students are required
to read during instruction periods or for home assignments.

2. Select from the first quarter of the textbook a reading passage about 5001
words in length. Use the approOriate chapter heading or subheading or write
a suitable heading in order to provide a purpbse for reading.

To assure a more adequate grade selection of reading passage a readbbility
formula may be applied.

3. Type on a stencil the selected reading passage without typing errors and
mimeograph it in a quantity equal to the class size.

4. From the selected reading passage, construct three fact questions, three
vocabulary questions, and four inference questions. "What doeshe say?"
"What does he mean?" and "imat evaluation can he maker.' Lead into.and
denote differing degrees of Imprehension. Always present inference
questions, although the quantity of each kind Of question may vary in
accordance with the content of the selected reading passage. After
the ten questions have been constructed, type them on a stencil and
mimeograph.

the prescribed proceduve results in two mimeographed sheets; one with
the raiding passage'and the other with tne ten questions. The subject
matter teacher is.now ready to administer the informal reading test to
his, class.

Each student will receive a mimeographed sheet with the reading passage
taken from the assigned textbook. The teacher will instruct the students
to read as they do nor/wily. After they have read the passage, they will
receive a second sheet with ten questions which must be answered in accord-
ance with the content of the reading passage.

PROCEDURE

Distribute the mimeographed reading sheet face down. Ask students to
waft for the signal to start reading. These students who finish reading ahead
of the others 'turn their reading sheet again face downward. They will wait
until all students have finished reading. Then the teacher distributes the
question sheets and collects at the same time the reading sheets in order to
avoid student temptation to "check gut" answers. The teacher will instruct
thr students to read each question very carefully to think of the content
read, and then write a word, a phrase, or a sentence-answer as each question
mav require.

When questions have been answered, collect each question sheet and proceed
with regular subject matter instruction. It may be suggested, however, to in-
tegrate all questions, or at least some of them, into following classroom in-
,structiom so that the group informal reading test becomes a functional part of
actual teaching and not a test as such for the purpose of labeling students.
The teacher or instructor should always emphasize that the results of this
exercise will assist him to help each student to Progress more successfully
within his own capability.
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PREPARING AN INFORMAL GROUP READING TEST (Continued)

0

The teacher corrects the ten questions by marking them either correct or
incorrect in accordance with the content of the reading passage. To facilitate
scoring, each question may be said to be equal 'to ten points, thus providing a
scale of 100. A score of 710 percent is said to be the minimum of acceptable
performance on secondary or college level,.

RESULTS.

The obtained scores will divide the class into two groups: one group over
seventy (+70), the other group under seventy (-70). Students who have athieved
plus 70 per cent Are lye to read the assigned textbook. Students who have
achieved minus 70 per cent will have diqiculty or are hardly able or are not
able at all to read the assived textboOK.

The twofold result provides a rather roubh indication of the ,students'
reading abilities, which does not provide a sound basis for teaching. With
additional teacher effort and another 15 minutes of the following-class hour,
a more accurate picture of instructionarreading level can be obtained.

An exaMple will indicate results to be expected. In a grade nine setting
in a secondary School, the teacher prepares for the plus 70 group an informal
group reading test on the eleventh grade level, while for the minus 70 group he
prepares a group informal readlng test on the seventh grade level. After adminis-
tration and correction four instructional levels will emerge, including plus and
minus eleven, and plus and minus seven.

The plus eleven group in this sample is capable of han8l1ng reading materials
corresponding to grade eleViin or above. This minus eleven to plus nine group is
capable of handling readinglnaterials above grade-nine and ten but not above grade
eleven. The plus seven to minus nine group is capable of handling reading materials
above grade sevenand ei.ght, ut nof above grade nine. The minus Seven group is
capable of-handling reading materials below grade seven.

The minus seven group needs further attention: that is, individual reading
inventories should be given to find out the students,' major,deficiencies. in

most cases the services of a reading specialist VI be necessary.to provide
for adequate and special help.

The group ranging from plus seven to minus nine needs the teachers' immediate
assistance to work for improvement in various areas such as word recognition skills?
dictionary skills, comprehension efficiency, and study skills. Whatever the defi-
ciencies of this group may be, the Subject matter teacher during regular classroi,m
instruction can help.

The group ranging from minus eleven to plus nine, in addition to regular
classroom teaching, needs instruction in varying ;eading and study Skills which
will assure active learning and active student participation.

The members of the plus eleven group mu5t not be forgotten or left to them-
selves. They also need the teacher's assistance and may present a special chal-
lenge. They need special guidance toward critical reading, reading rate improve-
meat and milling flexibility, and toward higher levi 1 comprehension skills.

After the instructional reading levels of the students have been obtained
in accordance with the prescribed procedure, regular classroom instruction with
Selected Instructional materlals may then proceed. To take care of the various
reading levels during instruction, directed reading activities with a multi-level
textbook approach should be utilized.

Thken from: Tasehaw, Yorst. "rhstructionai Readirg Levels in Subject Matter
Areas", Readislifirpravtewnt 1:23-7e, 00. .

jt 00-i$4421
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LOS MEDANOS COLLEGE

LEARNING ABILITIES/DISABILITIES

15 Frames of Reference

Point of
Viewing

Diagnostic
Procedure

Descriptive
Terms Information

1. Anatom cal
(genetic)

2. Behav,ioral -

(environmental)

3. Biochemical
(nutritional)

4. Constitutional

(pathological)

5. Developmental
(maturationa))

6. Educational
(situational)

7. Functional
(Inferential)

8. Psycho-ana-
lytical

(clinical)

9. Modal
(intergra-

t4onal)

10. Model

(1inguistic)

Neurological

(phys4ologicaW

12. Personal

(anecdotal)

13. Psychological

(statistical)

14. Sociocultural
(experiential

15. Speculative
(miscellaneous)..

Family history_

Behavior
analysis

Meta6lic
evaluation,

CNS testing
EEG

Case history

Achiev. Testing
Diagnostic Tchrig

Motor-Perceptual
testing "symptoms"

Projectivps
Structure'd inter-
view
Psycholanalysis

e Optometric exam
Audlogram

Language evalu-
ation
I.T.P.A.

Neurololgical exam

4

Acaphoanalysis
Drawings
'Autobiography

Psychometric profile
WISC; Rating scale

Social maturity scale
Community analysis

dyslexic
hyperkinetic

nona:.-tending

disruptive
'

hypoglycemia
anemia

brain damaged
hyperactive

language-delayed
"late bloomer"

underachiever
Educationally
handicapped

cerbral dys-
function
perceptually hdcpd
phobic
depressed
anxious

visile
audile

auditory decoding
deficit

disorganized
confused dominance
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unmotivated
creative
dependent

high risk

0

Ctitchley
Bannatyne

Skinner
Haring
Lindsley

Cott
Kretch
Davis
Orton
Strauss
Cruickshank

Gesell

DeHirsch
Piaget

Holt
Page

Clements /
Frostig
Kephart, -

BettelHeim
Axline

Getman
Rosner
Wepmafi

Kirshner
Osgood
Kirk
Bateman

Delacato
Fay
Er,t1

Guilford
, Goodenough

Wechsler
Myklebust

culturally different Meade
bilingual confusion-----filessman °

Doll

sociopathic Krippner
,del1nguent Poremba



The Genetic PoInt=of-Viewing
Is it possible for an individual to inherit a specific disability in learning?

That is, might an individual be completely healthy, wealthy and happy and yet have
a central nervous system structure that cannLt read?

Years ago, individuals were t.zlight to be "word-blind", having a deficit or gap
in'the area of the brain required for tht storing of word patterns. Later, it was
found that normal'brainssdo not hold words in a specific place. However, since our
brains do vary in structbre as do our bones, skin and hair (no two of us are

.exactly alike) wi61 differences in processing-words were found to be normal just
,asowide differences insskin tanning and-hair curling are normal.

One facet Wthe genetic argument (s loaded with true theological dangers. It

is speculated that,Ame reading, conceptual, orientation and perceptual problems
may have evolutionary origins. The "emergence" of man thus brings new cuabilities
but finds them tacked on to old primate nervous systems. Some disabled individuals,
according to this view, have not yet acquired their species' specific capabilities --
their true humanness.

Differences between ,poys and girls in visuo-spatial, versbal and coordinative
abilities are interpreted by some to be the result, not of abnormality, but of the
different selection pressures exerted against men and women in the evolutionary
struggle to survive. Since most humans in the world do not yet read, it remains to
be seen whether the ability to read is essential to survival as contraste'd, for
instance, with the ability to resist the cancer-causing agents We breathe in the
automobile exhaust-saturated atmosphere around our reading clinics.

The genetic point of viewing requires a thorough look at family members. One
cannot accept the inherited_trait explanation for a learning disability on the
basiS of "a W1SC and a whim". Familial evidenc& must be a part Apf the data used to
support the genetic hypothesis. In one case the haodwriting samples of four gener-
ations proved valuable diagnostically, while in another case the drawings of four
impaired siblings was contrasted with that of a fifth who was not disabled.

Terminology often reflects a point of viewing. It is as if professionals not
only choose up sides, but also choose theCr words based upon their personal orien-
eation rather than the lucidity of the words. The term "dyslexia" illustrates the
point. The 'genetic, inborn, structurdl, anatdhical point of viewing was originally
idlroduced in the medical literature, especially from opthamology'and neurology.
As is the medical castom, a pathological condition wag:.born with the invention of a
word formed from the Greek and prefixed and suffixed to satisfy ("dys" -- a medical
prefix indicating difficulty or poor conditioN plus "lexia" -- Greek root meaning
"word or pertaining to words" becomes "dyslexia" -- an inborn condition of one
having difficulty with words.

Similarly, '4nyperkinet1c" suggest an inherent neuromuscular disorder resulting
in spasms and excessive muscular action. "hyper" -- excessive or exaggerated, pius
"klnetic" -- pertaining to motion and the actionsof forces in producing or changing
the motions of masses becomes "hyperkinetic" -- the condition of displaying excessive
levels of movement due to inborn neuromuscular forces. The non-medical fiterature
early described such a child as a "idrive child" whose incessant movement and "on-

. the-go" character was due to an inherited conaition rather than to environmental,
cultural, educational or maternal factors.

Each point of viewing has mlny articulate spokesmen. MacDonald Critchley,
President of the World Federation of Neurology, is perhaps best knownand influ-
ential voice of the inborn disorder. His book, ,Developmental Dyslekla, states the,
case for specific genetic learning djsabilities in a clear, research-based style.

One value of the genetic point of viewing has been that of broadening the
concept of "normal". /ears ago, it was suggested by John Money that if we required
the same level of accomplishment with music symbols that we expect of visual language
symbols, we would have a national problem of epidemic proportions. We would call it

"dysmusicalexia", for it would be inborn -- some people just can't carry a tune in

a basked

1 '07-
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When u- flunk that small number of unfortunates who are born to fail to read, we
might j'ist as well flunk those who are born to sing off-key, those who cann6t3differ-
entiate the tastes of various spices in the soup, those who cannot find a tulip in a
flower shop-by smell alone, those who don't feel any difference between a cotton, nylon
or polyester sock, and so on. "Normal" includes many children now called learning
disabled. The systematic.study of genetic differences changes attitudes, expectancies
and classroom procedures,:.

The presentation of teaching methods suggested'by each of the points..of viewing
is beyond the scope of this book.

Constitutional-Pathological Point of Viewing
RO not accept tile view that etiology does not ratter. The cause of a learning .

disability'behavior may very well Aictate a remedial procedure far more than the be-
havior itself. It is tiresome to confrontagain and again the superficial behaviorist ,

position which discounts ehe basis of a disability in favor of an observable baseline
of behavior brought about by the disability. The brain damage point of viewing with
its monumental contrilptiOns to our understanding of learning disabilities should be
sufficient to temper the behavior winds that have slkept up those looking for answers
rather than solutions.

'The brain can be hurt. Many times the brain can recover from the hurt so that
behavior is not altered noticeably. Yet, brain damage often produces selective
impairments of movement,,speech, thinking, emotionality, vision, reading, and so on.
Samuel T. Orton published the results of his work in the 1930's convincingly linking
brain pathology with specific reading, writing, speaking,'and spelling disorders.

Alfred Strauss, in the 1940's, further associated brain injury and the psycho-
pathology of classroom learning,. William Cruickshank's contemporary work leaves no
doubt as to the :f4ucational imPortance of the brain-damage diagnosis. In fact, it
is clear from Cruickshank's findings that teachers 13enerally are not given exper-
iences in their training which will insure the competencies necessary to instruct
brain-damaoed learners.

My own intrigue with the "split brain studies in manH resulted in an even greater
determination several years ago not to discount whdt one could learn from any given
perspective. R.W. Sperry roported unusual fin-dings in the 1960's associated with,
ten persons whose brains has been "split" by surgery. Left and right hemisphere had
been divided in a dramatic, life-saving move. It is hard 'to conceive of a more

c.= striking instance of constitutional damage -- true brain injury:
In an hour-long, dramatized lecture, I sometimes trace the "herispheric dominance"

theories of Orton through the "unity of intelligence" findings of Speery. The impli-
cations for understanding isolated disabilities in visual language and for teaching
reading are provocative. Specific illustrations tie together the work oF neurosurgeons
(a la Orton and Sperry), clinical measurement (a la Wechsler and Durrell), remedi-
ation strategies (a Pa Fernald and Cruickshank).

The direct result of my presenting the split brain lecture at a conference in
Kansas was the saving of a girl 's life. I was to learn this act two years later.

Ayoung school psychologist told me his story in the lobby of a,convention hotel:
in the mOnth prior to your lecture, I had been observfng a little

girl whose behavior was baffling her teachers, her parents and me. She
wa$ turning increasingly inward. Almost daily, her verbal communication
decreased. She was withdbawing from classmates into a shell.

However, the initial complaint was with herwiting. Shehad be-
gun to write lighter and lighter each day so that over a four-week period,
her papers had become imperceptible. Her writing was also shrinking. . A

magnifying glass could not even rgfeal what she had written ill ehe-week
before your conference speech.

Staffius h8d%prociuced two strategies for thelfamily and school to
follow. The first wa; a behavior oriented plan designed to reinforce her
speech inseractions with classmates and modify her written work. The 'second
was a clinical option based upon a preliminary consensus that some form of
autistic syndrome was developing and its roots would have to be reveared in

0
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a play therapy or cli6ical setting. The parents were p'repared to enter into
counseling themselves.

I raced home from your "split, brain" lecture, which I frankly did not
understand all that well. However, the key Illustration which you acted
out bounding all over the stage gave me an idea.

I went to the girl's classroom first thing in the morning. I asked
her to write-her name on a card for me which she did so lightly and so
cramped that I could not see anything. Then, I turned the card, over and
asked her to write her name again, Wit this time to use her left hand.
As she wrote, she labored in the way that most of us do when we use,our
"dummy" hand, as you say. But, her clumsy letters were big, bold and dark!

I almost screamed, "My God! There's something wrong in the left hemi:
sphere of this kid's brain!" Two days later, a tumor was diagncrsed which,
was exerting pressure from the left rear of her brain throughout a gener-
alized area in the left hemisphere.

I can't thank you enough for,giving me a different perspective at
a time when I needed it!

With those words, he wept openly! My eyes brimme...0'with tears of thanksgiving --
thank goodness, there are many points of iiewing.

The Biochemical-Nutritional Point of Viewing 7 -

Eventually, the biochemists may tell us mote than any other groups about learn-
ing. .Certainly, the chemical changes which connnuously occur within the brain
a0throughout the body are critical to learning. The use of medications to affect
levels of activity, seizures and enotional states among-students is wide-spread.
Research implicating nutritional deficits in certain kind of learning problems has
already provided an al,ternative to the cultural deprivation and bad mothering
conclusions which have been applied indiscriminately to poor people throughout the
world.

Recently, health food faddists have been joined by clinicians and researchers
demanding that chemical additives be subjected to critical analyses before they
are liermitted to read, the grocery shelves. One doctor reported that over 50 percent
of his patients lost ail trace of hyperactivity when restricted to_diets conIaining
foocrwith no artificial coloring or flavoring. Cott's studies have shown massive
vitamin doses to be effective in changing the behavior of schizophrenics as well
as learning disabled children.

The Developmental-Maturational Point of Viewin9 \

In the area of the gifted there existed for many years a myth which state0
"early ripe, early rot." The idea prevailed that precocious children who did amazing
intellectual feats would either burn themselves out at an early age or fall victims
to dire problems and become emotionally unstable or even suicidal.

In the area of learning disabilities therd exists a point of viewing which
implies that if parents would just relax, the-children would evebtually grow out of
their problems. Evidence for such a possibility is common in the form of examples
and it is not uncommon for every Achool to have its late-biooming academic flowers.
There is, however, more to the maturational lag frame of reference .than just a wait-
around-and-see attitude.

School rdadiness studies have repeatedly pointed out' that up to one-half of
every First grade class are disadvantaged in that they are behind from one to six
months in just being alive. Except In very innovative-schools, all' children within

;_a year-wide age range will come to school on the same September day.
Now it is possible to predict with great accu;acy which children will fail to

, learn to read by the end-of first grade and which will fall even by the end of
second grade. Correspondingly, we have seen the establishment of "teanpitional" And
"developmental" first grades Where high-risk students arle not expected to behave
like good first graders. .

11
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In those cases where_ parents have_been overanxious and.have-not understood
the plasticity of intellectual development, I have introduced deHirsch's "jellq"
analogy. Mothers are familiar with the process of making jello. After boiling
water has beem added-and the.fruit stirred in,,the fluid is poured into a mold
and placed in the refrigerator. Should you plunge your finger into the mixture
shortly thereafter, you will withdraw it covered with colored goo that hasn't
hardened yet. You Might nepeat your gooey experiment several times Withthe same
resalt.

Finally., you will stidk your finger into the'mold only to find that the
mixture has jelkea: It has matured. It is ready.

Perhaps we can say that we have'a concoction called a first grade child.
We plunge our fingers into him---, first the rhythm jand, then ihe phonics chart
-and the hopscotch mat with numbers. But it all conies out gooey -- not because
he's sick, damaged or structurally unsound, but because he hasn't jelled yet for
these activities. He's not ready. He may have to "cool" if for a wh.ile longer.

The maturational point of viewig is a favorite of pediatricians: The typical
pediatric load includes many mother-chjld relationships which need the "cool it"
advice. _But, when a truly frustrating disability is not reponsive to the wait-
and-see strategy, the phrent-doctor relationshi becomes as strained as the
parent-child relationship. Enter, then, a new pint of viewing.

The Functional;-Inferential Point of Viewing
The growing popularity of the learning disabilities movement in the 1970's

was due largely to the dysfunction rationale. The rationale rests on the premise
that inferences about brain function can be drawn from observing-the child's attempts
to perform certain specific tasks. ,For instance, when a child tries to draw a
line from an illustrated mouse to Si) illustrated piece of cheese across paper con-
taining lines of varying widths, the child is revealing indirectly the brain's'
ability to manage eye and hand under conditions which can be analyzed repeatedly.

With enough imagination, it is possible to create an infinite variety of
brain dysfunction measures. Indeed, the ease with which tests of dysfunction are

, constructed has produced a whole arsenal of clinical tools which boast of their
practical value, their sound standardization and their quick scoring format.

So prone are we all to misuse such tests'(l still see advertisements promis-
ing that "your child can make one year's growth in only six weeks") that

I often
osk myself the question Carl Haywood first asked, "Perceptual Handicap -- fact or
Aatifact?" Does poor perforMarice on a test of "perception" constitute a handicap
allifmore than ppor performance on a test of "culture", a test'of "creativity", or,a
test of "adjustment"?

Publishing companies that had previously shown little interest in the special
education *needs of handicapped children stampeded after the dysfunction clientele.
So many of us exhibit minfmal dysfunction in so many areas, yet without manifesting
lower "intelligence" (pick your IQ test and you can be normal too!), that special
education finally reached commercial proportions ("every classroom needs one...").
This is not to discount the existence of motor, perCeptual, language and conceptual
disorders vlhich reveal brain dysfunction. Merely, it is to say that the fieid of
learning disabilities hit the commercial bi9 time with the acceptance of a widec.,
rahge of dysfunctionS where it.had been barely a giblishing "footnote" earlier.

Mariann. Frostqg published tests and classroom worksheets that ushered in an

goals and procedures of every regular classroom teacher. Newell Kephart broadened

era of classroqm remedidtion strategies. Such serategies began to challenge the

the application Of his life's work through the Slow Learner Series. As a point of
viewing, the functional-inferential way of.doing things moved the L.D. movement into
high gear. For a while, it was the most popular place to stand, though certainly
not the safest.



Here is,an exchange concerning dysfunction which occurred when eighteen well
f&nowh CEC members had gathered to propound their views:

First expert: Why can't we simply accept the fact chat learning disability is.
-iimply an educational synonym for Ehe clearly, established,

medical syndrome known as minimal cerebral dysfunction.
Second.expert: 'That would be fine, but I can never get the neurologists to tell

me conclusively when they have discovered minimal cerebral
dysfunctiOn.

First expert: Well then, you are talking to the wrong neurologists!
Third expert: Hold it a minute. It seems to me that around this table we

have some persons who are interested in all the kids with
central neryous system mess-ups whether or not they have school
learning problems. Other persons,here seem tb be interested in
all the kids with school learning problems whether or nof they
have central nervous syseem messrups. I think, that as an
educational organization; we simply have to decide at which place
we are going to start.

The Educational-Situational Point of Viewing a
"Learning disability is a good problem to have," said the M.D. on the platform,

"because most learning disabilitievdisappear at about 18 when the child finally
leaves school." Hardly a fair comment,.but the hearey response of the auMence
reminded me that-school ofteh does compound the problems associated.with learning
disabilities.

John Holt told of the child wh6 had le rned to put her hand up whenever there
were three or four other hands in the air. However, he discovered that she never
answered a question. When she wasunfortunateenough to be called upon, she dropped
her hand and mumbled something about not being sure of that ont. She had learned to
fail to learn.

Schools are preoccupied with organization% Thus, a disorganized child finds
himself getting drinks of water at the wrong period,'standing in the wrong line,
waiting for the wrong bus, looking out the window at the wrong time, speaking to
the wrong classmate and generally seeming disobedient.

Schools are preo,ccupied with learning subjectmatten.Thus, a child who is
mixed up in chapter one is quite likely to be mixed up in chapters two, three, four
and five. An incomplete Ooject in the first six weeks signals incompletes in the
second, third, and 'fourth grading periods. Disinterest founded on confution isn't
likely to be assuaged by motivational tecHniques.

Schools are preoccupied with judging children undee the guise of evaluations
Learning disability kids are failures and no "mlckey mouse" variations in grade
cards or reporting systems will change the aura associated with being low man on
the totem pole. A few schools have abandoned 'grade levels, grades, predetSmined
goals, progress reports and criterion7referenced learning in general: Failure in
such rare settings has an altogether different meaning and feeling.

Some remedial efforts are so strongly tied to traditional school characteristics
that we now find it possible to "fail" remedial reading, perceptual training,
adaptiv 'physical education, adjustment class and resource room! In other words,
when tile school makes a significant effort to help the disabled learner, any learner

; who stili fails to attain the Objectives eAablished for him Is.really a bad guy.
It's herd to imagine how disappointing it must be to disappoint tveryone who

is trying to help you. As long as schools are organization-achievement-, and
judgment-oriented, the problems of the learning disability chifd will be exaggerated.

The M.D. concluded, "Since we are unlikely to change the central nervous system
of the child, the least we mrght do is help him to be happier during his school
years4' No doubt,'schools could go a long way toward being happier places for
disabled learners, but everyone would not agreethat we are unable directly-to
affect the brain. Read on.
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Neurologieal-Physiological Point of Vaewng-.-,
Glenn Doman and Carl Delacatcy'really bugged Special education and conventional

learning disabilities experts with their contiroversial ideas. Domar6 best selling
book, Teach Your`Baby to Read,introduced a rationale for stimulating learning
capabilities that surprised many educators of the,handicapped, but was not at,all
unknown to students of the gifted literature whe were accustomed to eaely stimu-
lation experiments. Geniuses such as John Stuart MM and Norbert Weiner, father,_of
cybernetics, were subjected to rigorous training during infancy.

Delacato introduced the neucological-*Organi.zation rationale w,ith its directed,
intensive, physiological stimulati6n'techniques in his Diagnosis and Treatment of .

Speeth and Reading Disorders, a book whi-ch has seen several 'printings. Together,
tbese pioneer's established the nstitutes for the ACeievement of Human Potential
in Philadelphia Aare, according to Doman, "we have seen and treated more brain-
injeired children than anyone bn the world."

In simplistic terms,-the Institutes teaches that the brain of a disabled learner
can be affected directly by stimuli (light., noise, odor, taste, temperature,
Pressure) and developmental"movement patterns which are introduced or applied with
.greate-r frequency: intensity and duration than would normally occur. The theoreti-
cal basis foe the IAHP approach has often bee;-"1 challenged. ,The IAHP procedures,
themselves have been openly rebuked, and Doman arid Delacato have been,publioly

Nonetheless, the work of these men has been distinct and infyiential.
It is not necessary to critiqUe the neurological-physiologicel,,$pinof %:fiewing

i,,n'this paper. That has been accomplished jn-the professional literetir.e,.., What is
rbecessary to say here is that contrOversy should never be permitted,to clbse tha

"" mind. Montagu warned years ago of a condition he called psychoschlOtisis, 41ardening
of the mind.

For my part, I went to Philadelphia with a group of thirty/professionals (pedia

tricianspsychiatrists,sorthdpedic,specialists, psychologist and_specialeducators)
'for a week of intensive treining so that I could respond more intelligently,to the
pressures of a parent'group in Nashville and introduce my gradhate classes to factual
information, not innuende concerning IAHP. 4,1 have similarly,met nd studied goints
of v.iewing in person w*!th recognized leaders whenever possible. I find I bave,so'...
mueh to learh.

a
,

Phi Delia Kappan, the journal published by the nation's largest educational
leadership fraternity, examplifiedthe spirit of critical openness by -presentini its
readers the cbritroversial work of John Ertl. Ertl is the Canadian inventor oran

-electronic,diagnostic device that gives an indek of human neurological,efficiency.
His goal of identifying one's true intalligence by monitoring the,elettricel enePgr--
produced by the braip had been reported in the 1960's by MENSA, vorldwide organi-
zation of individuals, whose members must score in the topt2 percent on a recognized
test of intelligence.

y
While Doman and Delacato have te,ravelled the wnrfd studying,pelmitive cultures in

order te holate developmental patterns that have neurologicattl'ether than.cul,tbral
bases, Eeti has been attaching electrodes to the heads of thousands of persons in
order to do the same. Both approaches h,ave produced data that erode further the
presti9e of traditional ttsts as a true measure, of individual learning potentials.

.

Such tests are more,correctly idenelfied aS special *achievement tests.

Ite_taehelelleeLitatistical Point-of Viewing'
The testing game bas never been played harder than it is being played in,the

learning disability arena. VoC,ational gu)dadce, Army classificatione college entrance
'and school readiness coneinue to have their day, but the learning disebility pcofile
is surging forward to rank near the top of any psychologits or educational diag-
nostician's agenda.
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The coding of tbe computer to school districts and research centers, is having
a profound effect on the learning disability seena. Test scores, coded behaviors,
medical data and the like are punched in, processed and printed out. The resultant
profiles and prescriptions seeM tosforeshadow a day when a child will enter school
with a social security number (to activafe the central computer), a dog tag indi-
cating his learning style, an IBM card to record his hourly progress, and TV
antennae on his wrist that he might plug into his daily learning menu as prepared
especially for him by the Media Central Learning Dietician.

Diagnostic testing for children with learning disabilities is big business. It

is expensive business. It tan be monkey business.
I have consistently taken the position that it is wrong to generate test data

if there is not a roasonable expectancy of, an,appropriate response to the data. Why,
for instance, should a child 6e subjected to a =battery of tests outside his school
When the school personnel have not taken appropriate action on the wdelth of diag-
nostic data contained already)n the child's cumulative'folder?

Again, why shoubd a child see a specialist who translates diagnostic findings
into advice that Cannot be carried out in the home and school circumstances in
which the child is expected to function? Too often, diagnostic testing meets the
needs of the tester rather than the testee.

Statistical analyses do have many valuable applications. The Wechsler Intelli-
gence Scales for Childrer have proven remarkably accurate in jcientifying learning
disabled children. Even more, these scales have differentiated among various types
z.,f disabilities. However, it has only been in recent yearsc-through publications such
as Academic Therapy Quarterly. that classroom teachers have been shown how test iasks
rehato,,,to school learning tasks wlth spacific suggestions for altering instructions
for statistically deviant" stadents.

The diagnostic studres conducted Myklebust from 1965-1969 have provided me
with one of my strongest in-service s.ls, the Pupil Behavior Rating Scale. 1 use
it not onVy to diagnose learning disability students, but to diagnose teachers in
relationhip to such stOdeeits:

Although Mykrebust found that a carefully researched rating scale in the hands
of an experienced teacher is moce powerful (sta-tistici.11y) in accurately diagnosing
learning disabilities than any other single method opthamological exam-
ination), I rewrite items to affect teachers,. Fc: example, when the scale says

mind often wanders from dise.ussions," 1 have teachers add the phrase, "the
way I conduct discuss)on."

In this way the teacher always is part of the problem. Therefore, she can deal
,ith the problem immediately she can change her part! She doesn't have to send

'the kid out and wait for a sirofile and a prescription to come back. In my opinion,
the more regujlar classroom teachers who gef this.message, the more likely we are to
accommOdate fhe unique styles of all learners in the mainstream program.

The Rehavioral-Enviornmental Point of Viewin1 , ,

1, contend that teacher behavior must change before student behavior can change.
A science of behavior as propos.ed by B.F.Skinner would specify.the changes necessary
to.elicit more effectiye'student behaviors. Interestingly, controversy has erupted
Iround" such an innocuous sounding point of viewing and legislatures are pres,4ntly
'coendlng with bills which would-make behavjoral techniques illegal.

Psychologkt have beeri chaJlenged to face up to the ethical questions that
su'rround the Aise of powerful "undercover" procedures. Schools, of course have'

, ,,
. alvoys uSed hidden peesuaders and gotten away with it, .

. Iyhe6 learning is defined simpl>7 as a-change in behavVor, then learning disability

..
r-ay rightli he considered as the failure to exhibit a desired change in behavior.
Sinc k. behavior can be shown to be reliited to t:he environmenL in WHich it oceurs,

.
it ls logical tooconclude that changing the environment wi.1 ipso facto modify;the

0, behavior. Since behavior seems,4ileful1y influenced by its consequences, arranging
.. .

_
r -
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cohsequences can be a powerful determinant of future behavior. So far, so good,
The learning disability movement seems detelmined co borrow the M&M's and

plastic chips from the menta: retardation and emotional disturbance camps and to
join the rising chorus of those who say "Labels are lousy, long live behaviorist
jargon instead!" So far, not -so good.

_Labels are for jelly jars, I admit. But, thank goodness for labels. They
make fife intelligible.

I sure don't want to spread sorghum on my_ biscuits. What

a waste to throw away a ruined biscuit and how senseless to dip a finger into the
jar to taste each time before I am able to "relate in a meaningful way"'to the
contenCs.

Instead of tossing out all labels, why not face the hard truth that the labels
are often meaningful -- it is we ourselves who misust them. It is 1 who says that
sorgivum is lousy" the label just says "sorghum".

Slnce the behaviorise point of viewing is well represented, let me acknowledge
its influence on me by anecdote rather than by analysis.

J was co-hosting a crackerbarrel -session at a national conference. My colleagues
were Norris Haring and Milt B.utton. After:describing a successful clinical exper-
iehce u,sing programmed reading material, Haring was questioned persistently by a

-disbelleving teacher: ,

Teacher: What material did you use when the child could :not do the programmed
book?

Haring: We used no oOler material.
Teacher: But You must have. What did you do when the child made mistakes?
haring: Our students didn't make mistakes.
Teacher: Well, when they misunderstood an example, did you make up other

similar examples?
Harin9: We don't create reading programs. All we do is see that the students

respond correctly to the program we use.
Teadher: But you must use other materials if all the children are going to be

successful.
Haring: Our job is to see thet all students repond correctly to this program;

we don't neechother programs.
Teacher: I don't see how you can get them all to read.
Haring: We arrange the necessaYy contingencies so that the students resplind

correctly -- would you agree that if the students responded
correctly, they would in fact learn to read?

Teacher: Yes, but I don't see how you can do it with only one program.
Haring: Ma'am, we could get a fencepost po read with this program if we could

get it to respond just one time!

Since that afternoon, I have been ever more conscious of the "contingencies."
I had-tried to teach a few fence posts and Found that mostly

I had entertained them.
Ot course, I suspected the problem was in the program or in their background, their
parents, their devetopment, their handicap, their profile, their chemistry --so what,
could I do? From that day on, I knew what I could do. I could teach them to read.
if Haring could do it, so could I.

TheSoclocultural-Experiential Point of Viewina
, Each person s 'environment is different. Therfore, our experience is uniquely

different.

When geosociocultural fOrces cm:Nine-to produce starkly different environments,
we can expect market learnin'g, differences. Where the forces are not so obviously
,different:, we tend to overloqk their, influence. '

Imagine the experiential ,difference in the formative first five years of life
between the Eskimo infant raised on a floating ice cap in a snow block home and an '

1ne;an infant raised in the Ahlazon jungle in a rain-drenched, thatch-roofed home.Or, imagine the difference between the suburban teenager in the United States and
the newly iniated tribal warrior -1 the edge of the Kalihari Desert of Africa.

,

' On tests of perception, the EAima and Amazon children might differ if certain

1 Or' al
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unfamiliar shapes, colors,or background nOises were involved. The conceptual abilities
of the warrior and the suburbanite might be comparable, but each would appear
retarded in many ways in the other's culturL '

Only a rural visitor,to downt9wn Nashville might hear a cricket in the Meth-
odist churchyard -= the only grass- in a mile radius of cement towers. Every
shoppePs head would snap around, however, at the sound of a fifty cent piece strik-
ing the pavement. We have ears, but we don't hear everything. We have eyes, but
we see what we are accustomed to look for.

Learning disabilities can be culturally flavored. Margaret Mead, Pearl Buck
and others have helped reveal cultural differences which can be mistaken for ignor-
ance or handicap. And, who is to say which abilities are the better to refine?
Cluhan and Toeffler have speculated that the global village of the present-future
may require vastly different abilities than those presently nurtured in schools.

(How about the shocker7of the 60's experientially deprived rats actually
suffered from biochemically altered brains and subsequently became disabled
lea-ners For whom remediation was ineffective, since ensuing structural changes
were permanent.)

The Psychoanalytical-Clinical Point of Viewing

Actually, the learning disability movement has been viewed by some as "the
other side of the Freudian coin." For one-half of this century, learning problems
were attributed overwhelmingly to psychodynamic factors. Reading clinics concen-
trated on motivation, desensitization, sublimating feelings and the classical
passive-aggrenive and acting out syndromes.

Bad mothering, penis envy, -nd sibling rivalry crept into reports along with
"needs work in phonics" and "needs acceptance". Only in recent years have advice-
to-mother columns suggested that a brain 'njured, defective or learning disabled
child may cause the mother to be the way she is rather than vice versa. Thank the
learning disability movement for getting the monkey off a lot of mothers' backs.

Emotional factors Play a major role in learning. I do not mean to dismiss the
psychodynamic point of viewing too lightly. However, evidence is increasing which
suggest that so-called "mental" illness is much oftener symptomatic of physical
(including nutrition) deficits *an was formerly believed. Furthermore, the
therapies have fallen on hard times with some studies indicating that the chances
of getting hwell" are no greater if you receive treatment than if you do not.

Tne Personal7Anecdotal Point of Viewing

"We have met the enemi.and he is us!" The Emerald City appears green because
we are wearing green glasses. 1 must be normal:. they are all so different.

No matter how we say it, the message is the saMe. The differences and prob-
Ic'ms 41 the world may very well be in us. We are each one unique unto ourselves.

A perceptual handicap may in one instance be no more than an individual with
an IQ of 125 sitting at a Conference table with threeindividuals having IQ's of
i75. In another instance, perseveration, so often associated with mental retard-
ation, may turn out to be a characteristic of creative genius at work (Thomas
Edison).

Gooderinugi(Draw-a-Person) and Guilford (the Structure of Intellect) pointz
the way toward highly personal view of learning. li is doubtful that two children
have ever,drawn a person just exactty alike. It is our mistake that we will give
Children the same,score, attach to both scoic:, the same meaning ahd treat the chil-
,ren alike for having gotten that particular score.

-Guilford :s :4deas of intelligence based upon factor analysis havealready
'Awned up the field hr Lhe gifted by sweeping aside IQ and traditional profiles in
favpr nf a mosaic with not less than 120 facets of talent and ability. No doubt
tne tearning disability field will embrace an ever-broadeging version of intelli-
pence as well.

4
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Cognitive styfe is almost a meaninsless phrase unless a structure such as
Cranford used to identifythe components of such 'a style. HistoriCally,
of course, style was confined almost entirely to the idea of modalities for ,
learning. A pretty good case continues to be.made today for the visile, audile
or tactile oriented learner.

The Modal-Integrational_Point of Viewin9
Who has not been fascinated by visual illusions? No matter what your brain

tells you must be true, your eye refuses to cooperate. You are a victim of what
you see, since you are prone to believe it.

The mystery-sound radio contest often asks you to identify a famous persoe!s
voice or a common sound megnified, many times. Why is' it so hard to fi-gure outl
You are a victim of,what you hear in spite of what you know you should be-hearing.

In short, we learn to hear what we hear and we learn to see what we-spe
Should this basic learning be less than perfect, we will to that*extent be less
intelligent than we ought to be.

We might trace a learrr,ing dlsability back to the original deficit modality
and overcome the disability,by developing new sensory efficiency. Then, we would
reunite thf modalities towar,c1 an integrated, normal capability. Briefly, this is
the developmental modalities4ioint of viewing:

-

Whileqoptometry has been the traditional home of the developmental vision
perSpective, educating the sehses is an old Montpori ideal. Early stimulation
is not enough, however. Suppose, for example, that you have four,record players
playing simultaneously. The Orst is the Mormon Tabernacle 'Choir singing "The
Battle Hymn of:the Republic" aCcompanied by the Philadelphia PhilharMbnic Orchestra.
The second is "The Stars and Stripes Forever" with the United States Marine Band.
Third, RoberC Merrill of the New York Metropolitan Opera Company performs his role
in "Pagliacci", and finally, BoOts Randolph'of Nashville plays his best-selling
"Yakety-Sax". If the record plaYes are all blaring at once, would you be stim- -
ulated3 Yes! Would you learn an'ything?. Not likely.

,The key isc,stcucturing experiences for each modality so that it learns tb
attend, discriminate, arrange, select, rejer4 associate, recan, classify, and
interpret information with other mbdalities. It is, in essence, teaching the
brain to learn. As Getmari wiites, you can improve your child's intelligence.

The Pick-A-Model- Point or Viewing

Just Suppose you could not find-but about a child's family or identify any
clearly inheritable, structural defiOt. Suppose you had no metabolic data and
couldn't get a complete work-up. 0Suppose, further, that you could find no early
records and could get no developmentaynformation from the child.'s mother. "kirther,
you were unable to learn about the schools the child had attended and the situ-
ational factors associated with his performance. A neurological evatuation is not
asailabie, no one has ever completed a ti,ating scale, a W.I.S.C. or a,computerized
.profile. Accept the fact that you can have no school readiness data, cerebral
dysfunction or perceptual est scores, aq the child's neighborhood, geographic
and sociocultural history are unknown to you. Suppose that no drawing, hand-
writing, cognitive factors tests or autobibgraphical forms have been acquired.

What could you do? Would you believe'that ttle most popular point of viewing
in the country has not yet been mentioned? \

The number one thing in learning disabklifies at the present time is the use of
-a psycnolinguistic model in diagnosis, interpretat:on, remeeiation and evaluation.
The illiaLLII.s.12aL22112aLi129111.21jc Abilities OTPAY based on Osgood's model of
lirrguage has won out over other lesser knciwn Measures'and models. Be ofgood cheer,
yo6 are in the clear.
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Miscellaneous Points of Viewing
There are many other places to stand in the learning disability arena. You

are welcome to find a comfortable place and settle down.
The maladjustMent, delinquency, sociopathic, criminality.chair offers these

interesting possibilities. Krippner found sociopathic tendencies in several
poor readers by the age of twelve -- chicken or egg? At several meetings of
the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities, Chester Poremba has been
presenting evidence linking learning disabilities with delinquency in up to
ao percent of the criminal population studied.

One thing seems certain. Long jail terms and forced labor we not likely to
.alleviate the learning.disabilities amons juvenile offenders at our penal institutions
or among psycho-dropouts in our educational institutions.

0Gifted children with learning disabilities have been'a special interest of mind
as well as selective deficits5among some Super athlete's. History has been, replete
with both.

-
There is nothing true about the breSkdown presented here. In any given year

my students and I have had points of viewing charts that cofltained as many as 21
and as few as eight frames of reference. The charts are designed to help teachers_
appreciate the wide ra5ge-cif possibilities both for understanding a child's unique
learning characteristics 'and for developing ways of teaching a child uniquely. (Each
of the perspectives has generated materials, procedures, activities and techniques
which ,are now exceeded in variety and quantity only by the developmental reading
materials..which glut the educational mdrket!)

The learning disabilities movement is for real. Learning disability specialists
Pare being prepdOd in training programs throughout the country. The poinis of view-
ing sketched Oire_ge.,among the common denominators in such,programs. But educa-
Lion in the-1'960's fifal been changing. New types of buildings, new scheduling plans,
new staffing patterns,%new media capabilities, and new concerns for the handicapped
are_evident.

Whai, then,' is the future of learning,disabilities to be? Is the answer more
specialists and more sPecial classrooms? WU] learning disabilities settle down
in a niche along side the mentally retarded, the deaf, the blind and'the ortho-
pedically handicapped, or is there a different future?

This is a --,ummary effort of Edward C. Frierson, Ph.D., an exce'rpt from a manuscript
to be published in Perspectives in Learning Disabilities, Kauffman, James (ed.)
Merrill Pub. Col, 1976. This handout was given to those in attendance at a
conference on mainstreaming in Burlingame, December 13, 1976.

eq (l2/4/81)
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10 STRUCTURE OF THE INTELLECT

..."The NeW 'Brain' Concept ofLearning", Leslie A. Hart

..."Some Thoughts on Reasoning Capacities Implicitly Ex-
pected of College Students:, A. B. Arons

0

.."On 'Learnable' Representations of knowledge: A Meaning
° for the Computational Metaphor", Andrea A. diSessa

...A,Review of-the-National Conference, New Orleans, 1981

...Learning Block:,

The purpose here was to present some of the mot,t, recent

and recognized theories about the strIcture and the l'unction-
.

ing of the intellect, as they anply'to the search for ways

to improve postsecondary education.

The material is varied and wide in scope, yet, there is

implied, implicitly and explicitly, in all that was presented

that the trend is away from the simplistic stimulus/response

II,:oncept of behaviorism. The move is toward scientifically

,.,----Solid theories that are providing educators with promising
,

, .

I
nEkw tools. The theories are based primarily on recent dis-

',----
,

coveries of neuroscientists and on the information-processing

I/r/i studies conducted by Cognitive psychologists, although they

.'also borrow from ethology, anthropology, and especially from

computer science.

, 0

V*
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'iIPSE Notes May 7, 1981

Review of National Conference, New Orleans

"Notetaker: Bob Zavala

Judy talked about a new re-discovery approach in learning processes

--- We are moving from the age of,analysis,into the age of

synthesis again

AnalYsIs

single Snternal

A = °content Of nature of Analysis individual work

.The last 20 years, we have teen heavily oriented to the analysis process

analysis -
synthesis

analysis -
synthesis

-

seperation, break down into parts

- joining together of parts

look at bits of content", behavioral, goal-orienied

- you have an external way of looking at'things,

you analyse parts to See differences and-comparisons;

here'the student uses his/her own reasoning process

In the East and Midwest a big change in Ed. mod.61s

Product and goal oriented model may not promote creative

thinkl,rg

Moving toward Process model fl.way from behaviorist model

Returning to more traditional model, ,cognitive process

Synthesis
external
2 or 4ore

A = content ot synthesis
We make what is not there

What do.you synthesis if,you don't 6,nalysis?

Two basic elements of conceptualization:

-discovery of relation

2i' invention of structure

nelysis -only; ina,bility of apply skills

Operation of 'Concept thought
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I IDEAS

1) act of joining - bring together, compare, logical operator - and,
more over, furthermore

2) act of excluding - discriminate, logical operator - neither, not this;

13) act of selecting - one or other, both, logical operator - some, few,
part

4) act or implying, logical operator - if - then

Piagets operations in order

. 1) not - negative

2) an - conjunction

3) or - disjunction

4) if then - impliCation

Row does cultural effect learning?

The learning circle - synthesis mode

1) exploration stage - do it"

2) invention stage - explain the process

3)- application stages - aPply it t6 other learning

4) reflect - recapitulation - final synthesis

schema - you haVe to know the purpose to do the task

PURPOSE

0

G
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learning is dynamic not static

child agent of his/her own learning

cognitive donflict brings about learning - an internal higher

order of learning

problem solving

the process is the most important product

put the person in the situation-then they react and.act upon
. -

it:accordinglY' ,
,

-

cognitive reading Behavioxist

active comprehension passive

new creation Acquired product

(what isomy meaning) (author:s meaning)

new construCtion same 'over time

of Meaning

painting photograph

-

How do we aPply all this information

11-156
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F.I.P.S.E. Notes

April 2

Notetaker: Robert Sysum
C.

Consultants: Marilyn Colley, Carolyn Lee
C.

Learning Blocks

_

The two consultAts were discussing the "Structure of Intellect"

Wfirst demonstrating tests that determine'a student's ability to

'

see objects in a small space. By showing partial pictures of objects

that most people are familar with i.e.,safety pin, glasses, ear, etc.,

their ability to call.out the object would give you an insight to the'

student's visual perception and you could separate this student's lack

of skill in a particular subject. If a student is below average in

visual perception there are exercises that improve one's perception.

The importance of instructing very clearly on how the test is to be

taken to avoidinCorrect answers was emphasiied, also verbal and audio

memory may affect test retults, so instructors should be concise. Ask

students to repeat if necessary.

Spatial relationship

The portion of the brain in which you view things (shapes, etc.)

is also the same portion of the brain that' solyes math problems. There

are a number of gaMes that were developed to *rove on this ability.

(These-games were on display and we were shown how they work). - -

A machine has been developed that measures your ability to comprehend

information. Experiments were made that used this machine in which

the effect of the food we eat had a marked change in learning comprehension.

Sugar was a primary culprit (but other_fOods also have considErable'

ihfluence) in interfering with learning comprehension. There now is

--coniiderable interest in changing some student's eating habits (diets)

to help students with learning problems.

If a studenrsays they "cramMed" for a test then-drew a complete-

blank during the test, ask them what they ate before taking the test.

B-157
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Visual perception problems

There are,.21 different ways the eyes have to work, and Often

students are not aware that they are not seeing proPerly. There is

a simple test for this problem - take a string about 18" long and

place a knot in the center of the string, have the student hold the

string a,pre-determined distance from the eyes and them move the-Other

end of th,!, string slightly while asking them a seriesOf qUestions
,

regarding what they see thecmknot" doih9.4,..The knot' shoulestay statienary
, .

while viewing down the string.

Visual perception problems could wefl affect one's reading ability

and concentration, and often are related to poor spelling ability.

Fortunately, there are exercises that will help in focusing the eyes

properly.

Often these physical problems develop into a mental problem if

not observed, and students then become classified as mentally slow

.rathei than being classified as, having correctable phystcal problems.

The auditory channel also can be used to help in the learning

processes as well as the visual. Some learn better when they talk'

to themselves while reading, or use a tape of the teachers talk while

reading the same material. By allowing the stUdents to use both

channels - audlo anA visual some students wjll improve in their learning.
s

Learning AtmosOhere`

A 15V'retention factor 3 months later is normal, (unless a person

wants to learn). Make students aware you want them in your -crass or

that.you enjoy their presence and that you want to-help them learn.

If they are in a relaxed, friendly learning atmosphere and' you are

using a multi-learning approach this will help them learn and retain

more.

Coordinatin4 exercise

Theuse of a-Mrocking board" that can be.adjusted to various,

difficult levels can both test and improve student's coordination.

This test'wilf show that studentsvith very poor balance also

,cually have very poor visual perception. Good balance requires the



Use qf both sides of the brain ind they must function together tO

both balanCe on the-rOcking board and,to catch the ball while rocking.

The unique part.!about the rocking board is that-it can be used to

improve one's perceptual,ability and this improiement will also improve

the reading $bility of those with visual perception problems.

4 the conclusion of the disCussion wfi viewed the various games

available to help students tn over-coming different learning (physical)



11 EVALUATION

Notes an a FIPSE Evaluation Seminar

The last meeting of eaph semester's seminar was devoted
D

4: 0

to evalUation and review. Included at the end of thig section-

are the.notes-taken during one such meeting.

a
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NOTES
sof-

EVALUATION StMINAR

JANUARY' 12, 1982

Ross briefly reviewedpeach subject covered during the .

past seminar--(well clone).

Each participant was asked to rate eaCh Sessidn an,a.
. ',.

scale of 0 (least useful) to 5,(most useful). 0.

,

Ross asked the group to respond to three points:'

1% Things that we need tb know more about..

2. Things that we should have left out.

3. Any suggested-changes in the sequence of topics%

On Point #1:

Should know more, about hcrl to work With black students--

should brina in qualified outsiders to.'do this.

.As an asidegive next semester FIPSE schedule to this

"elumni" group.

Another aside--should have a "reunion" of FIPSE partici-

pants--early'spring.-,

Should hage either a session or two--or parts of a

number of sessionsdevoted to participants talking to

one another about their problems and to exchange ideaS

.about their "favorite tricks" which help solve these .

problems of reading/writing.

1
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Suggestions' that when a presenter has a bibliograPhy

that he/she wants to give to the participants,copies

be made,and given out at the beginning of the session.

It i
67s the evaluator's position that Ross should "write

up" a statement that describes his: views on what the

seminars are all about. This should be distributed to

FIPSE participants at the first session of next semesters

sessions. This was supported by the participants at-

this evaluation session.

It was the view by a few that 18 weeks was too long and

that 2-1/2 hours was also too long. While this was

not supported (I don't think) by the majority, it

seemed to this writer that many supported theddea of

a 10 minute break somewhere during each session.

Someone suggested the idea that a sessionor some part

thereofbe, devoted to a discussion an "substitute"

language on the part of hispanic and/or blacks.

Suggested that the last half hour of each session be

devoted to breaking the group up into areas and each

area discussing the applicability of the session to

that particular area.
-4-

-Another point of view: At the beginning of each session

time should be given to discussing the application of

the previous session to the "working class" (instructors).



A point was made that all handouts be distributed to

the participants in advance of each session.

On Point #2:

It seemed to this writer that the participants were

in agreement that nothing should be left out--wAh

one possible exception. Many believed that the last

session was not well done--nor were the theories

propounded acceptable.

One participant suggested that instead 6f dealing

with the subject "Structure of the Intellect" that a

session be devoted to a presentation on the brain--

physiologically, not psychologically.

On Point #3:.

This writer found this discussion soxt of fuzzy and

somewhat contradidtory. It seemed that noises were

made for buiiding the foundation early ih semester and

followed by applications -- how to. (Not sure about

this though.)

Another big pitch made fbr exchange of ideas.

Someone said, "More on reading/wFiting early on.

So me suggestions for coalescing some topics (not too

much though).



More 3

A

Allow fot time to talk about problems and to ask

questions.

On ESL--Worthwhile, but should have an experienced

tuto'r talk about problems of the "run of the mill"

stUdent.

Some believed that it would be important--early--to

have ROss discuss the interface between what he does

with the beginning tutor in the Tutor Training class

and the needs of the faculty participants (not clear on
-

this).

Much discussion relative to the desirability of

assessing student needs early so that the student can

be advised as to weaknesses in reading and writing.

This led to such'thoughts as:

- develop a control group who will have had such an

assessment and subsequent counseling as opposed to

a non-contro) group who would not have had the benefit

of such counseling. (Seek grant money for such an

experiment.)

- Concurrent enrollment in the content couise with the

fundamentals of writing ahd/or reading course. .(This

may not be accurate. At any rate, the proposal called

for concurrent enrollment in a reading and/or writing

course.)
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Mandatory enrollment in "Bone Head" courses in

reading and writing when determined (by testing)

that the student is deficient in reading and/or

writing.

- Compulsory counseling (advising).

- and more - more - more.

Ross reiterated two points:

The tutors need for constant contact with the
1

instructor, and

the need for all,faculty to target all students--early

on-,-who need help and tb so advise them. This point

was dramatically gmphasized by the reading of a paper

by one Of Harriet Shaffer's students. This student's

major concern was that none of her instructors, prior

to enrolling in one of Harriet's classes, ever, ever

suggested that she needed some expert assistance (by a

tutor). In her words, "It was unfair to me for all

those other teachers to let me go for so long when all

the time there was a problem."

4-4#
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APPENDIX C

DISSEMINATION 'MATERIALS

14POST DISPATCH, Pittsburg, Sunday, December 14, 1,980

LMC expands its training program

1

Los Medanos College
instructors have
discovered that when it
'comes, to reading and
writing problems,
nobixly can help a troubl-
ed student; like another
student.

So with a $28,000 grant
from the .Fund for the
Improvement of Post-
Secondary Education
(FIPSE),,LMC this year
e:manded its training,
prOgrams for student
tutors and developed a
seminar for the instruc-
tors who will direct their
efforts.

Students not reading
and writing well enough
to keep pace with class
assignments isn't a new
problem at 'any educa-
tional level, but the
"back-to-basics" outcry
of recent- years has
refocused attention on it.

their deficiencY or are
"tracked" in special
tutoring programs often
find themselves on a
course of action in which
the remedial program
becomes the end itself
rather than a means to'
accomplish the task at
hand: college learning.

The results of the new
LMC program are just
beginning to trickle in,
but the sponsors have
been so impressedth,ey've all but
guaranteed a second
year of funding.

Because 'California
community colleges
have virtually no admis-
sion requirements, many
observers feel the
maintenance or stan-
dards has stiffered.

It's ,a contention that
runs counter to the com-
munity college ideal of
education for all, and
erodes the philosophic
base upon which these
tuition-free institutions
rest.

Past atteMpts to solve
the reading and writing
dilemma have not been
as successful as
remedial specialists
would like. First, in-
structors find that
students who most need
special assistance in
basic skills are least like-
iy to seek it.

Another problem is
that those who recognize.

Dean of Humanistic
Studies Sandra Booher
said last week, "when we
looked closely at the pro-
blem here- we found that
our reading and writing
courses set very course-
specific achievement
standards for students."

"The crux of the mat-
ter, though, is that
students at Los Medanos
need the Skills that will
get them through the
work required by their
programs. And they will
learn those skills more
effectively in the context

C-1

of the courses tkey elect
to take."
"There is no

'academic tracking' at
LMC," Boaher explain-
ed. "We want students to
chocse what interests
them, and then we'll pro-
vide the support to_keep
them there."

Instead of opening a
tutoring center and
waiting for -students to
enroll, Los Medanos
takes tutoring to the
students, thils capitaliz-
ing on a valuable asset.
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1 Student tutor pmgram expanded
8y the Tribune slot

PITTSBURG Instructors at Los
Medanos College in Pittsburg have dis-
covered that when it comes to reading
and writing problems, no one can help.a
troubled student like another student.

So with a $28,000 grant from the
Fund for the Improvement of Post-Sec-
onflary Education, the college has ex-
panded its training program for student
tuthrs and developed a seminar for the
instructors %Oa will direct their efforts.

Students who do not read and write
well enough to keep pace with class as-
signments are not a new problem at any
educational level, but the "back-to-ba-
sics" outcry of recent years has refo-
cused-attention on it, said college spokes-
man Jim .Baker.

Reca,use California community col-
leges have virtually no admission re-
quirements, many observers feel the
maintenance of standards has suffered.

This contention runs counter to the
community ideal of education for all.
Baker said, and erodes the philosophic
basis upon which these tuition-free in-
stitutions rest.

Past attempts to solve the reading
and writing dilemma have not been as
successful as remedial specialists would
like. First, instructors find that students
who most need special assistance in basic
skills are least likely to seek it.

Another problem is that those who
recognize their deficiency, or are
tracked'. in special tutoring programs,

often find themselves in a remedial pro-
gram that becomes the end rather than a
means to accomplish college learning.

The results of the new Los Medanos
program are just beginning to trickle in,
but the sponsors have been so impressed
they've all but guaranteed a second year
of funding. A

"When we looked closely at the prob-
lem here we found that our reading and
writing courses set very course-specifie
achievement standards for studentS,"
said Sandra Booher, dean of humanistic
studies.

"The crux of the matter, though, is
that students at Los Medanos need the
skills, that will cet them through the wor'.
required by their programs," said Booh-
er. "And their will learn those skills more
effectively in the context of the courses
they eidct to take."

Instead of opening a tutoring center
and waiting for students to enroll. Los
Medanos takes tutoring to the students,
thus capitalizing on a valuable asset.

Because stndents do choose the
classes they want to attend, the program
makes the most of the natural motivation
that got them into thsslassroom in the
first place.

Once class begins, instructors can-see
which students are doing well and which
ones need outside help Students who
need basic reading and writing assistance
are then assigned to a tutor from that
class who has been selected by the in-
structor.

0;2

"With tutoring set in motion in tin
classroom, students find there's a direc
and immediate application, of the hell
they're receiving," said Booher. "That'$
something traditional reading and writ.
ing programs can't offer."

The second part of the -program in.

volves training faculty in the techniques
of directing, supervising, evaluating and
encouraging tutors.

"Instructors in areas outside the lan-
guage arts are not necessarily skilled In
working with reading and writing tutors,
so we've built into the program a-section
for thsir participation," Booher said.

Although the inst nctors already know
a great deal about the subjects they study
in this program, the material presented
to them concentrates on specific student
needs.

Subjects they study include how to
encourage literacy development through
class assignments, such as providing an
opportunity for students to write several
drafts of a paper, or providing a model
for planning and organizing for students
to imitate.

Instructors also experiment with
writing as an aid to learning, retention
and cognitive development, instead of as
a way to report information for evalua-
tion.

There are 10 instructors now attend-
ing the once-a-week classes, but if the
promise of the program is realized, all
Los Medanos instructors will eventually
take part.
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May .20, 1982

Ross MacDonald
Los Medanos College
2700 Leland Rd.
Pittsburg, CA 94565

Dear Ross:

On behalf of those who attended the Fifteenth Annual WCRA ConferetEe in
'San Diego, the Conference Committee, and the Board of Directors of the
WeStern College Reading Association, I!d like to express our sincete
thanks for yout participation in the conference.

The most important tradition of WCRA has been the professional quality
of our conferente presentations. This year's offerings lived up to that
tradition and, in fact, were characterized by a level of quality, and
sophistication that shows a new strength for our profession and quality
leithe services that we can provide for students.

I would be pleased to express to your institution WCRA's graitude for
your excellent presentation and to comMend your efforts to the proper
officials of that institution. In order that I may do so, please send
the names of the administrators to whom you would like for me to write.

in addition, I'd appreciate any suggestions you might have as to improve-
ments for next year's conference.as well as suggestions you might have
about future directions for WCRA to take. As a leader in our profession,
your ideas are especially valued.

Again, thanks sincerely for participating in the Fifteenth Annual Confer-
ence Of WCRA. Yout presentation provided valuable focus on the subject of
"professional growth" and "personal well-being" of our conference participants
and consequently their ability to "provide service to their students."

Sincerely,

aLt5e..
Dick Lyman, President

Western College Reading Assn.
c/o Sierra College

5000 Rocklin Rd.

1.14

Rocklin, CA 95677
PA
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TO: Language Arts Sub-area,
Sahdy-Booher,
Vickie Allison,.
Jack Carhart,

FROM: Ross

March 23, 1982

On Tuesday, April 20, the regional meeting

of the CCCTA (California Community College Tutoring

Association) will be on.campus from 10:00 a.m. to

4:30 p.w. to look over the tutoring prog±am. They

ere interested in the lab, tutor training, FIPSE

seminar, content tutoring, and the programs for Raza
studentS. I have written up a tentative schedule

that would allow them a good insight into what we do.

If you have any questions or would like to be a part

of the presentation, we'd love to have you. Please

let me know before Easter week.

SCHEDULE

10:00 10:30 Coffee and doughnuts

10:30 - 12:,00 Presentation and discussion

20 minutes: Over-view and content tutoring (Ross)

20 minutes: Tutor training end Raza program
(Pablo)

20 minutes: LA 6 and 16 (Judy)

all with help from tutors: Darnell Turner, Stephanie
Orosco, Janet Mcqormack, and Bill Branson

30 minutes: Questions and discussion

12:00 1:15 Lunch '

1:30 - 2:15

2:30 - 4:30

A Visit to Advanced Tutor Training
or materials exchange

Attendance'of -FiPSE Seminar

C-4
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FOCUSED, FREE WRITING ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES

submitted by Clark McKowen
for the Instruction Committee

Foltdwing is a report from a session of an ongoing workshop

at LMC This session was directed by Marlene Griffith of Laney

College The report whs prepared by Andres Ortiz Ochoa of
LMC

What is Focused, Free Writing?

Focused, tree writing is a tYpe of writing which can be utilized

in any classroom, ranging from math and chemistry to economics

and welding The writing can be done In class or out of class, for

any period of time, 10 minutes or longer It i; an ongoing form of

wnting useful fx finding words for half-formed ideas. thoughts

or understandings

Mein Purpose

The niain purpose of this type of writing is the conceipi' of
wrifilg.to t Writing to make clear what we understand and

whatawe doh't understand. Writing to discover what we almost

know or what we didn't know we knew until we started writing it.

It is a type of wilting which makes a connection with what Is
taught .n the classroom. whether it is a new technique, concept

Or presentation lt takes the information presented and helps to

make it your own The woting is focused but free. It can be
directed or left open Once the writing has a focus established.
the student is permated to try to think on paper, to try to make a

connection, to try to get some order and some understanding

4 Mein Cherecterlsticp-

The most important char icteristic is that the writing is not
graded or judged. Combined with this type of writing is the
opportunity to take risks which wooid not be possible In a test
situation .

(continued on Page 3)

The next Forum deadline is Monday; May 3. 1982

DAeLOVALL

frf4'

44.

April 23, 1982

A CASE FOR CONTINUED NUCLEAR WEAPONS RESEARCH

by

Pegg; Radford

Sir :13 the policy of the loium is never to reprint I will submit

my own summarization of an address given at Laf ayette-Onnda

United Presbyterian Church, Feb. 28. 1982, which I Would like to

throW Into the hoppehof anti-nuclear dialogue. The address was

made by Dr. William IC, DeGarmo.

Dr. DeGarmo began by asserting what wo all know to be true:

The foundation of any nuclear weapons policy must be the
assumption that nuclear war is too terrible to contemplate.
Nuclear weapons pplicy must be based on the (ecognition of
two facts. 1) the knowledge of how to make nuclear weapons

cannot in the long run be kept secret and cannot be unlearned",

and 2) ". . . man 'ha,s6 never created a reliable international

arrangement to prevent war."

"... Freezing technology may freeze into existence a more
primitive and, of necessity, larger and therefore more frightful
weapon while Preventing the development of a small and there-

fore less frightful one.

The Minuteman III,ICEIM systern`carries a warhead of 335

kdotons, This system began coming on .line in 1979. It replaces

the Minuteman 11 ICBM which came, on fine in 1966 with a 2
megaton warhead and the Titan II ICBM which came dn

1962 with a 9 megaton warhead. The Trident I. which began
coming on line in 1979, is a submarine-launched system carry-

ing a warhead of 100 kilotons. It replaces the Polaris A-3
system, which carries a warhead of 200 kilotons. The 8-inch,
howitzer shell developed in 1981 carries a wlhaed capacity of=

2 kilotons. It replaces an identical weapon which came on line in

1956 with a maximum yield of 10 kilotons. In 1983 the Pershing

.1 is anticipated with a warhead of 20 kilotons. This is a
surface-to-surface tactical ballistic missile. It is designed to
replace the Pershing I system, which came on line in 1962 with a

yield up to 460 kilotons.-
'

Rese9rch, then, has led to smaller and smaller, not larger.
payloads. To freeze research would prevent even further refine-

(continued on Page 4)
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Page 2

EDUCATION IN THE EIGHTIES

IV. p1 + p2 + p3 (prices) . = P

Back in the Roman heyday. Ovid noted that nothing but

money counts ... itwins honors, It wins friends...." Centuries
later Rai:Mims took about the same tack. "Lack of money Is
trouble without equal."

Neither of these people was an economist, yet both under-

stood well the need for money. As do you. Which makes the
decreaiing power we have at the marketplace the most urgent

problem we face.

To assess the problem, we may look at a few of the kinds of

prices.

Consumer priceAs you know, what we and Other consu-
mers pay ' goods and services bought. As you know equally

well, these prices have been rising rapidly. (Or, put a bit
differently, each dollar buya less and less.)

Tax prkceWhat people must or will pay for government
programs and services. Politicians speak of the tax burden, and

many (nraybe most),people do the best they can to avoid being

taxed. In California, In testimony to tax resistance, Prop. 13 and

other measures have been enacted. Nationally, the 1981 tax law

Is cutting income tax rates substantially.

Wage priceWhat people are paid for their services. Any
. employer pubhc or privateexpects wages paid to produce a

profit or highly-desirable (or necessary) service or outcome.

Historically, wage prices have risen more rapidly than con-

sumer prices. This allowed the tax price (also More ra'pid than

consumer price) to at least be sufferable.

But with declining productivity, the wage price barely kept up

with consumer price. Thus, no enhancement of lifestyre. Or. to

get enhancement. reduce4 tax price.

One big problem we have is that we are paid from the tax
price The direction, compared to consumer prices, is down, as

are our real-money wages. The result Is we are increasingly
subsidizin9 the school through our lagging Incomes.

Maybe it's about time we got organized. Really organized.

Carl Franzen

C-6

Faculty Ssinate_Forum

"START THE RUMOR AGAIN" (LITTLE RIVER BAND)

Rumor at DVC has it that I am now assigned to the Depart-
ment Ol Performing Arts on this campus. That's true. Another

rumor here is tliat.l am also to be the department's new
'chairperson. That's true too. Rumor at LMC is that I was
transferred to CCC. Obviously, that's untrue.

The latter rumor' started several weeks before I was con-
tacted by the district office that a transfer was in the off.
CCC had a vacancy in Enghsh and speech which it nieded to

fill. Because I am certified In these subjects as well as drama,

and because I was not officially assigned to any campus, in the

usual sense. I was the logical choice, from an adrninistrative
4

view, to fill the position at CCC.

Itkrad come to DVC as a sabbatical replacement after LMC
dropped its drama program (among several others). I retained
transfer rights as stipulated in our UFO contract At the sugges-

tion of Dr. Buttimer, he, Les Birdsall and I met at the UFO office

at DVC to discuss priorities and options relative to filling the
position at CCC. I opted not to transfer to CCC. Dr. Buttimer
assigned me to DVC, and CCC found its way to an internal
solution.

The meeting itself was a model of cooperative problem
solving. If minds such as those of Dr. Buttimer and Les Birdsall

stand in the forefront, reason and Integrity can prevail. I was
given a warm reception by the administration at DVC and by my

(now, at last) department. All this was concluded inspdng 1981

Yet, not long ago this year. I met a former colleague froni
CMC, one who most often knew the inner workings at the
administratRiejevels, and he was of the opinion that I had been

transferred to CCC. The source and the Intent of the rumor at

LMC is. at best, speculative. I suspect that it persisted, how-
ever. bebause nothing had been announced publicly to contra-

,dict it.

Interesting how rumors startwhat keeps them going?
There's even a rumor here that one has the chair position
dumped on him as low person on the seniority pole but I could

have opted not to In this situation as well

Marian Shanks

LIBRARY PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT

One-hundred fifteen photographs entitled "People of China"

by Alice Mah will be on exhibit In the library through May 14.

2JL
foe Sexton
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Faculty Senate. Forum

ON STUDENT WRITING

I never have been convinced that the latest crop of students

is among the most illiterate ever produced. Some are rotten
writers but I think many are pretty good. I talked to John Kelly

about this recently. apropos of our recent fanny-busting f aculty

meeting. He asked Me to share with you my observations of two

classes I teach labeled the Nature of Art. We are studying the

Romantic Rebellion this semester, I asked them to do a compar-

ative essay 6ake-home, due Jr1 one week) based on some
wntings by ttyce German philosophers. Goethe, Schlegel and

Schelling.

Students do a lot cif comparatwe work in art history, aver-
aging about 4.500 words a term. Writing comparisons is one.of

the more difficult tasks they confront. What I expected from my

assignment, largely as a consequence of a mental funk at
having made the damned project in the first place, was a series

of essays in which:Ole ideas of the authors would be all lined up,

as it were,mto three quite independent statements completely

unrelated to each other. Substantive difficulties notwithstand-

ingorwhat I received was a pile of blue books about half of which

were weli-dev&oped, well-organized, fairly literate comparisons

Somebody out there has been teaching some of these stu-

dents, most of whom are in their first yea; with us, something
about writing. They simply do not fit the conventional wisdom

about education

Next year may be chfferent You may find me running amok

Until then

WANIt D

Bruce Watson

Would hke to buy a working clothes washer and/or electric
dryer Call Paul Ndsen, ext. 238

FOR SALE

Bodega Harbor beautiful and less than two houis away is

the last place in California one may build a home by the sea!

Our dream lot in Bodega I-I/arborwilderness on one side.
unimpeded view of the ocean on the other, just dawn the road
from the golf course and a short, lovely walk to tennis. swim-

Sault& a fine restaurant and all the other pri'vileges of the.

Bodega Harbor Ciubhouse is available _for yob to buy Excel
lent financing at low interest. Sara atilt Carl Monser. 944-1664

-or 228.7120

Page. 3
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Benefits
C.

aetting words on paper is a way all of us can see how far we

have gotten.in forming our ideas and J nderstanding. Onte we

have it written down, we can say. 'That's riot what I mean," or,

"Yes, it is what I mean," or. "I don't really understand it," This
kind of wnting. done regularly. ht?0,11 kinds of direct and
indirect ,Ienefits.

Direct benefits:
1 'It is an ongoing activity that says. 'Here is the material, let's

give the student a chance to make it. without any threat of
failure."

2. It gives the teacher a sense of what the student is thinking

and what is not clear.

Generally in school tile pdonties are given to showing what
you know. That is what testing is all about. It teaches many
students how to "fake,it

Indirect benefits;

1. This type of writing gives students a chance to write a great

de& and to.practice, even though it may not at first get them

good composition grades.

2. It gets students used to thinking on paper

3. It gives students the chance to get into the habit of sitting

5 down and writing!
4. In this kind of writing students make clear what they don't

know,

5. Students discover that in the process. of writing they get
ideas and find understanding and connections.

Writing: A Useful Tool for Students

The point to make clear to the students is that this writing-is

for their service, not the reader's service. The.wdting does not

have to be worked into formal papers, it can be but does not
have to be. It is writing to think, to organize material, to get
understanding of what is really thought and what is truly
understood. This type of writing is a means for students to
uncover ideas. a chance to rInge back and forth withrords and

in writing to seg what kind of connections they can make with

the material presented to them.

Adjusting to Focused, Fre. Writing

Concern was expressed that some students, unless other
wise puShed by an assignment, might not pull anything together

21)

(continued on Page 4)
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The teacher might end up with papers of a page or two of The

sky is blue.-

Once students, get.engaged in focused, free writing, a
becomes a pleasant experience, they enjoy getting_in touch

.-with their own thinking and Ideas.

Getting comfortable with focused, free writing tatces a whae

In the beginning a focus can be given Once they are really
ser.ous abOut it. students will go with it

Putting Aside Conventional English Rules

Students, whether beginning or advanced, should be given

this opportunity in the classroom to use language to write and

think and to free themselvo .. of the usual rules, for example, how

to revise their writing. ho v.; to polish and make it correct, how to

make an argument persuasive, and sci..forth. These ruleS should

be put aside to iet the student concentrate on focused, free
writing, on wrding to think

The End Result

The real purpose of this type of writing is not to improve the

student siwriting on any kind of measurable scale Rather. the
purpose ts to show that language and wrding are wonderful tools

for thinking, getting hold of ideas and making connections

FOR RENT

May is for Mothersi.Now is the time to plan ahead sathat the

Mom in your life can enjoy a week of allergy-free summer fun at

Pajaro Dunes on beautiful Monterey Bay Stroll arm-m-arm with

Mom along a surf-washed beach..Tempt her into a game of
tennis or ride on an old-fashioned bicycle built for two Let her

relax on a balcony overlooking the sea while you BBQ the steak

You'll see the sparkle return to her tired old aye; as you light the

evenmg fire For scheduhng Mom into a week of the Pajaro
Dunes experience m a two-bedroom, two-bath, completely-
furnished condo including color TV, call Chuck Sapper. ext 208

or 216 P S Great for tired old Grandmothers, tool

Faculty Senate Forum

-(RADFORDfróin Pade 1)

ment and reduction The question, as it seems to me. is not
whether research should continue but wliet her we should build

everything we know how to produce There are fewer weapons

m the nuclear stockpile today-than there were 20 yeats ago.
Limitation shooid be made onthe types of delivery ,;ystems and

the sizes and types of yields

What s of primarY importance is the prevention of the use of

nuclear weapons A policy to accomphsh that rests on three
features 1) Our nuclear forces must be protected sa that an
'at(ack Cabnot destroy them Thaq, protective measuras con-
sume by far the largest part of the dollars spent on nuclear '
forces", 2) -We must have enough forces protected and surviv-

able so that no attacker cbri have the illusion that he coi,ld win a

nuclear exchange no matter how he defined toctory' . 3) "Cou-
c.

,pling this strength with a moderate non-provocative form of
foreign policy where.each side s vital interests are concerned.

For instance. the Soviet Union was.willing to step back from
confrontation during the period of the Cubarrmissile crisis when

they recognized our vital interests We,on th'e other hand, have

never attempted the liberation of Eastern Europe which we
recognize" as a vital interest of the-S`oviet Union

An informed dialoguu oh these vital issubs sel es a useful

purpose Support of a resolution based upon slogans does not*.

I hope I have not stripped Dr Dedarmo s arguments of any of

iheir vitality by condensing them. I do think ,they' deserve
honest. intellectual consideration Every step of the way further

research has improved weaponslo the point where 'their use can

be more precise and less random, from the days of early bows

and arrows to the long bow uryto the reduction of thellit-or-miss

musket to the-bored rifle tc:rthis new gun With the red dot
precision

Until we can have peace among men at home and abroad,

dare we freeze reseaith in this.country?

the Forum is a biweekly publication of the Diablo Valley Faculty
Senate Its pages ale open to at y faculty member. administrator.
clAssifiad staff member or student who wishes to communicate spme.
thing of concern and interest The exigencies of publication necessi- .
tate editorial jurisdiction

Editor . Richard Dudley
Editorial Assistant and Designer Carol Y.acorz ynski

-Request§ for permission to rearms Forum articles should be sort to
Rtchard Dudley. Diablo Valley Coliege. Pleasant CA 94523
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Pteehiel

2700 East Leland Rood
PutenurO, Cehfornie 94506

Phone 1415) 439.2151
({ tom Concord woo 798:3500)

18 May 1982
0

TO: Former and Currept FIPSE Rerticipants,
Language. tkrts Faculty (full-time),
M. Cesa, P. Peterson, and V. Allison

FROM: Sandy Boóher

My friend Clark McKowen from DVC has been instrumental.

(as chairpers'On of the instftiction committee) in gener-

ating discussion on that campus about reading_and writing

across the cdrriculum.. He's-been very interested in our

FIPSE project and managed to stage an afternoon workshop

there for faculty. I thought You'd be inteested in his

report and some of the ideas they're considering. PleaSe

notice #1 on their list of recommendations. There are

some gdod teaching idea's here too.

dd

cc: J. Carhart

Karl Drexel

2J5-
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STUDENT WRITING AT OVC

A Report, Suggestions and a Proposal

From the instruction Committee

This report is derived from faculty and student'
response to a questionnaire on their writing,
our conference on writing with Judith Hert, and
several reports from other colleges conOcting,
interdisciplinary writing pxagrams&.

Ninetenths of the DVC faculty a'nd administration thinl,( student composition
i-s an important topic. Seven out of ten felt our guest speaker was helpful.
Six out,of tan thoug-ht the workshop was. As requested, the Instruction Committee
has drovided some'of Judith Hert's suggestions later in this report.

Most workshop participants felt that good student writing included correctness,
precision, brevity and humanity. Whatever the writing task, most teachers imould
like students to arrive in their classes with enough control to handle writing
assignments competently and appropriately% However, the evidence of our two
surveys is th.c most students come here to develop such skills. Fewer than a
third arrive with fluency, assurance, and control. That sort of competence is
impossible without experience and pr'actice in a wide range of writing situations.
As a report from Beaver College in Pennsylvania on writing across the curriculum
points out,

Freshman writers must deal with many difficulties at once:
loneliness, the need to "fictionlize an audience," and
bewilderment abdut the various choices and conventions
involved in writing about their subjects. These competing
demands are too much for most beginners to handle. The
instructor's role needs to be that of a sympathetic reader
and sounding board who.helps the students work through
revisions toward a finished product ready for a stranger's
eye's.

Thus, walking students through the steps of composing answers to an essay question
is far more educational than grading their final products.

Most DVC teachers fhink of writing as a way for students to rePort what they
have learned. But Hert points out that the educational uses of writing are
virtually,limitless. One may write to learn and incidentally learn to write.
Students can use writing as a tool for thinking. The pen steadies the mind, keeps
it on track,'and leads to ideas unsuspected when the writer began. Writing can
be used for reflection, expression, clarification, probing, feedback. The more
variety and frequency the more likely the development of general competence and
control.
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Varied, widespread, arid regular experiences cannot be provided in isolateddisciplines. So the entire college community contributes to the process inwhich control over writing is enhanced or hindered. One way or another all
teachers do affect the composite result. Even the best freshman writing coursecould never compensate 'for general indifference.

Just a5 no one i5.a good reader of everything, neither is anyone a goodwriter for all situations. Nevertheless, in our-culture reasonable assuranceand control in writing are still powerful assets of educated people. Thosewithout them are handicapped and must compensate as best they can. But, asFrank Smith in Writing and the Writer observes,

. . . writing encompasses:familiarity with so many
conventions in so many areas--in spelling, punctuation,
vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, discourse structure, apd
register--that one wondershow anyone could find the time
and the instruction to acquire it at all. Even if we
write only rarely, and reluctantly, there must still be
an enormous lode'of competence at our disposal so that we
can, when we must, draft a halfway adequate letter, memo-
randum, or diary entry.

We can help students surmount these problems through collaboration; that is,by consultation and assistance on early drafts with emphasis on the composingprocess itself. In this way, students can develop their own perceptions and
their own voices within their teacher's expectations and criteria. As our work-shop results show, teachers' criteria do vary or the emphasis will. Studentsshould know why the same paper will be graded differently by different teachers;
the criteria can be made explicit.

As has emerged in numerous studies elsewhere-, criteria here, too, fellinto five clusters:-

l. Quality of ideas.
2. Usage, sentence structure, punctuation, spelling.
3. Organization and analysis
4. Wording and phrasing.
5. Flavor and.personality.

But outstanding and concerned experts--writers, editors, lawyers, businessexecutives, as well as English, social science, and natural science teachers--ut different em hasig-on these criteria. So there is presently no single standardof "excellence' at DVC or anywhere else in this country. (A study in Italy showedsimilar variability.) Judgment is further compricated by extrinsic factors. Some-expertS, for example, feel that, no matter how well written, a composition withtrivial, wrong, misleading, or harmful ideas should receive low marks.' AsE.D. Hirssh observes, the variation ih readers4 judgments, to some degree at least,"reflect different proportions of extrinsic and intrinsic judgments."

J,

Whatever the institution's ultimate answer, students will generally accept'the standards of their teacher provided those standards are explicit and under-stood--and if the students are helped to produce suitable specimens before a gradeis assigned. Supportive teaching provides the major portion of commentary onpreliminary drafts, reserving to the end the mark which will assess all elementsof the finished product.
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Suggestions

Judith Hert's main contention is that teachers of all discipline5 can improvethe teachin of their own sub'ect (and incidentally advance student's writing
skill) through certain kinds-of writing tasks:

Tp Reinforce a Clas's Session:

Before or after, provide an IncoMplete sentence focused on a,central concept.
Students complete the sentence and discuss their responses in small lroups or asa class, or the teaCher collects and reads them later,

Examples:

Never Cry Wolf: Farley Mowat's

enabled him to study wolves in such a way that

Today's film on photosynthesis makes the Process

to understand because

Hysteresis is a lot like. ih that ii-

For Feedback:
0

Have students write for five minutes evaluating anything about the session
they wish, or select any aspect you would like to hear about. Students can
exchange and write comments to each other or discuss in small groups or as a class,
or the teacher can collect and read (and sometimes comment on) responses later.

Teachers have found this technique helpful in sharpening their strategies
and in assessing the success of lectures or demonstrations. The writing also
helps students reinforce a lesson and strengthen their understanding while
material is stil fresh.

For Focusing:

Have students write the first, five minutes about the.preceding sesSion orthe text assignment. Discuss as above or simply allow these writings to accumulate
in A folder (in which case, the main value is to help students "tune in.")

Teachers pass along good papers to be published regularly in the Effquirer.
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VEA funds for disadvantaged students Might be used 4or microcomputers andto pay vocational
education teachers to do a pilot study. Prepare a programon writing and correcting spelling, etc. (Stubblefield)

For Collaborative Learning:

Term papers, mid'terms, research papers: Assign these in draft stages.Use occasional class sessions as workshops for individual assis'ance or peercounseling. Dialogue about rough or incomplete drafts is most producttve.

For Essay Exams:

Until they get the knack, h4ave students work together on a sample answer to
a typical exam question and discuss decisions in a workshop atmosphere:

Or, until'students have experienced success a few times, structure essayquestions so that the desired development is bunt in. Provide a skeleton to befleshed out. At least in the beginning, avoid such direttions as, "Discuss theliterary quality of Never Cry Wolf." Instead provide a "fill in" essay withthe desired specificity and comprehensive understanding built into the Structure.

Occasionally consult with another &ether, perhaps from another discipline,to shape an essay question toward the objectives Judith Hert recommends.

For Editing and Proofreading:

There 15 little evidence that we help students develop
correctness andprecisiOn by our becoming the proofreaders a"nd editors of final drafts. It istime consuming and counterproductive as well. Judith Hert suggests one commonsense soaution is simply not to acce t sloppy final drafts. Englishteacherscan show students how to use han books and dictionaries and can guide themthrough theproofrea'ding process. They can show stbdents the steps writers do°follow and the aids they do use to produce clean copy: friends, parents, pro-fessionals, reference books, Specialists available in earning centers, tutors.Once they accept the responsibility,

Writers' proofreading improves. Studentshave the right to use resources
other writers use-and also the responsibility.Teachers across the curriculum can insist that writers accept this responsibility,but it is not the teacher's Job to do the editing for them.

To test this hypothesis, simply tell an experimental
group that you expectfinal papers to be neat and

reasonably error free. Hand back unacceptable paperswith a notation that they are to be properly proofread and redone. (Unacceptableto you: you don't have to represent the entire academic community.) The firstpage or less is usually
enough of a'sample.. Nit students who simply cannotOroduce clean copy in touch wip_someone in the English Division who can advisethem.

This procedure frees teachers to concentrate on higher levels of responseto essays.
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For usage, "Standard" Written English, Registers, Dialects:

-5

Current practices are described in English handbooks available from most
publishers and in sections of many collegiate dictionaries. Conventions change,
so recent editions are recommended. Teachers who want to own good desk copies
can check with English teache s for the best titles. Since.there is no final
authority on correct usage, t is a good practice to consutt more than one
reference on doubtful item

A PROPOSAL

Recommendations for a Cross-Disciplinary Writing Program

I. AN IN-SERVICE PROGRAM FOR FACULTY AND TUTORS ON READING AND WRITING ACROSS
THE.CURRICULUM.

A percentage of the faculty meets Iwo hours a week
(for pay, if possible) to talk and learn about reading
and writing. The.program continues until alrfaculty

-

:have parti,cipatees(LMC)

Tutors are selected by the instructors and trained
by the English faculty. Weekly seminars-are conducted
to ti-aila subject-area instructors In the basics of how
students can bettaught to fead and write more effectively
and how these Instructors can best direct, supervise,
evaluate, and encourage the tutors who are assigned to
work with deficient stddents in their discipline. (LMC).

.

2. ALL DISCIPLINES WOULD INS'TJTUTE A WRITING MODE in their courses by asking
students to do brief in-class writing exercises that supplement their usual
patterns of lecture and-discUssion. (Beaver)

0

. ALL FACULTY-PROVIDED,WITH AN ENGLISH HANDBOOK. (Cape.Cod)

. PRECOUNSELING By THE ENGLISH FACULTY FOR ENTERING FRESHMEN--in lieu of
testing and tracking--to help them plan their English program. (DVC)

5. A PERMANENT PROSE COMMITTEE (composed of the English Chairman, one represen-
tative from the sciences, one from vocational education and others, if needed,
and the Dean of Instruction or the Dean of Instructional Services) to super-
vise an-ongoing campus-wide prograin. (University of Pittsburgq

Thechairman of the committee would have released time to be a floating
reading and.writing consultant. ,(DVC)

6. EXPAND-THE WRITING CENTER FACILITIES-through student consultants for collabo-
rative learning, not remediatibn. (Beaver)
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7. A, NEW EXPRESSIVE WRITING COURSE ENTITLED GENERAL EDUCATION, staffed by
traiAed teaching assistants. Students woriTTWi=iteETTTeXpressive,
reflective entries in a folder concerning.their GE experiences and would
meet once a week in small groups to.read and respond to each others'
entries. OW

8. LUNCHEON MEETINGS TWICE A YEAR BETWEEN ENGLISH AND OTHER DISCIPLINES TO
DISCUSS HOW WRITING CAN BE DEVELOPED IN THE DISCIPLINES. (Cape Cod)

9. ENGLISH TEACHERS VOLUNTEER TO DISCUSS ESSAY EXAMS IN NON-ENGLISH COURSES.(DVC) \\

10. STUDENTS TAKE THREE TO FOUR COURSES IN GE OUTSIDE THE ENGLISH DIVISION
labeled W (writing) and requiring a specified amount of writing. (These
would be part of the present GE package but with the added W designation.
(qnlyersity a Pittsburgh)

CM:ag

4/28/82
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APPENDIX D

PRESENTATION TO THE ENGLISH COUNCIL OF
CALIFORNIA TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

'Fall 1981

by Sandra:C. Booher

One day recently, I sat dOwn at a large table with an economics teacher, a

welding teacher, two math teachers, a philosophy teacher, three nursing teachers,

and several others -- even the band director! -- and I said, "Today were going

to work on steps in the composing process, so you'll understand where your stu-

dents may be having difficulty when you give them written assignments. Let's

get started by.doing a focused free writing for,10 minutes."

Now, one of the questions you may be asking yourself is, "How in the hell does

a math teacher know what a 'focused free writing' is?" (Or maybe you''re asking,

"Do I know what a focused free writing is?") But proVably yOu're asking, "How'd

you get-those teach'ers to sit down and talk about writing at all?" I'll be an-

swering each of those questions.

Firsf, the math teacher, the economics teacher, the philosophy teacher, etc. all

know what' focused free writing is, because they heard Matqene Griffith of Laney

College explain it the week before. The math teacher not only knowt what it is;

he used it the day before as a teaching device in his intermediate algebra class.

He had the students write for five minutes about what they understood, and didn't

understand, concerning a difficult concept he'd just presented. He reported later

that this practice was very worthwhile, both to the students who "cemented in" the

concept, and to him, because he quickly saw from a look at their papers jutt where

he had been clear and where he wasn't getting through.

What do you call an instructor who teaches students to use the act of writing to

clarify and stimulfte thinking? A writing teacher? Yes. But in our school, the

writing teacher is a math teacher, a welding teacher, an economics teacher -- you

. name it, everyone does it. Two-thirds of our full-time instructors have partici-
,

pated in a semester-length seminar on the improvement of reading and writing with-

in their discipline classes. That's thirty-six hours of in-service training on
*

how they can improve literacy in the classes they teach.

21
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Our institution is relatively small -- only about 60 full-time faculty -- yet

what we've done is certainly reproducible. What I want to present is one way

to make writing across the curriculum more'deliberate, more systematic, and

more effective at other institutions. I mant to say straight out that I think

English teachers must take a leadership,role in making this happen, that they

must become the moving force behind this change across the campus, and that

admillistrators mu.,,t help them. But first some backgrourd on our project.

About four years ago, a group of Language Arts teachers at LMC got together

and wrestled with some unhappy facts:

Fact #1 - The remedial "labs" were a disaster too many grammar and
usage exercises resulted in very little progress for the
few students who stuck it out. Retention was terrible.
Minority students in particular,1 left in a hurry.

Fact #2 - These labs were as boring to teach "as they were for the
. students to take.

Fact #3 - We knew that remediation for adults only takes place with
direct, practical application of the skills learned --
conditions which werellot met in an English class.

Fact #4 - There was tutorial money around, but it wis being.used
to pay teacheW assistants to correct papers (multiple
Choice, of course) and,check supplies in and out.

Fact #5 - Because our school is philosophically opposed to the
labels and barriers-that intake placement testing
bring about, instructors 4across the board were com-

\ plaining that they had too many levels of ability in
their classes, ttiat they couldn't cope with students
whose literacy skills were poor. "Why don't you do
something -- you're the English teachers," they said.
"You need to fix these people before they get into our
classes."

,Nowever, if you fixed all the students who needed it before they went on, you'd

lose about 50% of them. We wanted to do something, but what? We began going to

confei-ences and listening to what was happening at other schools. We were im-

pressed by writing centers where students were actually coached on pieces they

were composing,\rather than being goaded into "points" for endless pre-tests

and post-tests. re,were impressed with the fact that this coaching could very

well be done by competegtpeers, and that these peers could be trained in tutor-

training classes. We were pecially impressed wiih the possibility that peers

could be trained t6 tutort readi7 and writing in the disciplines t'he students

had selected -- both vocational"and transfer courses. Suddenly the way became

clear. 21 3'
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Under.a grant from VEA, we began to work closely with vocational instructori---

the ones with students'who were in sore need of help, and yet who were the least

likely tq go to an,English class, or stay in one. Together, Language Arts,

appliance repair, engine repair and welding instructors denrmined what levels

of literacy and what kind. of literaty were needed for a student to succeed in

the various programs. Then the vocational instructors 1) tested their students

and selected those who needed tutoring, 2) selected a student from their pro-

gram -- one who could read and write Well and whOshad good interPersonal skills --

to be a tutor, and 3) maintained cloe contact with the tutor, who went to weekly

training sessions taught by Language Arts. The point,of this was to do remediation

in the content areas, not the English lab, and it Worked.

It worked so well, in fact, that we began pulling in other-instructors ---a

biology teacher here,an anthropology teacher there. These instructors also

chose tutors, and we trained them. It was going pretty well., but something

wasmissing. Tutors complained that their faculty asked them to drill stu-
.

-

dents on material for an exam, when the tutors were beingtold in the tutor

11 training class not to teach content, but to teath skills. Tutors were being

given students to work with Who had learning disabilities, or severe emotional

11
problems. Some instructors expected miracles; (5thers did not expect enough-

Somehow, the link between tutor, Language Arts,teacher, and.content teacher

needed to be strengthened.

And it's here that I come back to the table where I sat down with the math

leachers, the nursing teathers, the economics teacher, and so on. What we2

'began in 1980, with the help of FIPSE (Fund for the Improvement of.Postsecon-

dary Education), was a semester-length seminar for content teachers, designed

to help them work more effectively with their tutors. We wanted the instructors

to know what the tutors were learhing in the tutor training class, and we wanted

them to have an opportunity to discuss and learn about literacy in terms of their

own disctplines.

How did we get them involved in in-service? They were enticed to attend the sem-

inar in three ways: 1) they were paid by the grant for hours of participation,

2) first priority for assignment of a tutor went to those who are in,the seminar,

I.
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and 3) this was a popular seminar which instructors found both enjoyable and

practical. Instructors had a great deal of respect for the seminar leaders,6

Judy Bank and Ross MacDonald. Word spread.

In the one workshop I conducted as a guest leader, I asked the group to write

for ten minutes, explaining the steps which they go through when preparing a

paper for public inspection. They wrote. Then we discussed it: the worrying,

the brainstorming, the list-making, the organizing, more worrying, writing, re-

writing, polishing, andediting. 'We talked about where and why students fumble

along the way in this process, and why so many students think that writing means

one draft with the spelling corrected (by the teacher). We talked about how

tutors could intercede in a helpful way while students are in the process of

writing drafts. Then they read some of their papers to each other, talked

about some of the comments they'd make if they were tutoring each 'other,

laughed and teased each other, and left. :The following week, Mary K. Healy

from the Bay Area Writing Project worked wfth them on the use of groups to

facilitate learning and rewriting.

What kinds of results are we gettihg with this prograra Fqr one thing, we have

gone from five or six tutors to thirty-five per semester, and we're running into

problems figuring out how'to pay them and how to hire more. (Tutoring for units
P
instead of money is one of the solutions we're exploring.) The other side of

this coin is that the tutors themselves are undergoing a fantastic growth exper-

ience. Their work has a profound effect on their sense of mission, on their

skills, and on their sense of competence. Recently one of our tutors was elected

to the,local school board!

The effect on the tutees is equally pronounced. Our outside grant evaluators

have done grade comparisons of students who received tutoring -vs- those who

were recommended for it and chose not to receive it -- the results are extremely

positive. Of course, the long-term effect of in-service training on the faculty's

teaching methods may be the most important gain of this whole project.

In closing, I want to offer some suggestions, along with encouragement, to those

of you who are interested in more "writing across the curriculum".
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Presentation - S. B6oher (con't)

1. Form.a core of the faithful in the English Depa-rtment - a few

committed people who work well together.
c.

2. Start small and,pull in a few key instructors from a variety of

disciplines. Add them to the core,',

3. Get your key administrators behind you (and in front of you, if.

4. Provide incentives for faculty to buy in: tutors, grant money,

time off.

q.

5. Make the in-service sessions supportive, relaxed, and enjoyable,

as well as focused. Rotate note-taking, and have the notes widely

distributed.

6. Be prepared for slow, steady progress over a period of 3-5 years.

7. Keep your eye on the doughnut, not on the hole. Problems will arise;

people will be offended. Keep going. And good luck.

D-5-
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August 4, 1982-
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During the past 24 month-s;the Los Medanos College project "A

Model for Involving Subject Area Instructors in a Program of Tutorial

Outreach in Reading and Writing" has received both formative and

summative evaluation. The focus of assessment has been the extent to

which the objectives set forth in the colleges' original, grant application

to the Fund for the improvement of Post Secondary Education on 8

April 1980 and its Continuation (-84.1I6C) application on 30 January 1981,

-have -been achieved.

OBJECTIVES UPON WHICH EVALUATION IS BASED

Immediate

1. A114contract instructors Will better understand the nature and
causes of reading/writing problems and be better prepared to deal with
them.

2. All contract instructOrs will be better prepared ,to direct,
supervise, encourage and evaluate the tutors for their classes.

Intermediate

3.- Observable evidence mill . indicate that all instructors are
accepting responsibility for imprävement of the reading/writing. ability
.of students.

14. Spediak attention will be given to the literacy neecIS Of ethnic
mindrities and the quite different needs of re-entry women.

5. The new emphasis on assisting all instructors, through their
own training and the use of tu,tors, to improve the reading/writing of
their students will be interwoven with the existing practice or tbtor
trainiqg to constitute a coherent Firogram of attack, on the problem of
ctudfmt, litAracy.
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Long Range

6. Because all contract instructors (and, later, others) will have
benefited from the institutional encouragement of professional self-
development, this aspect of professional activity will increasingly be
regarded) by all as normal and continuouSly necessary.

7. The effort Will have impact on attempts in other colleges to
improve the literacy competence of students.

EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS AND PROCEDURES

A number of measurements and procedures were employed by the

evaluators in,assessing the success of the project. Briefly, they were:

1. Each semester the evaluators interviewed every seminar

participant with the intent to .determine the participant's overall assess--
meet of the seminars and in trleir judgment to what extent the tutorial

program was successful.

2., Each semester the evaluators asked for, and received, grades

awarded to students who were recommended for tutoring and elected to

take advantage of it and the grades awarded to students who were .

recommended for tutoring, but opted not td take advantage of such

tutering.

3. Each semester two student (evaluators (students who, are

mature, experienced tutors who have a high reputation among their

peers) interviewed all tutors and a random sampling of tutees.

4. At the end of the two year period a brief questionnaire was

sent td every FIPSE particiPant. The majority of these participants had

been laway" from Pthe FIPSE seminar for a semestee' or more and hence

were able fo reflect not only upon their learning experience of that

semester in. 'which they participated but also upon their subsequent

experiences with tutors:

E2
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EVALUATION RESULTS SUMMARIZED

1. As noted above, the evaluators interviewed all instru.ctors.

(Parenthetically, it should be pointed out that not every instructor who

participated in the seminar used a tutor during that semester.) Each

semester these participants were interviewod to secure their assessment

of the seminar. Without any equivocation, the participants regarded

"their" seminar as very valuable professionally--and personally.

Briefly, most believed thaq

_FLESE_increased, their awareness of the need for help in

rkading and writing that existed throughout the college. It

sensitized them to what most now consider as "their" respon-,

sibility to do something more than just refer students to the

reading and writing labs.

A tangential ber?efit noted by many faculty was the oppor-

tunities to discuss pedagogical matters of common concern

with fellow colleagues in diverse disciPlines.

While they had no solid evidence, they' were confident 'that

persistence by marginal students resulted from the tutoring.

Tutoring was, extremely valuable; had, in fact, "saved" any

number of potential failures, particularly Black and Hispanic

students.

The outside consultants were excellent and created a good

balance with the inside experts.

The tutorial program is absolutely essential to the open door

policy of this community college. Without it, there Js no

support for the student in such an open admission college.



Since this was also formative evaluation , these interviews served

as an opportunity to critique sessions and recommend changes. Many

changes were agreed to by the seminar leaders and were incorporated

'in subsequent sessions.

Attachment #1 gives the reader some 5-esponses that are .representa-.

tive of these FIPSE interviews.

2. Another measure used by the evaluators was to compare grade

point averages of those who took advantage of tutoring wifh students\

for whom tutoring was recommended but, for a variety of reasons, did

not take advantage -of the opportunity.

Before any results are reported here, it must' be pointed out that

the following represents only those students enrolled in any given

II content" course, who worked on a one to one relationship with a tutor, .

and who were so reported by the instructor. They do not include

students who were tutored in the reading and writing labs independent

of the content course.

bui-ing the 'four semesters of the FIPSE project, 247 students were

recommended for tutoring by 21 instructors'. Of the 2.47 one hundred

and sixty six (166) took advantage of tutoring and completed their

course with an overall 2.33 GPA. The remaining 81 students, those who

opted not to take advantage of tutoring , finiShed with a 1.49 GPA.

One faculty. member reported the following re Group A (those who

were: tutored):

Among the students in this group, I had an "M student who
took advantage of the tutoring so that she could get the maximum
grade attainable; a 6B." student who was very conscientious and
would have gotten a "C" without tutoring; and two "C" students
Who would have received lower grades.
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This instructor's comments seem to ,reflect the academic status of

many of the itudents who elected tutoring. Some were fairly good

students who were motivated to take advantage of tutoring in order to

improve their ability to do well in college.

Attachment #2 is .an example of one instr:uctor who used her experi-

enCes in the FIPSE seminar to the advantage of her students. It, too,

reflects -the desire of many marginal ,t good students to improve their

reading and writing ability in order to do well in their complete college

work.

3. . A third form of evaluation used by the evaluators was the use

of "student evaluators" in order to get student perspective on tutoring.

During the first year, two mature, intelligent ,and experienced

women were engaged to interview, each semester, all the tutors being

used that semester, and a random sampling of the .tutees being tutored

that semester. The following questions were used to guide them

.through their interviews:

Tutori*,,and Tutees:

What steps has the instructor taken to encourage tutceirig?

Tutor:

7 Are you receiving adequate conference time with your
instructor?

Are you getting firm enough guidelines about how the
instructor wants you to proceed with the student?

Are these guidelines, together .with the tutor training
class, endugh to give you confidence with the tutees?

- Is your tutee benefiting from the information the instructor
receives from you?

- Have you noticed any change.or improvement in your working
relationship with your instructor over the semester?



Tutee:

- What do you expect from tutoring?

- How _do you know you need tutoring?

- Is the tutor reinforcing the goals of the course?

- In what ways does the instructor reinforce the work the
tutor is doing with you?

-How would you assess your reading and writing skills since
the beginning df the semester?

Is there improvement?

Are you more confident about your reading and writing, skills
sirce you began tutoring?

During the ::E:cond year two different, but equally talented,

young women were the student evaluators but exactly the same proce-

dure was followed.

Attachment '#3 reports a summary of one student evaluator's inter-

Views. Space does riqt permit the 'inclusion of the reports of the other

three stalent evaluators. In each case, each student evaluator wrote

comprehensive interview report and then summarized it as seen in the

Attachment #3 sample.

The student evaluators' observations were-taken into consideration

by the birector as the FIPSE Project ,progressed from semester .one

through semester four. Some of, these observations were:

Some faculty were not direct enough içi informing students,
whq, opyiously could prOlitfrom tutorial assistance, of the
purp-dseS of the tutorial program.

SOme faculty were not always taking the time, at least one
hour per week, to meet with their tutor. Tutors reported
that when they did, it was a ,terrific donfidence builder.

A major concern of the tutors and, of course, instructors,
was how to get tutees in for tutoring. They, believe that
tutees did not always fully understand tthe tutorial program..

2 2 4
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They believed, -that some fristructorS- waited too long to select
tutors and tutees. Thus, obviouSly, the succeSs of the
progi-em was minimized in thaf particu,lar class. Added to
this was the problem of enrolling the tutor selectee in the
tutor training class. FrequentlY class conflicts made it
impossible for the tutor selectee to enroll. This meant int
structor search for another tutor.

They believed that more time should be spent in the tutor
ttaining class on special problems of working with- Black,
Hispanic and *Asian students.

The student evaluators found that the' tUtors were very much
concerned with building a trusting, supportive relationship
with tutees. Because of this they were developing the kind
of rapport, a step-by-step process', that would lead to
success. They found that among the tutors there was no
evidence of "burn out" problems or any deteriorating tutor /.-
tutee relationship. To the contrary,' the tutors were trying
tO identify areas where they could become more effective.

4. All of the above evaluative measures brought messages to, the,

evaluators that this two year FIPSE Project was a 'success. DesPite this

evidence, the evalUators believed that it was essential to query all of

the FIPSE participants, primarily because most had one semester or

more to reflect and put into practice the objectives of Fl?SE since they

last sat in on a FIPSE seminar. Thirty-five of the forty-seven partici-.

pants responded to the ;ollowing questions:

1) What are some of the approaches you used before the FIPSE
seminar to assisf" students with poor reading and writing
skills

2) How has the FIPSE seminar changed your approach to working
with these students? Would you say that the seminar had a
significant effect on your approach to literacy problems in
your classes? Please specify any changes in your, teaching
methods or class management that you can attribute to the
seminar. If no change, please elaborate.

3) Are you now using or do you plan to use tutors in reading
'and 'writing as a part of your class or program? Please
explain. .

4) Wliat is your judgment about the 'overall effect of the reading
and writing tutor)al program- on our campus?

E-7



Attachment #4 summarizes the -responses to these questions and

best reflects the success of this-' project.

5. In ,addition to the four areas of evaluatioo noted above, the

following activities played a significant part in the evaluator's ability to

contribute, in a formative manner, to the development of the FIPSE

Project and, in a summative way, odescribe the achievements of this

Project.

During each semester of the two year project the evaluators:

Sat in on seminars--to the extent that all sessions
covered at least once.

were'

Met .and discussed format and content of seminars with semi-
nar, 'participants, leaders, and Project Director. Notes from
one of these evaluative sessions may be found as Attachment
#5.

Sat in on tutor training classes to get a,feel for., what goes on
there and to determine the relationship of the content of
these courses to the seminar sessions.

Met with the student evaluators to discuss their assignments,
to analyze with them their findings and to prepare for the
next semester.

Sat in on evaluation sessions that, included meetings with the
"alumni" of the previous sessions. Attachment #6 covers the
items discussed in the Spring t1982 FIPSE reunion.

PROGRESS MADE TOWARD THE ,OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJE,CT

1. To what extent did the college do what, in the grant application, it
said it would do?

In the opinion.of the evaluators, the college has performed in. such

a manner as to satisfy this criteria. While the entire faculty did not

partidipate in the project, 70% did. Many of the remaining' 30% have
c,

been encouraged to participate in seminars planned for the coming



3.

year--.along with some non-contract faculty (hourly instructors). In

other wordd, the success of the Project warrants continuation and

expansion.

2. How successful were these efforts? (To what extent were the
stipuiated objectives achieved?)

.
Attachments #1 through #4 attest to the success of this project.

Without equivocation , the evaluators stipulate _that the_ _college met its

objectives through this FIPSE grant.

SUMMARY AND CONCERNS FOR THE FUTURE

Immediate Objectives
A

All.contract instructors that participate&in this project have given

evidence, either observable, through interview or questionnaire, that

they do better understand and are better prepared to deal with

students.' reading and Writing problems. By the same evidence, they

are better prepared to direct, supervise, encourag and evaluate the

tutors for their .classes.

intermediate Objectives

It is clear that most of the instructors who participated in this

program do accept the responsibility for the reading and writing

consistency of students but as we observed, there are a few who aren't

'sure that' this is their responsibility. At the same time, these "doubt-

ing Thomases" gave a 'full effort to pre-testing, analyzing student work

zmd or'-'-- - '"rk" s. tut^r heir.) studen,us

Except for the first semester, during which only one session was
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held directly on problems of Black students, each Of the following

semesters saw a session devoted to' La- kaza 'and one to "Black students.

In addition , in each semester a session was held on students with

learning disabilitjbs and , students who speak English as a second
t.

language. During almost every session there was some discussion

regarding the quite different, needs of re-entry women students.

During the entire length of this project, direction was given by

the Project Director to assure the kind -of coordination between the

seminar and the ongoing tutor training priogram. The importance of

effoct cannot be overemphasized. In order for the "new" FIPSE

instructor to be able to communicate with his "clew" FIPSE tutor;

emphasis had to be given . to coordinating the beginning tutor training

'class with the beginning seminar. While it wasn't possible to go "hand

in hand," as the semester moved along, the tutor and the instructor

each began to talk the same language. Now that the -tutors and the

instructors are no longer "beginners," the future Of both will. bring to

them more reasoned understanding of their students' readiha/writing

problems.

Long Range

These objectives will contin o receive institutional attention.

They cannot, by their nature, be a part of ,this evaluation report.

If Los Medanos College had to depend nly on the dedication of its

faculty,, its para professkinals and the leaders ip of its administration,'

the expansion of this -Project to reach across the entire curriculum with
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its reading and writing program would be assured. Unfortunately, this

isn't the case. Continuing fisql constraints placed upon all of the

California Community Colleges-,-indeed all of Cali fornia's post, secondary

educational systems--may eventually restrict LMC's future plan for this

program. Despite this, the administration is deterMined fo expand the

tutorial program to the extent that prudent curricular budgeting allows.

That may not be as far or as fast as they would prefer.

This FIPSE grant has made it possible for Los Medanos College

faculty:and administration to engage in a. most rewarding experience.

Professional and personal development has occurred: A cooperative

effort among the "content" instrucwrs ha's oCcurred. Student tutors

gained confidence generated by this all out effort to include them in

this master plan to improve the reading_ and writing skills of their

fellow students. The big winner, the student with reading and writing

problems, saw the: ultimate reward in developing more competence in his

reading and writing and, thus, more success in his college work.

It is the intent of Los Medands College th Maintain the integrity

and momentum of this program. It will be done through the continuous

leadership of its administration and the dedication and experience of its

faculty and its support staff of para-professionals and student tutors.

# # #
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Attachment #1
,

FOQRRESPONSES THAT ARE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE FIPSE INTERVIEWS

Vocational Instructor

"I continue to believe that all instructorls should be
concerned for the literacy of their students and should try
to improve it, when necessary.

To this end, good tutoring is necessary. My experidnce
with tutors has been generally good, and is particularly
gowrthis year. Requiring tutoring (when necessary) is
legitimate, and it'works. I am not losing students on.that-
account. A good deal depends on how the instructor goes
about it. In the case of Appliance Repair the situation is
somewhat simplified by the fact that most students are in
the program for the entire four semesters. (I do not insist
on it, for example, in the Case of retired students who just
,waht a little instruction in some aspect of the program.)

The FIPSE seminars are good. Even when they seem a
little thepreical and' somewhat removed from my recurrent
problems, there is always something useful I can carry away.
For one thing, it makes me more alert. For another, it
starts me to thinking. For example, Kopstein Wasn't talking
about Appliance Repair, but what he waS saying about how the
brain works does apply-to my course.

Value, too, comes from simply meeting each week with
colleagues from a variety of. courses who have similar
problems. (An aside: An important side effect of such
seminars as FIPSE and 2TG is that the experience of.having
cross-section of all of us sharing participation in a common
interest is good for us and reinforces the philosophy of,
LMC.)

I wish there were more time. I wish that ciitiCal
attention could be given specifically to my own textual and
testing, materials. Perhaps it could be arranged for (say)
Judy and me to have more time together. 'This would be
valuable even after the semester is over."

Vocational InstruOtor

"Years ago I would have. responded differently to the
question, "What responsibility should a college teacher

.

(other than an English instructor) take for aiding a student
in overcoming his/her literacy deficiencies?" I now feel
that the instructors have a valid responsibility in this
matter and should do everything that can be done without
impairing the quality of the course. It is a responsibility,

EE-1
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however, that would be impossible to discharge-ade-qUately
without the aid of_gopid_but-ars-:- It is important, however,
thAt such tutors-Confine themselves,to liEeracy problems and
do not aSsume the role,of general "teaching assistants." It
is also important that both tutors and instructors receive
at least rudimentary training in dealing with reading/
writing handicaps and that they meet regularly and frequently
to discuss problems being 'encountered. Regularity is an
important feature-and should be observed, even if it turns
out that there is nothing to discuss.

For all of this the FIPSE ptogram has been very helpful;
I particularly value tHe one led by Nancy Collins. She
sharpened my insights into the matter of learning disabili-
ties. But all sessions haeepelped,,and taken together they
have made me more aWare of ways in which I could be more
effective. .Representative items are:

,

Although preSentation of material through leci.ure'may
-always need to be 'central, I can assist students in
their note-takinq-by putting a rough,, abbreviated
-Outline on the board. I have already done this, and it
is apprediated.

I can promote s,tudent participation bymaking more use
of small groups.

can increase the effectiveness of my.testing by
watching the wording more .carefully.

The seminars' have helped, too, by providing an opporT
tunity forl interaction on common koblems with instructors
from diverse.areas. (In fact, I find the a-Etosphere at LMC,
with its encouragement of informal interaction, to be very
stimulating.).

Among the problems that remain to be overcome is the
fact that not all "needy" students take full advantage of
t:he available assistanca. An institutional policy, that made
Continuance in the class--at the instructor's discretion--
conditional on making serious use of proferred asiistance
might-well be justified.

Although there are %some minor respects in mhich the.
FIPSE program may be improved as it proCeeds, my overall
imp5ession of it is distinctly positive."

9

Academic Instructor

"All instructors should take an active interest in the
literacy problems of their students and try to do something
about it.. It -vmuld be nice if we could make adequate

234.
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1
literacy a prerequisite to our courses, but that would be a
luxury that, realistically, is denied us. Increasingly I do
take such an interest and have done SQ for Some time.

Using tutors is an important part of the answer, but
there are two problems:

1. Finding andkeeping the right tutor.
.

2. Getting "needy" students to make good use of
tutors.

There's.no pat answer to the first problem except,
persistence and occas.ional good luck. For the second, Much
as I personally,dislike it, the only effective answer may be
a heavy-handed institutional policy that requires students,
on pain of being dropped or flunked, to'accept tutoring and
get with it. -

My experience with tutors has been generally good. I

can point to a few cases where it has helped radically, but
the number of such cases is small and not statistically
significant. Obviously, tutoring is ndt the answer to
increasing student persistence.

the FIPSE seminar sessions are good, sometimes "inspir-
ing," and helpful. A,problem is time. Sometimes I come
from a meeting with a head full of ideas, but before I haVe
a chance to sort them out and do anything with them they
hcisre slipped away. It would be very good to have.more
chance to "follOw-p," preferably right away. (It might be
a good idea to have follow-up contacts with Judy in the
following setesterc as well.)"

Counselor

,"In my own academic background Special attention Was
given to dealing with student literacy, so my response may
differ from that of some others. But I do believe that all
instructors should be awa,.-e, of the literacy problems and
,should do what they reasonably can to prepare themselves to
deal positively with them. This attention should not in any
way, however, tend to lower the academic quality of the
course. The kind of instructor assistance that is offered
by the FIPSE seminars--a healthy mixture of theoretical
considerations with practical applications--is proving ta be
very positive. Even the mere fact.that instructors from
diverse areas meet regularly to discuss <ocamon problems
would be even more valuable if there were more occasions
when tutors and instructOrs met in an expanded seminar.to
exchange and interact on problems and points of view. Time,
as always, is a problem here.

It would be impossible for an instructor to take on
this added responsibility of literacy assistance without the

2
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aid of tators. My tutor= is working very effectively and is
makina a Vqy significant contribution in specific cases I
could identify. In faate assuming that All "needy" students
began t about the same level, it might be reNiealing to
compare thel5rades of s'tudents whd'took filll,advantage of
this assiStance and those who, for whFtever reason, did not.
But my tutor and I fiave been frustrated by the fact that'
instrliaticin in the tutor training classis not adequately
synchronized with the FIPS Orogram and with the Experience
to which_instructOrs are exposed in ,its seminars. This

*should be corrected.% .

But my overall imPreSsion of the FIPSE program, in both
its seminars and correlated tutoring components-,,is definitely
positive."

.t
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Attachment

GRADES/COMMENTS ON.STUDENTS TUTORED
AND THOSE NOT TUTORED

A. STUDENTS RECEIVING TUTORING (*SEE NOTE1

#12

(2/3) -A

progression._

B

(1/2) W

(1) . W

0/2) W

(1)

(3) W

Grade

(2) 6

(2) , B

c(1) F

(1) D

(2) A

Comments

She responded well to tutoring.
Each assignment showed further

. These peofile dropped,out early on for
very specific reasons. I can detail
these because I was in'close
communication with the students.

She takes tests better_than_sta________
writes. She really started showing
improvement at the end.

Responded well to tutoring. Highly
motivated, began to trust herown
thoughts and analysis more near,the
end. Tended to "copy facts" at the
beginning.

She responded well and progressed
nicely.

An excellent student! Dropped out due
to family problems. She hated to drop
and I hated to see her drop. -She
hopes to pick ii up in the future.

He was attending tutoring and
responding. We lost him abruptly very
late in the semester. I will attempt
to'follow up

He started tutoring too late to
make a difference. He needs to be
more realistic about the demands of
college level courses. .

Very motivated. Each assignment
showed progress.

C.
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#13 (2/3) A

#14 (1) W

.#15 (1/2) ,C

#16 (3) A

#17 A

#18 (2) A

2

Responded well to tutoring.. Each
assignment showed progreSs.

Dropped early ori.'

Works very'hard, but really needs
skill development in writing.' Has
signed up for remedial course in the
Spring..

, -

A hard working +student who. perfected
her skills through tutoring.

Really responded near the end. His
last two assignments showed much
progress.

A very motivated student who actually
achieved beyond her writing level.

Sheprogressed wellwith-tutoring help
and still could use a Language Arts
151G Class.

B. STUDENTS RECOMMENDED FOR TUTORING, BUT FOR ONE
REASON OR ANOTHER ARE NOT RECEIVING IT

Student

W1

#2

Grade Comments

(2) W He was injured in a serious auto
atcident and had to drop out by about
week #6 or 7.

(2/3). C Motivated student,- -.Struggles with
tests. Many per5pnal adjustments,
famfily deaths,- etc:,-Attended

consistently, she exCelled on one
written assignment andtrealizes her
weaknesses.

(2.) Single parent, works full-time and had
to set his prjerities. He realizes he
needs to upgrade his skills and spend
more time on his assignments. He
couldn't afford the time thi
semester.

#4 (2/3) C 'Young student. She has a job and has
recently become engaged. She is more
capable than she athieved due'to lack
of time spent on the assignments.

2 3
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#5 (2) W

#6 (2) B

#7 (1/2)

#8 (1/2) B

#9 (1) W

(2) A

(1) F

*NOTE

Deai- Student,

3

She dropped out due to health
reasons.

He was taking composition but still
struggles with writing. He says it's
been hard for him to feel comfortable
with writing thoughts all of his life.
He progressed well.

She'd ask Geri a quick question or two
but never got really involved. Her

.skills seem more like a 2/3 after
reading most of her work. A good
student.

He dropped early on. Family and wo'rk
pressures..

(See Orevious list.) She ended up
seeing Geri near the end. An

_excellent student. Her writing
improved.

She quit attending after week #14.
Disappeared--A sincere and motivated .'
student, .appeared to have too much
going on in her life.

STUDENT WRITING EVALUATIONS

Introduction:

It is difficult to ade4uate1y evaluate student work and predict the
future' from one short assignment, but these "quickie" writing examples can
Isolate Some Problem MAas. I.,am a firm beli6er in preventative medicine
and would like you to respond to the following evaluations. It is essential
that you report to me for clarification if you received either a #1.or #2.
This entire process shodld enable you to get more out of the course and enjoy
rather than struggle with the learning'experience.
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CATEGORIES:

A. Category #1

Students who fall into this category have demonstrated some problem
areas that make it difficult for a reader to fully understand their message.
In order to avoid future problems with written assignments, it is critical
that you see me in order to continue the course. Please remain after the
class for a few minutes.

B. Category #2

Students who fall into this category are what I would define as "border-
line." Your written, mesage is n6t as clear as it could be, and you may have
some difficulty with class assignments. You could probably benefit from some
assistance and you are recommended for tutoring help with the,first assignment.
Please remain after class to clarify thts with me.

C. Category #3

-Students who fall into this category demonstrated adequate ability on
this first assignment. Any of you could, of course, benefit from assistance
andnwe encourage people to participate in tutoring to make the job easier on
you'. Feel free to take advantage of the opportunity, as you could only gain
from the experiente.

EE-8



'Attachment #3

SUMMARY
STUDENT EVALUATORS REPORT

1980-81

The following general report represents an interpreta-
tion of the responses elicited during individual interviews
with both tutors and tutees.

The overall positive attitude expressed by the tutors.
in the Fall semester was still very apparent in the Spring
semester. They were satisfied with the amount of conference
time that was set aside by the instructors. The tutors felt
that the various-Instructors were very specific about how
the tutors were to proceed with the student tutees. They
also agreed, that the instructors were open and supportive at
all times.

The tutors reinforced their approval of the tutor
training class. They believed thg.t the confidence and skill
required to work with tutees was greatly increased as a
result of the class. They were able to-establish a greater
level of confidence ih their dealingswith tutees.

The tutors believed that their working relationships
with the instructors has improved over the cotirse of the
present semester. They felt that the lines of communication
were much less"vague. One tutor stated that she had, more
questions to ask as the semester progressed. In general,
the tutors expressed a positive attitude toward the
instructor-tutor relationship.

The tutors were satisfied with the methods employed by
the instructors in order to encourage tutoring. The
instructors usually identified a potential tutee after a
writing sample waS submitted. 'At that point the instructor
informed the student of the tutorial services at LMC and
also introduced the individual to the class tutor. This
arrangement seemed to wOrk well.- It was acceptable, and
agreed to by the tutor, tutee and instructor.

'Scate tutors suggested the following:

"We would like to place a tutor in class all the time.
It would be a help to see tutee in action."

Tutees

The tutees required help with class work. They also
expected tb improve their reading and writing skills. They
seemed to agree that the tutorial assistance fulfilled their
expectations.

All tutees believed that the tutor reinforced the goals
of the course. They,were aware of the fact that the instructor

EE-9
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and tutor were able to meet and discuss the meeds of an
individual tutee. This allowed the tutee to feel more
confident and thus the ttitprial sessions were extremely
beneficial.

The tutees were encouraged by their improved reading
and writing skills. One tutee acknowledged the fact that
her essays were significantly bettr since she received
tutoring.

All tutees felt more confident about class participa-
tion.. They were able to express themselves mor.e clearly
through improved writing skills. In addition, better.
reading, skills encouraged the students to continue the
class, rather than diop because of the inability to keep up
with class wprk. In all dases, the tutees felt that the,
tutor's continued support, instruction and assistance gave
them the motivation and confidence to continue.

Although some tutees asked for help and others were
guided by the instructor, all agreed that tutorial assis-
tance was secured without a great deal of effort. They were
impressed by the mutual cooperation'of both the tutor and
instructor.

EE-10
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Attachment #4'

RESPONSES TO FIPSE QUESTIONNAIRE

Question #1

"What are some of the approaches you used before the FIPSE
seminar to assist students with poor'reading and Writing
skills?"

Of the thirty-five instructors who respOnded to this

auestion, it appears that, with some exceptions, most did

very little (fourteen said, frankly, "nothing, much"). Many,,

however, amplified their remarks with statements that

evidenced some desire and attempts to help Comments such

as the following were indicators of "the spirit is willing

but the flesh is weak."

"I obtained writing samples at the beginning of the
semester for analysis ahd referral--as well as possible
ways of incorporating activities to assist the students
learning to apply skills. I am not a reading/writing
specialist so I cannot help students in need."

"I think I tried to circumvent reading and Writing
problems, i.e. I would read (or translate) for the
student. I have often asked students for sentence and
paragraph responses on exams."

"Sporadically, I utilized tutors but my,.and the ir,
focus was more content oriented. I often just threw up
my hands, lowered my standards, and indiscriminantly

'dispensed C's."

"Either correeted spelling and/or writing in margin or
on test--or talked to student out of class. Other than
that I'm afraid to say that I,did not concern myself
with reading and writing skills. Oh! I did refer
students to the reading/writing labs--but I have little
faith that they arrived,"

24



Question 42

"How has the FIPSE seminar changed your approach to working
with these students? Would you say that the seminar had a,
significant effect on your approach to literacy problems in
your classeS? Please specify any changes in your teaching
methods or class management."

The responses to these two questions were overwhelmingly

With no'exception, every rOsponseenthusiastid and positive.

indicated the success of the seminars. Such words as "more

aware," "encourage," "confidence," "better understanding"

were replete throughout the responses. The following typify

the faculty responses to these questions:

"They (seminars) served to reinforce and encourage me
in some of the areas I had already developed."

"I am more aware of
and feel that I am
students' skills and
skills."

reading and writing difficulties
better equipped to assess the
to assist them in developing these

"I now stress the tutoring pfOgram and maintain tougher
standards. I stress basic skills and use the in-class
writing exercises we discussed in FIPSE:"

"I am much more aware of literacy problems awl
especially the ,many kinds of literacy problems.
Awareness is a first step toward, change. Next semester
I plan to use more written class work to diagnose
problems or at least to better identify them. Because
of FIPSE, my attitude toward students who need
reading/writing help has changed from 'You need to work
harder' to q4et's get some help for you in reading
and/or writing fundaDentals so that you can do better
work for me.'"

"T gained from the seminar a better understanding of
the specific processes_ and,techniques available to
assist students with reading and writing difficulties.
As a result, when I now encounter a student with a
reading/ writing problem, I have more ideas at hand on
how to assist that student."
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Question #3

"Are you now using or do you plan., 'to use tutors in reading
and writing as a part,of your clsstor program? Please-
elaborate."

Prior to this FIPSE Project and, except for Language
0
Arts instructo'rs, very few of the other "content" _instructors

used tutors for the improvement of reading and writing

skills. Some instrUctors used tutors who were par-qcularly

skilled in the subject area--teacher assistants. During the

semester in which the seminar was held, and subsequent to

that semester, nearly all were sing tutors particularly

.skilled in..assisting. their -fellow students in the iMprovement

of their reading and writing skills.

The following com ments gave the evaluators a sense of

faculty reaction to the question:

"I would be last without a tutor. He liad made it
possible for many students to keep up with our theory
classes and has given students the necessary support
that we do not have time to give."

"The FIPSE program opened my eyeS to more preative uses
of tutors."

"Yes, I do have two'tutors to help me in improving the
reading/writing skills of the learning disabled. The
seminar was very helpful to me in terms of recruiting
tutors and how to work with them most efficiently."

"I'look forward to the use of seyeral suggested
reading./ writing activities in all of the courses I
will teach--regardless of whether or not a tutor will
be an approprihte "tool" in these courses."



Question #4

"What is your judgment about the over all effect of the
reading and writing tutorial program on our campus?"

'While the faculty participarits could riot speak.lor

their colleagues who did not participate in the seminars,

nor could they realistically assess the impact of this

program on the entire college program, they could speak for

themselves--and they did. With a few exceptions, the

responses reflected a very warm and positive feeling toward

objectives of the FIPSE program and its almoSt immediate

successesfOr themSelves as well as their students.

Because this question elicited so many positive and

inciteful responses, the evaluators have chosen some

rep esentative samples:'

',The overall effect of the reading and writing tutorial
ptogram at LMC has been very positiveand constructive.
Itjlas been positive in the sense that it reillforced
the\,college .commitment to all learners. Also, it
affitmed the values of those faculty and managers who-
have espoused a strong "teacherly" role--that you work
with who you meet, takirig them from where they are to

, where they want,to go. It has been positive in the
fact that college resources and extra-mural funds are
devoted to

\
the issue of literacy across the curriculum

such that all are incauded in the concerns addressed.
The program'has been constrpctive in the way it gives
very workable, practical and realistic strategies and
techniques to' those who wiSh to act on the ideals of,
promoting learner skills. Also it is constructive in
that the seminars bring people together from various
disciplines to Share techniques. A "can do" attitude
emerges that echoes other college projects such as the
General Education Curriculum revision. When reading -
and writing development was included as a criteria for
G.E. courses,.the question, "But how can I do it in my
field," had a chorus of affirmative answer:J. It can be
done and FIPSE showed the way."

-'?EE-14
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nothing else, the .FIPSE program has made LMC
instructors much more'fiware Of Student characteristics
im this area. It has also shown instructors that there
are indeed concrete methods for handling the situation
wiehin the content._ area. I feel,that the tutorial
program has been/vry successful."

"I am very impressed with the overall impact of the ,

reading and writing tutorial program on our campus. I

-think it is tremendouSly valuable asset to the, ,

General Lducation program and the learning process as a
whole. I have learned much about the learning process
and my teaching has-improved through the whole experi-
ence. I appreciate the availability of such a program."

"I'm not yet in any,pogUion to evaluate the effect of
this program. .I believe that the intentions are valid
and, if successfully carried through, they s'hould have
a profound influence thrOOghout the LMG curriculdm."

"As the FIPSE instrUctor seminars continue, I am being
awlakened.to teaching and learning processes which can
improve my role in future courses. I think I am
benefiting. greatly from 'these seminars."

"I think the tutorial program is vital to the health
and well being of most of the college curriculum."

,?414
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NOTES
FIPSE EVALUATION SEMINAR

. JANU4RY 12, 1982
'

Attachment #5

Ross briefly reviewed each subject dovered during the,
p.izt seminar--(well done).

Each participant was asid7to rate,each session on a
scaler of 0 (least useful) to15 (most useful).

-Ross asked the group to respond to three points:
1. Things that we peed to know moKe about.
2. Things that we should have left out.
3. Any Suggested changes in the sequence of topics.

On Point #1:
.

Should know more about how to work with Biack
students--should,bring in qualified outsiders to do
this.

As an aside:, Give next semester FIPSE schedule to thig
"alumni" group.

Another aside: Should -have a "reunion" of FIPSE
participants in.erly Spring.

Should have either a 'session,or twO, or parts of a
number of sessions6 devoted to,participants talking to
one another about their problems and to exchange ideas
about their "favorite -Ericks" which help solve these
problems-of readifig/writing.

Suggestions that when a presenter has a bibliography
that he/she wants tc5 give to the partkcipant,s, copies
be made and given out at the beginning of the session.

It was the view by a=few that 18 weeks was too lOng and
thatf2-1/2 hours was. also too fong. While this was not
supported by the majority, if seemed that many supported
the idea of a 10-minute break somewhere during eadh
session.

Someone suggested the idea that a session, or some part
thereof, be devoted to a. discussion on "substitute"
language'oh the part of Hispanic and/or BlaCks.

Suggested that the last half hour of each session be
devoted to breaking the group up into areas and each
area discussing the applicability of the session to
that particular area.

246
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-Another point of view: At the beginning'of each
session time should be given to discussing the
application of the previous session to the
"working class" (instructors).

A point was made that all handouts be distributed to
the partiCipants in advance of each session.

On Point #,2f

It seemed to this writer that the participants were in
agreement that nothing should be left out--with one
pos§ible exception. Many believed that the last
session was not well done--nor were the theories
propounded acceptable.

One Participant sqggested that instead of dealing
with the subject "Structure of the Intellect" that a
session be deV,oted to a presentation on the brain--
physiologically, not psychologically.

On Point #3:

- This writer found this discussion sdrt of fuzzy and
somewhat contradictory. It seemed that noises were
made for building the foundation early in semester and
followed by applications, the "how to."

- Another big pitch made fbr exchange of ideas.

- Someone said, "More on reading/writing early on."

Some suggestions for coalescing some topics (not too .

much, though).
4

More:

- Allow for time to talk about problems and to ask
questions.

On ESL: Worthwhile, but should have an experienced
tutor talk about problems of the "run of the mill"
student.

- Some believed that it would be important-- arly--to
.haye Ross discuss the interface betweety at he does
With.the beginning tutor, in the TutorTraining claps
and the needs of the facu Ilty particPants. (Not clear, 4
on this.)
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Much discussion relative to the derability of assess7
ing student, heeds earlyso that the,student can be
advised as to weaknesses in reading and_writing. This
led to such-thoughts as:

,

-develop a control group who will bave had subh an
assessment and subseguerCc counseling as opposed

, to a non-control group Who would not have had-the
benefit ofsuch, counseling.

-concurrent enrollment,in the,content course with
the fundamentals of writing ahd/or reading
course.

-mandatory enrollment in "Bone Head".courses ii

r&ading :and writing when determined (1n testing)
that-the student is deficient.in re*ling andhir
writing.

"-coinpulsory counseling (advising).

-and more - more more.

Rlss reiterated-two points:

The tutors need for constant contact with the instructoi,

the need:Lit all faculty to_target all students--early
on--who need help and to so advise them. This point
was dramatically emphasized-by the reading of a paper
by.one of Harriet Shaffer's students. This student's
major concern was that none of her instruCtors, prior
to enrolling in one of Harriet's classes, ever, eirer
suggested that she,need=x1 somo expert assistance (by a
tutor). In her words,.".It Was unfair to me-for all
those other teachers to let me go-for so,long when all
the time there'Was" a problerh."

tE-18



ITEMS DISCUSSED

FOSE REUNION
SPRING 1982

-I. IDENTIFYING STUDENfS

'Attachment /16

A. Reading/Writing screening deviceS.-

B. What.do you say to students who need tutoring?

C. Howmany students do you refer and how severe are their needs?

O. How many students pursue tutoring? For how long?

I . WORKING WITH THE TUTOR

A. What dbes the tuior seem to need from you?

B. How do you meet that need?

C. Any special suggestions or ideas for the rest of us?

III. READING AND WRITING IN THE CONTENT ARV,

What is thejink between the reading and writing and your content,
area?

. What are the implications for instruction?

C. What are some-specific techniques you've developed?

EE
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Los Medanos College
FIPSE - Reading, WritTng

For Period 9/1/81 through 6/30/82

Personnel

Federal Grant District Contributions

Actual BUdget Actual Budget

.$Professional $ 39,945.37 $ 39,665.00 $ 10,746.00 10,054.00

Classified 1,358.82 1,647.00

Tutors 28,254.84 44,544.00

Benefits ..
1,721.89 858.00

Supplies 1,551.68 1,350.00 712.32

Production 450.00

Consultants 4,100.00 14,000.00

Travel 2,46.13 2,300.00

Indirect Costs @ 8% 7,267.76 43,462.06

$ 49,41Lo0 $ 49,412.00 $ 48,702.81 $ 63,918.00
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